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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this quantitative study was to examine the content validity and inter-rater
reliability of the Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R).
Lawshe’s method was used to examine content validity of the assessment based on item analysis
of responses from a panel of six experts. The six reviewers were experts in the fields of behavior
analysis and autism. Inter-rater reliability was measured using the intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) based on scoring information from a panel of five experts after watching a
video model of the assessment being administered to a student. The five reviewers were experts
in the fields of teacher education and medicine; all of which have obtained at least a bachelor’s
degree. Validating the ABLLS-R is a step towards meeting the criteria of No Child Left Behind
(NCLB) under Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) to be considered as an
alternate assessment in the public school system. Results for content validity for the ABLLS-R
were significant, including 395 of 544 items to be retained. Of the 395 items, 304 items were
retained because their content validity ratio (CVR) exceeded the critical value cutoff of .800, and
91 items were retained based on the satisfaction of both the alternate accepted CVR cutoff of .33
and having experts’ comments for modifications or notations to add comments in the notes
column for the items in the ABLLS-R Protocol manual. The ABLLS-R demonstrated good
inter-rater reliability (ICC = .954, p = .05). These preliminary results begin to establish validity
and reliability of the ABLLS-R and will likely increase its incorporation in the public school
system state testing for students with autism spectrum disorder (ASD).
Keywords: Autism Spectrum Disorder, Applied Behavior Analysis, Assessment of Basic
Language and Learning Skills-Revised, Alternative Assessment
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Introduction
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) affects 1 in 68 children in the United States today, more
often boys than girls (Center for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2015b). Every child is
affected by autism differently due to the diverse range of developmental disorders (thinking,
feeling, language, and ability to relate to others) that affect the functioning of the brain
(American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2000). Accurate assessment of skills that need
improvement for individualized children is best practice for ASD (Guldberg, 2010). The
Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R) is a tool used to
identify key areas that students with ASD need intensive instruction using discrete trial teaching
(DTT), a component of Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA). The ABLLS-R is the foundation for
writing students’ with ASD Individualized Education Program (IEP) goals and objectives based
on scoring (Partington, 2010b); however, validity and reliability have not been established for
this assessment. The uses of valid and reliable assessments are ethical recommendations by
professional organizations (American Educational Research Association [AERA], 1999) and
mandated by state and federal laws (IDEA, 2004; NCLB, 2002) in order to meet criteria as an
alternate assessment. The succeeding research addresses this need of providing validity and
reliability evidence for the ABLLS-R by administering a survey to a panel of experts in the field
of autism, behavior analysis, and ABA.
Background
Leo Kanner (1943) was the first to separate autism from childhood schizophrenia and
recognize it as an official clinical disorder. However, it was not included in the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (APA, 1980) until 1980 (MacFarlane & Kanaya, 2009).
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Autism spectrum disorders affect approximately 1 in 68 children in the United States (CDC,
2015b). It is a neurodevelopmental disorder that primarily affects communication and social
interaction, imaginative play, and repetitive behaviors or motor skills (APA, 2013;
Mastergeorge, 2007). These symptoms can vary quite a bit in terms of severity in each child
(Mastergeorge, 2007).
With the implementation of NCLB in 2002 and IDEA (Delmolino & Harris, 2012; IDEA,
2004), the issue of administering a valid and reliable assessment to students is not only
mandatory but also ethical. Assessments for students with autism tend to focus on language
using Skinner’s analysis of verbal behavior and began with the Parsons Language Sample
(Partington, 2010b; Spradlin, 1963). Dr. Spradlin influenced several subsequent behavioral
language assessments, including the ABLLS (Sundberg & Partington, 1998). The ABLLS has
since been revised (changes made in 18 of the 25 sections) to include many new items that help
to identify specific skill strengths and weaknesses and continues to be a useful tool to assist
parents and professionals in identifying skills from a variety of repertoires that are associated
with student’s developmental delays (Partington, 2010b).
Because the autism spectrum is so diverse, no two children’s educational needs are
exactly the same (APA, 2000; Goldstein & Behuniak, 2012). The ABLLS-R allows for
individualization of specific goals and objectives for each student’s IEP (Partington, 2010b).
However, teachers are receiving little guidance from administration regarding how to determine
which interventions are evidence-based and most appropriate for individual students to address
these skill deficits because of the administration’s lack of knowledge and experience serving
students with ASD (Neumann, Meyer, & Buchanan, 2011; Partington, 2010b; Spencer, Peterson,
& Gillam, 2008). Teachers often gravitate towards interventions based on their expertise or on
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the availability of resources rather than on the combination of research evidence and studentspecific factors due to the lack of exposure to special education during their coursework and
practicum experience (Chang, Early, & Winton, 2005; Goldstein & Behuniak, 2012; Spencer et
al., 2008). It is crucial for school administrators and educators to be aware of the elements,
specifically applied behavior analysis, that promotes and facilitates learning for students with
autism (Dillenburger, Keenan, Doherty, Byrne, & Gallagher, 2012; Thomas, 2005) based on the
skills identified to be deficit after the ABLLS-R assessment is administered.
Problem Statement
The use of ABA in the classroom as an early educational intervention strategy is a
behavioral approach that is aimed at developing independent learners and increasing academic
skills (Enright & Axelrod, 1995; Warash, Curtis, Hursh, & Tucci, 2008). ABA uses DTT among
other evidence-based research practices and when delivered consistently, benefits students with
autism (Gongola & Sweeney, 2012). The Surgeon General of the United States has reported that
ABA is the most effective intervention for students with autism (Schoen, 2003). The results of
the ABLLS-R assessment are designed to be a bridge for writing students’ with autism individual
IEP goals and objectives that are taught using ABA instruction. The problem is that the ABLLSR has no established validity or reliability to meet the criteria of NCLB (2002) under IDEA
(2004) as an alternate assessment, but it is still being administered to children with ASD and
used as the primary source of writing these students’ IEPs (NCLB Action Briefs, 2009;
Partington, 2010b). The Georgia Alternate Assessment (GAA) is what is currently being used in
the Georgia public school systems to assess alternate achievement standards based on grade level
performance, but research shows it is difficult to accurately measure the wide range of ability
levels among students with significant cognitive disabilities (Harris, 2014).
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Purpose Statement
The purpose of this quantitative study was to begin to establish validity and reliability of
the ABLLS-R to meet criteria of NCLB (2002) to be used as an alternate assessment in ABA. A
panel of six expert reviewers with expertise in the area of behavior analysis and autism was used
to establish content validity of the ABLLS-R	
  using Lawshe’s (1975) method based on item
analysis of responses by rating each question as proposed by Lawshe using an online survey
program called Survey Monkey®. A panel of five experts either working on or having obtained
a teacher education degree or a relevant degree in the field of medicine was used to establish
inter-rater reliability using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) based on reviewers’ scores
from observing a pre-recorded video of the administration of the ABLLS-R to a student with
ASD. The experts used the ABLLS-R Protocol manual to score one student’s with ASD
performance, pausing the video after each question, and recording their score using an online
survey program called Survey Monkey®.
Significance of the Study
The significance of the study contributes to the field of special education by validating
the ABLLS-R assessment to meet NCLB (2002) under IDEA (2004) criteria as a valid and
reliable alternate assessment for use in ABA (Gongola & Sweeney, 2012; Lovitt, 2012). ABA is
an educational intervention that meets national policy standards for educating students and
provides students with autism appropriate methods for reducing negative behavior and increasing
social and academic skills through the use of positive reinforcement (Gongola & Sweeney, 2012;
Skinner, 1954).
This study is important for the autism community and public school systems. Validating
the ABLLS-R provides statistical evidence that this assessment is worthy to be used in the
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writings of IEPs and the skills therein are necessary for student improvement not only
academically, but also socially and behaviorally (Skinner & Daly, 2010). The availability of
ABA intervention in public schools would create common knowledge of early interventions
available to students with autism in general, thus, creating a more knowledgeable population of
parents seeking additional help (i.e., behavioral, social, and academic) for their children (Boutot
& Hume, 2012; Tzanakaki et al., 2012).
Research Questions
The research questions for this study are:
RQ1: Does the Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R)
have content validity for identifying specific language and learning skills in need of intervention
for children with language delays?
RQ2: Does the Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R)
assessment have inter-rater reliability between raters across all items (Skill A – Z)?
Hypotheses
The following are the research hypotheses:
H1: The Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R) has
good content validity for identifying specific language and learning skills in need of intervention
for children with language delays.
H2: The Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R) has
good inter-rater reliability between raters across all items addressed in this study.
Definitions
1. Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) – A measure from one year to another of student
achievement on statewide assessments (Adequate Yearly Progress, 2014).
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2. Alternative Assessments Based on Alternate Achievement Standards (AA-AAS) “Assessments used to evaluate the performance of students with the most significant
cognitive disabilities” (National Center on Educational Outcomes [NCEO], 2013, para.
1).
3. Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) - A scientific approach in which the principles of the
analysis of behavior are systematically applied to improve socially significant behavior,
and demonstrate experimentation is used to identify the variables responsible for
behavior change (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007).
4. Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R) - An assessment,
curriculum guide, and skills tracking system that helps identify specific skills in need of
intervention for children with language delays (Partington, 2010b).
5. Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) - A developmental disability present in the early
developmental years (typically recognized in the first two years of life) with persistent
deficits in social interaction and communication and by restricted, repetitive, and
stereotyped patterns of behavior, interests, or activities (CDC, 2015a; APA, 2013).
6. Criterion reference test - “A test that measures student performance as compared to an
established criteria or standard” (Georgia Department of Education, 2014a, p. 9).
7. Content validity – How accurately test items represent the sample content being measured
(Mathcs, n.d.).
8. Discrete trial teaching (DTT) – “An orderly and intensive instructional method that
involves four components: (a) a presentation of a discriminative stimulus (SD), (b) an
occurrence or approximation of the targeted response, (c) delivery of a reinforcing
consequence, and (d) a specified intertrial interval” (Brown-Chidsey & Steege, 2004 and
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Koegel, Russo, & Rincover, 1997, as cited in Steege, Mace, Perry, & Longenecker, 2007,
p. 94).
9. Early intervention - Special education and related services designed to identify and treat
developmental disabilities in children under the age of five (Education.com, 2014).
10. Evidence-based practice - “The label for a movement begun in the medical sciences that
is increasingly influencing the behavioral and educational sciences, aiming to use the
current best research evidence with regard to practice” (Sackett, Rosenberg, Muir Gray,
Haynes, & Richardson, 1996, as cited in Hutzler, 2011, p. 190).
11. Georgia Alternate Assessment (GAA) - A portfolio of student work provided as evidence
that a student is making progress toward skills that are aligned to the Georgia curriculum
(Georgia Department of Education, 2014b).
12. Inter-rater reliability – is a reflection of the rating process' accuracy (Stolarova, Wolf,
Rinker, & Brielmann, 2014)
13. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) – “Assesses the degree to which the measure used
is able to differentiate between participants with diverging scores, indicated by two or
more raters that reach similar conclusions using a particular tool” (Liao et al., 2010;
Kottner et al., 2011, as cited in Stolarova et al., 2014, p. 3).
14. Natural Environment Teaching (NET) - Utilizes that principles of ABA to teach in the
natural environment; leads to an individual being able to learn skills in one environment
and generalize them to other environments (Coastal Autism Therapy Center, 2014).
15. Operant conditioning - “The use of consequences to modify the occurrence and form of
behavior” (Tuckman, 1969, para. 1).
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16. Progress monitoring - “A set of techniques used to assess students’ academic
performance on a regular and frequent basis” (Luckner & Bowen, 2010, p. 397).
17. Reinforcement - A technique used to motivate students to learn (Morris, 2008b).
18. Reliability – “The ability of an instrument to measure an attribute consistently” (Devon et
al., 2007, p. 156).
19. Sensory integration - “The neurological process that organizes sensations from one’s
body and from the environment and makes it possible to use the body effectively in the
environment” (Ayres, 1989, p. 22).
20. Task analyses - The process of breaking complex tasks/behaviors down into smaller,
more manageable components/steps in order to teach the skill. This technique helps in
learning complex, chained behaviors and functional skills (Szidon & Franzone, 2009;
Webster, 2015a).
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Autism spectrum disorders affect approximately 1 in 68 children in the United States
(CDC, 2015b). According to Mastergeorge (2007), what was once considered to be a rare
disorder is now a condition that is so common that many people are familiar with the term and
most people know someone who has been diagnosed. It is a neurodevelopmental disorder that
primarily affects communication and social interaction, imaginative play, and repetitive
behaviors or motor skills (APA, 2013; Mastergeorge, 2007). These symptoms can vary quite a
bit in terms of severity in each child (Mastergeorge, 2007).
Because the autism spectrum is so diverse, no two children’s educational needs are
exactly the same (Goldstein & Behuniak, 2012). This poses a problem as many schools are not
fully prepared to provide the learning environments needed to meet the academic and social
requirements of students with autism (Mastergeorge, 2007; Partington, 2010b). Some teachers
are also receiving little guidance from administration regarding how to determine which
interventions are evidence-based and most appropriate for individual students (Neumann et al.,
2011; Spencer et al., 2008). Teachers often gravitate towards interventions based on their
expertise or on the availability of resources rather than on the combination of research evidence
and student-specific factors; this is due to the lack of exposure to special education during their
coursework and practicum experience (Chang et al., 2005; Goldstein & Behuniak, 2012; Spencer
et al., 2008). It is crucial for school administrators and educators to be aware of interventions
designed for students with autism, specifically ABA that promotes and facilitates learning
(Dillenburger et al., 2012; Thomas, 2005).
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With the implementation of NCLB in 2002 and IDEA in 2004, special education services
are available to any student that meets specific criteria and has been diagnosed with a disorder
that impairs their ability to learn in a general classroom setting. According to Gold and Stacy
(2005), special education can be a valuable resource because it provides the necessary services
students need to ensure a good or adequate education is received, and it can also provide the
support and training that general education teachers and parents need. Educationally-based
programs offered as early intervention options to students with autism have been more strongly
related to progress and development than intervention programs offered later (Reed, Osborne, &
Corness, 2007; Schoen, 2003; Tews, 2007). With the early intervention of ABA becoming an
available option for parents of students with autism in public schools, many parents are choosing
this intervention because of the documented positive effects on children with autism
(Dillenburger et al., 2012; Matson et al., 2012; Tzanakaki et al., 2012). Dr. Ivar Lovaas laid the
groundbreaking work using ABA with children with autism (Barbera & Rasmussen, 2007).
The Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R) is an
assessment that educators use to identify specific skills in children with language and learning
deficits and is most commonly used when developing a behavioral program for children on the
autism spectrum (Reinforcement Unlimited, 2014). The ABLLS-R is a comprehensive review of
544 skills from 25 skill areas and comprised of two documents: protocol (scoring sheet) and a
guide (information of the features of the ABLLS-R, instructions on scoring, and how to develop
IEP goals and objectives specific to each student to maximize their learning) (Behavior Analysts
Inc., 2014).
The purpose of this quantitative study is to test the theory of operant conditioning and
analysis of language that explains why the validation of the ABLLS-R assessment is vital to the
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autism community in the education world. This chapter outlines the theoretical framework
supporting this study, discusses teachers’ perceptions of alternate assessments in public schools,
compares the Georgia Alternate Assessment (GAA) to the ABLLS-R, examines the 25 skill areas
of the ABLLS-R to show relevance as to why the validity and reliability of this assessment is
critical to meet NCLB (2002) under IDEA (2004) criteria as an alternate assessment for students
with autism as part of ABA instruction, and provides parental insight in to home based ABA
programs.
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework for this study is based on B. F. Skinner’s analysis of language
(Skinner, 1957) and Skinner’s theory of Operant Conditioning (Skinner, 1938).
The analysis of language is a functional analysis that primarily focuses on the different
environmental conditions in which language occurs (Partington, 2010b). Skinner’s analysis of
verbal language identifies language as learned behavior caused by the same environmental
variables that control nonverbal behavior (Sundberg, n.d.; Webster, 2015b). Most of the
language assessment and intervention programs for children with autism are based on cognitive
theories; however, behavior analysis provides an alternative analysis of language that has the
same principles of behavior and basic research that underlie the teaching procedures of DTT and
ABA (Sundberg, n.d.) and is supported by research for educational instruction with individuals
with ASD (Greer & Ross, 2008; LeBlanc et al. 2009; Sundberg & Michael, 2001, as cited in
May, Hawkins, & Dymond, 2013). Skinner outlined verbal operants, also known as functional
units of language (mands, tacts, intraverbals, and echoics) to be taught separately because the
development of one will not necessarily lead to the development of another (Burk, 2009; Finn,
Miguel, & Ahearn, 2012). These verbal operants are part of ABA instruction and are taught
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based on differing levels of skill based on individual student needs (Burk, 2009; Webster,
2015b).
Operant conditioning was developed by Skinner (1938) as a popular approach for
influencing behavior and used in educational settings (Education.com, 2014). Skinner has
greatly impacted the development of ABA and contributed significantly to the field of education
(Morris, Smith, & Altus, 2005; Sparzo, 1992; Tews, 2007). Morris et al. (2005) reviewed and
analyzed Skinner’s contributions to ABA, beginning with his earliest publication to the
publication in 1959 that solidified ABA as an acceptable intervention to modify behavior. Tews
(2007) reported that ABA is rooted in operant conditioning, made famous by Skinner, and is a
widely used intervention for teaching children with autism.
This study will seek to validate the ABLLS-R assessment using an expert review panel to
assess content validity with inter-rater reliability. It is crucial that this assessment meet NCLB
(2002) criteria as an alternate assessment for use in ABA. ABA focuses on the reinforcing of a
particular stimulus-response pattern. A stimulus-response pattern seeks to help students with
autism build connections between objects and/or people (Schoen, 2003). According to Grindle
& Remington (2002), establishing conditioned reinforcers that motivate student performance in
DTT is a key component to facilitating learning in applied settings. Skinner gave a great deal of
attention to schedules of reinforcement and their effects of establishing and maintaining behavior
(Skinner, 1954). In using this theory to address students’ with autism needs for using the
stimulus-response pattern and positive reinforcement, the researcher hopes to validate the
ABLLS-R in order to use the skills in the assessment to write IEP goals and objectives using
ABA as the educational intervention for students with autism (Skinner & Daly, 2010).
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Literature
Alternate Assessments
According to Nasri, Roslan, Sekuan, Bakar, and Nor Puteh (2010), assessment is part of
the teaching and learning process that seeks to bring improvement to the quality of education.
The U.S. Department of Education estimates that 1% of all students have significant cognitive
disabilities that qualify them to use an alternate assessment to measure academic achievement;
the highest majority are students diagnosed with mental retardation, autism, and multiple
disabilities (Kearns, Towles-Reeves, Kleinert, Kleinert, & Thomas, 2011).
Alternate assessments stemmed from the standards-based reform efforts that began in the
late 1980s that required all students to be a part of state-defined academic standards resulting in
uniform student participation on state assessments (Quenemoen, 2008). According to Shriner &
Thurlow (1993), most states in the early 1990s included 10% or fewer of students with
disabilities in state assessments. Students with disabilities were initially excluded from state
assessments resulting in increased referral rates to special education, being excluded from the
curriculum, and no reports on their educational results (Ysseldyke, Thurlow, McGrew, &
Shriner, 1994). Administrators were also concerned about the negative impact their scores
would have on the schools’ overall report in measuring adequate yearly progress (AYP) toward
proficiency (Frieden, 2004).
Kentucky and Maryland were among the first states to initiate school accountability
systems based on student achievement, with the intention that assessments are to be taken by all
students (Harris, 2014; Ysseldyke et al., 1997). By having all students, including those with
disabilities, a part of school accountability, all students will be at the forefront of thought when
policy decisions are made and when educational structures and programs are designed (Flowers,
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Ahlgrim-Delzell, Browder, & Spooner, 2005; Harris, 2014; Musson, Thomas, Towles-Reeves, &
Kearns, 2010).
By 1994, the Improving America’s Schools Act required students with disabilities to
participate in district and statewide assessments, but unfortunately, it was not always enforced so
they were often excluded (Musson et al., 2010). Strict enforcement finally arrived with IDEA in
1997 requiring states to develop alternate assessments based on alternate achievement standards.
NCLB reinforced this regulation and additionally required that the results of the alternate
assessments had to be reported and included in statewide accountability systems with the
included goal of proficiency of all students by 2014 (Musson et al., 2010). These amendments
show that students’ with disabilities lack of achievement was a result of low expectations for
learning and limited access to the general education curriculum (Downing & MacFarland, 2010;
Flowers et al., 2005; Zigmond & Kloo, 2009).
Alternate Assessments Based on Alternate Achievement Standards (AA-AAS)
Alternate Assessments Based on Alternate Achievement Standards (AA-AAS) are used
to evaluate the performance of students with the most significant cognitive disabilities as
determined by each state’s eligibility criteria (NCEO, 2013). AA-AAS must meet the federal
regulations as determined in Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (1965); it
must also meet reliability, validity, accessibility, objectivity, and consistency as expected of
other educational tests (Kettler et al., 2010; Roach, 2006). In addition to possessing these strict
guidelines, Kettler et al. (2010) stated that AA-AAS must also include the following: “an explicit
structure, guidelines for determining which students may participate, clearly defined scoring
criteria and procedures, and a report format that communicates student performance in terms of
academic achievement standards” (p. 458).
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Roeber (2002) identified five approaches to evaluate alternate assessments based on
alternate achievement standards as checklists, observation in structured and unstructured settings,
performance assessments, samples of student work, and portfolios. Checklists require teachers
to remember which activities students are able to complete, and scores are reported based on the
number of skills the student was able to perform successfully (Roeber, 2002). Observation in
structured and unstructured settings allows teachers to observe which activities students can
perform by both staging the setting so the student has the opportunity to complete a specific
activity or observing on-going everyday classroom settings to score the student based on
successfully performing certain activities (Roeber, 2002). Performance assessments are rarely
paper-based, but rather, the student’s skills are measured using manipulatives; they are a direct
measure of a skill, usually in a one-on-one assessment, where scores are assigned to each
performance assessment (Roeber, 2002). Samples of student work demonstrate the skills being
assessed by evaluating samples of a student’s work, and then scores are assigned to each work
sample (Roeber, 2002). Portfolios use a collection of student work, performance assessments,
observations, and other data about students to assess student achievement, and a single score is
assigned for all pieces included in the portfolio (Roeber, 2002).
Teachers Perceptions of Alternate Assessments
The Kentucky Alternate Assessment was the basis of a majority of published research
because it has the most established alternate assessment procedures (Kampfer, Horvath, Kleinert,
& Kearns, 2001; Roach, 2006). A major concern expressed by Kentucky teachers is the amount
of time needed to complete an alternate assessment. A survey by Kampfer et al. (2001) of 206
teachers indicated the Kentucky alternate assessment process required between 25 and 35 hours
to administer and score in addition to regular instructional time in the classroom, though the
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amount of training teachers received on alternate assessment contributed to the significant
reduction in time needed to complete necessary assessment documentation (Kampfer et al., 2001;
Roach, 2006; Williams, 2008). In other surveys, the content and focus of the portfolio process
was questioned as some teachers felt the alternate assessments’ focus was more on teacher
creativity and instructional practices rather than on documenting student performance; other
teachers questioned if the skills and content covered on the alternate assessment were in fact
appropriate instructional goals for students with severe disabilities (Kampfer et al., 2001;
Kleinert, Kearns, & Kennedy, 1999).
Flowers et al. (2005) conducted a study examining teachers’ perceptions of the impact of
alternate assessments. Of the 983 surveys that were included in the study, approximately half of
the teachers agreed that students with disabilities should be included in state accountability
systems, but only a small percentage of these students were receiving an overall higher quality
education. They expressed their feelings of contempt towards alternate assessments as it
competes with teaching time, individual student needs, and is a paperwork burden especially
using portfolio assessments. They also doubted the educational benefits to their students, but
they agreed it increased their ability to communicate with parents. Suggestions were made by
these researchers to develop ways to make alternate assessments more efficient by decreasing the
amount of required paperwork, provide evidence that alternate assessments are reliable, include
more professional development to increase teacher knowledge, skills, and resources in regards to
the general curriculum, and count all students in school accountability so that teachers can see
their students’ alternate assessment scores are attributing in their school’s accountability system.
A study by Elliott and Roach (2007) examined evidence of the Washington Alternate
Assessment System (WAAS) as a portfolio validated by Johnson and Arnold (2004). The results
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of the study concluded that portfolio assessments are a mere reflection of a teacher’s ability to
compile a portfolio based on state guidelines rather than an accurate measure of student progress
toward skills in their IEP or of a program’s success in students being taught content standards.
The Arizona Alternate Assessment, known as the Arizona Instrument to Measure
Standards-Alternate (AIMS-A) includes standards in reading, writing, listening/speaking,
mathematics, and science (Williams, 2008). The AIMS-A is a compilation of four components
including: eligibility criteria, standard status report, activity-based assessment, and parent
questionnaire (Williams, 2008). Williams (2008) stated teachers’ perceptions of the Arizona
Alternate Assessment did not feel the assessment accurately assessed students with the most
severe disabilities, but they did find the information relating to the assessment valuable for
guiding their teaching.
Goldstein & Behuniak (2012) conducted focus group interviews on special education
teachers in Connecticut that were responsible for implementing the state’s alternate assessment.
Teachers across the board at all levels commented that the content on the assessment might not
be suitable for the range of students they serve. They suggested two levels of testing based on
two types of students that may be more appropriate: those for whom grade-level academic
content is manageable and those for whom it is not (Goldstein & Behuniak, 2012). The teachers
found the content to be least appropriate for students with disability classifications of autism or
multiple disabilities. This study also brought to light teachers’ inadequate preparation to instruct
their students due to deficits on their part in their knowledge and skills of appropriate instruction
to meet their students’ learning challenges. The researchers suggested more teacher training
programs along with professional development programs for educators to bridge the gap between
teaching and educating students with significant disabilities.
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A study by Restorff, Sharp, Abery, Rodriguez, and Kim (2012) showed that overall,
alternate academic content standards are consistent between states in regards to the overall
assessments. Results of math and language arts assessments closer reflect the standards and give
a more accurate representation of actual student performance. Teachers showed they were
actually developing instructional plans around alternate achievement content standards and
viewed them as more favorable than the assessment. The study also concluded that teacher
perceptions of the value of alternate assessments are based on their perception of the overall
validity of the assessments; the concern being whether or not the assessments will actually
improve the quality of education for students with the most significant intellectual disabilities.
These are just some of the research studies conducted on teachers’ perceptions of
alternate assessments and how they impact the educational field and students with the most
severe cognitive disabilities. The GAA and the ABLLS-R are compared following this review of
literature to show that even with the implementation of the GAA, the ABLLS-R is better suited
to measure academic, social, and life skills for students with autism even though it is not directly
linked to specific state alternate achievement standards because ABA is the educational
instruction that enforces the tasks measured in the assessment.
Georgia Alternate Assessment (GAA)
The GAA is the direct result of the federal IDEA (1997) requiring states to develop
alternate assessments based on alternate achievement standards that align with the state’s
academic content standards so that students with significant cognitive disabilities can participate
in state testing of academic achievement and be included in the schools’ goals for attaining
proficiency (Georgia Department of Education, 2014a; Musson et al., 2010).
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The GAA is a criterion-based assessment that is administered to students with significant
cognitive disabilities in kindergarten, grades 3 through 8, and 11 that are unable to attain gradelevel standards even with the best educational instruction (Georgia Department of Education,
2014a). The GAA is a portfolio of student work that enables educators to demonstrate student
achievement and progress relative to selected skills that are aligned to the Georgia curriculum in
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies (Georgia Department of
Education, 2014a).
Committees of Georgia educators developed the GAA and decided what the
requirements would be for special education teachers to score the students on the portfolio
rubrics at each testing period. These requirements included the number of pieces of evidence of
student performance of tasks that mirrored content standards (work samples), types of evidence,
and the parameters/timing of the collection of student work samples (Georgia Department of
Education, 2014b). Each collection period must contain primary and secondary evidence.
Primary evidence is any work produced by the student or any work that shows the student’s
engagement in instructional tasks (captioned photos, media) that demonstrates knowledge and/or
skills related to the selected standard/element of the GAA (Fincher & Flowers, 2007; Georgia
Alternate Assessment, 2013). Secondary evidence interprets the student’s performance on tasks
related to the selected standard/element using an observation form, interview form, data sheet, or
an additional piece of primary evidence (Examiner’s Manual, 2014; Fincher & Flowers, 2007;
Georgia Alternate Assessment, 2013). Each piece of evidence must include an explanation of
the description of the task, the skill being addressed, the setting the skill was assessed, and any
interactions the student had during the task with peers from general education classrooms or
employees of the school or people in the community (Harris, 2014).
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Special education teachers of students in kindergarten assemble a portfolio in
English/Language Arts and Mathematics; grades 3 through 8 and 11 assemble a portfolio in
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies (Georgia Department of
Education, 2014a). During the school year, teachers document student achievement/progress on
tasks aligned to content standards in two collection periods: the first collection period provides
evidence of a student’s preliminary skill level that is used for baseline data, and the second
provides evidence of a student’s achievement/progress. The collection period window between
the first collection period and the second is a minimum of 14 days to a maximum of five months
(Georgia Department of Education, 2014a; Harris, 2014).
Special education teachers are provided a rubric for the GAA to clearly assess and
evaluate students. The portfolio entries are scored in four discrete dimensions: fidelity to
standard, context, achievement/progress, and generalization with each dimension being assigned
a separate score focusing on academic content and skills (Georgia Department of Education,
2014a).
Fidelity to standard assesses the level to which the instructional activity, as shown by
student work, addresses the grade-level standard. Context assesses the level the student
work exhibits the use of grade-appropriate materials that reflect a purposeful and
natural/real-world application. Achievement/Progress assesses the measureable, forward
movement of a student’s performance of a standards-based assessment task as
documented by increased proficiency over time (the initial skill level from first collection
period compared to a more advanced development of the same skill after the second
collection period). Generalization assesses the student’s opportunity to apply learned
skills in other settings and with various individuals in addition to the teacher or
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paraprofessional- this dimension is scored once across the portfolio. (Score Interpretation
Guide, 2013, p. 5)
According to the GAA rubric, students are able to obtain a score of 1, 2, or 3 for fidelity
to standard and a 1, 2, 3, or 4 for context and achievement/progress per content area. Students
are able to obtain a score of 1, 2, 3, or 4 for generalization for the entire portfolio (Score
Interpretation Guide, 2013). The formula for calculating the score for each dimension in
kindergarten and grades 3 through 8 is as follows: Dimension Score = Entry 1 Score + Entry 2
Score / 2 (rounded). For a student to pass, he or she must earn a 3 or 4 for each dimension; a
score of 1 or 2 is considered not passing (Harris, 2014). An entry is considered nonscorable if
the entry was missing from the student’s portfolio, the standard was not at student’s grade level,
the required standard was not assessed, an entry sheet error occurred, dates did not reflect two
distinct collection periods, or there was insufficient evidence (Harris 2014; Score Interpretation
Guide, 2013). If an entry is considered nonscorable, a score of zero is assigned and averaged
with the score from the scorable entry. Once the rubric scores are calculated, they are assigned a
performance level. These Stages of Progress are termed: extending progress
(advanced/exceeds), established progress (proficient/meets), and emerging progress (basic/does
not meet) based on evidence in the student’s portfolio.
•

Extending progress shows the student has an increased understanding of fundamental
knowledge and skills aligned to grade appropriate standards and are performing at near or
at grade-level standards. Generalization across settings and interactions is evident
(Passing).
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•

Established progress shows the student has a fundamental knowledge and skills aligned
to grade appropriate standards and executes tasks using grade- appropriate materials.
Generalization across settings and interactions is evident (Passing).

•

Emerging progress shows the student is beginning to possess an understanding of
fundamental knowledge and skills aligned to grade appropriate standards, and the student
performs tasks using materials that may or may not be grade appropriate. Generalization
across settings and/or interactions is limited (Failing). (Harris, 2014; Score Interpretation
Guide, 2013)
Though the technical quality of alternate assessments is still being ironed out, as of now

special education teachers are in charge of task design and scoring which means they are
responsible for the accountability decisions of their students and they have a significant influence
on the psychometric quality of the assessment results (Elliott & Roach, 2007, as cited in
Goldstein & Behuniak, 2012; Quenemoen, 2008).
ABLLS-R
History. The ABLLS, originally developed in 1998 (Sundberg & Partington, 1998) and
revised in 2006 (Partington, 2010b), is an assessment based on the behavioral analysis of
language as presented by B. F. Skinner in his book Verbal Behavior (1957). It is an
observational assessment tool that measures the language and functional skills of children with
pervasive developmental delays, most often specifically those children diagnosed with autism
spectrum disorders (Behavior Analysts, Inc., 2014; Webster, 2015b). It is based on a criterionreferenced set of skills that can demonstrate a student’s current repertoire and provides for the
tracking of its progressive development (Partington, 2010b). The development of the ABLLS
was inspired to help parents and educators with the process of identifying specific skills that
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should be the focus of intervention to any child with language delays (Partington, 2010b). The
ABLLS-R is an assessment, curriculum guide, and skills tracking system used to help identify
specific skills that need intervention and write IEP goals and objectives to be taught using ABA
instruction for students with autism spectrum disorders (Partington, 2010b; Reinforcement
Unlimited, 2014).
The ABLLS-R is comprised of two documents, the ABLLS-R Guide and the ABLLS-R
Protocol. The ABLLS-R Guide serves two purposes: first, it provides instruction for scoring the
ABLLS-R Protocol and for completing the skills tracking grids for an individual student; second,
it provides strategies to assist parents, educators, and other professionals administering the
assessment to use the results to develop and effective IEP for the child (Partington, 2010b). The
ABLLS-R Protocol provides a comprehensive review of 544 skills from 25 skill areas and is
used to score a child’s performance on the task items (Partington, 2010a). It provides 15
appendices that allow for the tracking of a variety of specific skills that are included in the
assessment and includes a set of grids that contains a skills tracking system that makes it possible
to observe and document a child’s progress in the acquisition of critical skills (Behavior
Analysts, Inc., 2014).
Purpose. The purpose of the ABLLS-R is to identify those language and other critical
skills that are in need of intervention in order for a child to become more capable of learning
from everyday experiences (Partington, 2010b). A function of the ABLLS-R Protocol is to
provide a method for identifying a child’s specific skills in a variety of other important areas
including academic, self-help, and motor skills (Partington, 2010b). Another function of the
ABLLS-R Protocol provides a curriculum guide for an educational program for a child with
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language delays and provides a method for visually displaying the acquisition of new skills on
the tracking system (Partington 2010b).
According to Partington (2010b), even though there are numerous assessments that
address many of the areas covered in the ABLLS-R, this assessment has been designed to assess
a variety of language skills, account for a child’s motivation to respond, ability to attend to a
variety of environmental stimuli (verbal and nonverbal), ability to generalize skills, and the
tendency to spontaneously use these skills both in and out of educational settings. Skinner’s
analysis of language is an important tool for identifying the specific language deficits
experienced by many children with autism as well as point to areas most in need of intervention
because behavior analysis of language is a functional analysis that focuses on the different
environmental conditions in which language occurs (Sundberg, n.d.).
The ABLLS-R is subdivided using the letters of the alphabet to correspond to a particular
skill. Beginning with letter A, each skill will be discussed as well as the importance of each skill
as it relates to increasing language in students with autism spectrum disorder.
The Basic Learner Skills
The basic learner skills are comprised of 15 important skill areas, 382 skill items, and
represents 70% of the total number of items included in the assessment.
Cooperation and reinforcer effectiveness (A). Many students with autism have
behavior issues that impede their learning ability (Koegel, Singh, & Koegel, 2010). According
to Partington (2010b), it is imperative to develop a child’s cooperation by pairing with the child
before placing demands on them, establishing instructional control (Autism Training Solutions,
2009). Once the child responds to demands with a continuous reinforcement schedule, it is
important to begin thinning the occurrence of reinforcement so that the child does not become
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dependent on the reinforcement (Cooper et al., 2007). The objectives in this area are meant to
help aid in cooperation of the student and pave a path of effective reinforcement.
Visual performance (B). The development of visual performance skills often results in
the development of other critical skills, such as speech (Iarocci, Rombough, Yager, Weeks, &
Chau, 2010; Partington, 2010b). According to Partington (2010b), it is beneficial to include at
least three objectives from this area in the student’s IEP in order to increase a child’s existing
strengths and expand his or her ability to focus on stimuli of greater complexity.
Receptive language (C). Receptive language is almost always in need of development,
even for children who have some strength in this skill area (Partington, 2010b). “Receptive
language refers to how a person comprehends and processes language” (Kuzma, 2008, para. 1).
Building receptive language skills expands a child’s vocabulary base and assists them to be able
to compare and contrast attributes of an item for the purpose of accurate categorization (Kuzma,
2008). Children with autism have limited language and communicative skills (Kurt, 2011).
Difficulties with receptive and expressive language in children with autism are attempted to be
lessened using DTT, a component of ABA (Kurt, 2011).
Motor imitation (D). The development of motor imitation skills can increase a child’s
ability to attend to an instruction for a longer period of time and attend to the dynamic
characteristics of the required responses (Partington, 2010b). Developing the ability to focus on
details of how a response is made can help progress the development of the imitation of
vocalizations (Calise, Cautilli, & Galino, 2008). Cossu et al. (2012) agreed that because of the
diversity of motor impairments, students with autism spectrum disorder have lacked intervention
in this area due to a severe deficit in the ability to reciprocate social and emotional interactions
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with others. By including this objective in this assessment, students with autism spectrum
disorder are given the opportunity for intervention if necessary.
Vocal imitation (E). This objective is for students who do not have clear speech and
those that cannot echo words (Partington, 2010b). Increasing the complexity of echoics in
children with autism was researched by Tarbox, Madrid, Aguilar, Jacobo, & Schiff (2009)
through the use of chaining. According to these researchers, a significant amount of research has
been done on how to establish basic echoics, but expanding the complexity of echoics in children
with autism permits the child to imitate any vocal model leading to language acquisition.
Requests (mands) (F). According to Partington (2010b), most children with language
delays need to improve their ability to request reinforcers and information while making eye
contact with the person they are requesting the item(s) and/or activities from. This is referred to
as a mand, which Skinner (1957) defined as a “verbal operant maintained by a characteristic
reinforcer and is evoked by the establishing operation for that reinforcer” (pp. 35-36). Sundberg
and Michael (2001) suggested that because mands directly benefit the learner, mand training
should be an important early component of intensive behavioral intervention programs for
children with autism.
Labeling (tact) (G). Labeling skills can always be improved upon, even for children who
have strengths in this area compared to other language areas (Partington, 2010b). Labeling does
not just include verbal responses; it also includes the ability to imitate American Sign Language
(ASL), and both verbal and nonverbal skills should be included in a child’s IEP for continued
practice to building language (Partington, 2010b). The research of Finn et al. (2012) extended
the work of Petursdottir, Carr, & Michael (2005) and Egan and Barnes-Holmes (2009) by
assessing the transfer between mands and tacts during instruction with children with autism. The
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results indicate that under certain conditions training one verbal operant may lead to the
emergence of the other. This indicates that including a skill from this objective along with skills
from other verbal operants, as defined by Skinner, will promote language growth (Finn et al.,
2012).
Intraverbals (H). Intraverbals are answers given to a spoken question (Pierce & Cheney,
2013). Much of our verbal interaction with peers throughout the day involves intraverbal
behavior (Sundberg & Sundberg, 2011). Partington (2010b) believed that objectives to teach
intraverbal skills are appropriate as long as the child is vocal and can request at least a few items
or activities and has some labeling and receptive language skills. For a nonvocal child who is
learning to request items, it is appropriate to use American Sign Language (ASL) to facilitate
communication (Partington, 2010b). Children with autism experience difficulty obtaining a
working, functional, intraverbal repertoire even when they prove to have strong mand, tact, and
listener skills; this is because of the natural complexity of verbal stimulus control (Sundberg &
Sundberg, 2011). The ABLLS has the ability to hone in on intraverbal skills using multiple
objectives to develop language and communication.
Spontaneous vocalizations (I). Partington (2010b) indicated that though it is very
important to develop a child’s spontaneous vocalizations, it is often not necessary to include a
specific objective in a child’s IEP for this area because spontaneous language often increases as a
direct result of the naturally occurring reinforcement of using language. However, if over time
the child has acquired numerous language skills but does not spontaneously use these learned
skills, social reinforcement may be lacking. Children with ASD rarely initiate appropriate
speech and often fail to engage in typical social interactions (Duffy & Healy, 2011). There have
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been various interventions reported in the literature on ABA to increase spontaneous
communication in children diagnosed with ASD (Duffy & Healy, 2011).
Syntax and grammar (J). Grammar is known as the rules of a language, to include,
phonology (word sounds), morphology (structure of words), syntax (combination of words into
sentences), semantics (ways in which sounds and meanings are related), and lexicon (mental
dictionary of words) (Wagner, 2015). Many syntax and grammar skills are developed in the
process of learning more advanced requesting, labeling, and intraverbal skills that are modeled
by people who interact with the child (Wright, 2006). A child’s IEP should include a skill(s)
from this objective after they have developed requesting, labeling, and intraverbal skills and is
starting to combine words or ASL into phrases (Partington, 2010b). One of the main deficits in
children with ASD is communication, making language acquisition a highly researched subject
for the autism community to promote understanding and usage of grammar using verbal speech
or ASL (Eigsti & Bennetto, 2009; Kurt, 2011; Valentino & Shillingsburg, 2011).
Play/leisure skills (K). Partington (2010b) expressed the importance of including at least
one skill from this objective to increase a child’s play and/or leisure skills. This is most
important for a child who does not engage in play with toys or appropriate leisure activities, but
for those children that do demonstrate appropriate play and leisure skills this objective also
includes skills that initiate interactions with peers (Partington, 2010b). According to Wolfberg,
Bottema-Beutel, & DeWitt (2012), children with ASD are challenged with social and imaginary
play, which results in a high risk of being excluded by peers. Because of this exclusion, children
with ASD remain isolated from peers and interactive play that encourages developmental
growth. According to Dykstra, Boyd, Watson, Crais, & Baranek (2012), developing socialcommunication and play skills in children with ASD are related to concurrent language skills and
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are predictive of later language abilities, adaptive functioning, and academic performance. ABA
uses facilitated peer play in-group settings including children with ASD with typically
developing peers (What Works Clearinghouse, 2010). The ABLLS-R assesses which goal(s)
children with ASD need to concentrate on to develop and improve their play/ leisure skills to be
addresses using ABA instruction.
Social interaction skills (L). Social interaction skills are always in need of being
developed and shaped regardless of children’s language skills (Partington, 2010b). Attending to
the actions and interests of others is also an important milestone for children to achieve because
the subtle changes in one’s behavior provides feedback to a child regarding the appropriateness
of the behavior as well as the potential for desired and undesired consequences; it is important to
teach children how to be successful at interacting with others by learning to attend to subtle
changes in spoken words, the manner in which the words are spoken, the facial expressions, and
the actions of others (Partington, 2010b). Children with ASD have significant impairments in
social interactions that remain that way throughout their entire life (Cunningham, 2012). It is
imperative that children with ASD acquire social understanding because the need for this skill
only increases as they approach adulthood (Samuels, 2012). The ABLLS-R provides specific
objectives based on the results of the child’s assessment to help improve this skill and hopefully
increase the student’s ability to accept and follow rules of social acceptability.
Group instruction (M). This area develops a child’s group participation skills. It is
appropriate to include at least one skill from this objective in a child’s IEP, except when a child
does not respond to instructions or educational activities unless instructions are presented
directly to him or her; another exception would be a child who exhibits a high rate of aggressive
behavior when near peers (Partington, 2010b). Instructional objectives may only target the use
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of known skills in small groups for children with minimal language and group participation
skills; for a child with more advanced language and group participation skills, group instruction
objectives should target acquiring new language skills and participation in larger groups
(Partington, 2010b). According to Leaf, Dotson, Oppenheim-Leaf, Sherman, & Sheldon (2012),
because deficits in social skills are a common problem for children with ASD, there has been a
number of studies that have evaluated the effects of teaching social skills. A specific study by
Koenig et al. (2010) and Tekin-Iftar & Birkan (2010) reported that children with ASD might
learn from observing the performance of other children and have opportunities to practice the
social skills with other children. The ABLLS-R provides objectives that will enhance group
instruction for children with ASD and hopefully prove similar outcomes as the isolated studies
found in research.
Classroom routines (N). This objective addresses the development of following
classroom routines, which plays an important role in developing basic receptive skills, and in
decreasing disruptive behavior for a child who may act out during transition activities
(Partington, 2010b). Banda, Grimmett, and Hart (2009) reported that children who refuse to
transition from one activity to the next or between steps can impact their academic performance,
socialization, and independence, thus signifying the importance of classroom routines. The
ABLLS-R enlists objectives to help ensure that classroom routines stay in place and students
receive as much stability as possible, both in academics and in social settings.
Generalized responding (P). The generalization of specific skills is typically a standard
part of the development of specific skills; however, some children have difficulty in generalizing
skills (Partington, 2010b). Because significant language deficits and impaired social interactions
are characteristics of ASD, many children with ASD show limited spontaneity and generalization
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of language skills and do not socially engage with others in response to questions or prompts
(APA, 2013, Spencer & Higbee, 2013). According to Spencer and Higbee (2013), in order for
language skills to be functional, their use needs to be spontaneous and extend beyond learned
statements. The ABLLS-R allows for students with ASD to include appropriate skills in their
IEP to elicit spontaneous language responses and learns to generalize language skills in a socially
acceptable fashion.
Academic Skills
Academic skills (Q-T). Educational objectives for academic skills derived as part of the
ABLLS-R are included in the Basic Learner Skills Section because these skills are often not as
critical as functional skills for children with language and learning disabilities (Partington,
2010b). However, for children who have developed skills in most of the Basic Learner Skills
Section, it is appropriate to consider one to two objectives from each of the academic areas
(Partington, 2010b). For children who have not developed a majority of the basic learner skills
but demonstrate a high interest in numbers, letters, or words, it may be appropriate to identify
one or two objectives that correspond to the child’s interest to include in instruction (Partington,
2010b). According to Manti, Scholte, and van Berckelear-Onnes (2013), the predicting factor of
academic growth in children with ASD was the provision of structure in place, time, and
activities as well as the emotional support from their teachers. The ABLLS-R allows for a focus
on functional skills with additional academic objectives to increase academic proficiency.
Self-Help Skills
Self-help skills (U-X). Children with difficulties with self-help skills or other activities of
daily living, such as dressing, eating, grooming, or toileting, should be taught in the context of
normal daily activities, not during instructional time (Partington, 2010b). Teaching these skills
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provides a bridge for teaching and generalizing the basic learner skills (Partington, 2010b).
According to Shrestha, Anderson, and Moore (2013), interventions that target daily self-help
skills are of importance due to the deficits individuals with ASD have in adaptive behavior. The
ability to perform functional tasks, such as grooming, toileting, eating, and basic household
chores, is necessary for independent living (Shrestha et al., 2013). The ABLLS-R provides
objectives that can be taught to children with ASD using task analysis to teach the skills as they
would happen in their daily lives to promote generalization from school to home.
Fine and Gross Motor Skills
Gross motor (Y). Gross motor skills need to be included in a child’s IEP that focuses on
the development of the gross motor deficit that the child exhibits (severe deficits should be
evaluated by an appropriate professional) (Partington, 2010b). For children with minimal
language skills and minimal receptive-following skills, or children with weak coordination or
muscle control, several objectives for each skill being taught need to be included in the child’s
IEP; for children with more advanced language and motor skills, it is possible to include several
related skills into a single objective (Partington, 2010b).
Fine motor (Z). It is sometimes necessary to include specific objectives from this
section, but fine motor skills are often addressed under other sections of the IEP (Partington,
2010b).
The development of motor skills is very important for helping children be a successful
participate in social interactions and for mainstreaming opportunities (Partington, 2010b). For
this reason, it may be beneficial to include a gross motor skill that involves peers in this section
of the IEP or under the social interaction section (Partington, 2010b). Children with ASD are at
risk for significant fundamental motor delays due to their lack of social skills preventing them
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from participating in physical activity settings as well as core impairments (social
communication skills) being the focus of intervention (Lee & Porretta, 2013; MacDonald, Lord,
& Ulrich, 2013). According to Lloyd et al. (2011), recent empirical research has investigated
motor development and motor skill proficiency in children with ASD and found it to be lacking
in fine and gross motor development and/or have atypical motor patterns. The ABLLS-R
provides an abundance of skills needed to increase motor development in children with ASD in
hopes of also opening up a new social avenue between children with ASD and typically
developing peers.
Each of these objectives compiles to create an assessment that provides specific tasks
seeking to improve the lives of children with language delays, specifically children with ASD.
When used in conjunction with ABA intervention, this provides the goals and objectives for a
child’s IEP to be taught on a one-on-one basis and in peer group settings.
Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA)
Applied behavior analysis (ABA) was first described by Baer, Wolf, and Risley (1968)
as, “The analyses of human behavior as a problem in scientific demonstration, reasonably well
understood (Skinner, 1953, Sec.1), comprehensively described (Sidmon, 1960), and quite
thoroughly practiced (Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior, 1957)” (p. 91).
Presently in the United States, 31 states have legislation to ensure that ABA-based interventions
are viewed as medically necessary for students diagnosed with ASD and paid for either through
state funding or medical insurance (Dillenburger et al., 2012). There are many teaching
strategies under the ABA umbrella that can be used in self-contained classroom containing
students with autism (Gongola & Sweeney, 2012). It is important to utilize the many teaching
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strategies under ABA in order for a student with autism to reap the most benefits of the
intervention (Steege et al., 2007).
According to Schoen (2003), ABA is a systematic approach that is “characterized by
discrete presentation of stimuli with responses followed by immediate feedback, an intense
schedule of reinforcement, data collection, and systematic trials of instruction” (p. 1). ABA has
been used as educational interventions in various areas of learning to help students with autism
improve in language acquisition, social interaction, and academic, self-help, and motor skills
(Boutot & Hume, 2012; Partington, 2015; Simpson, 2001). ABA approaches have been
thoroughly investigated as being a beneficial evidence-based educational intervention and has
been reported by the Surgeon General of the United States to be the most efficient way to treat
autism because of the connection that is built for children with autism based on a stimulusresponse relationship (Boutot & Hume, 2012; Reed et al., 2007; Rosenwasser & Axelrod, 2002).
Research shows that early intervention for children with ASD has the highest chance of showing
positive results; with parents being their child’s first teacher their impact is significant to their
development, so parents are urged to correctly implement ABA in their home to extend learning
to the classroom when the child is school age (Monahan & Bryer, 2004; Special Learning Inc.,
2015).
Approaches of ABA. According to Morris (2008a), the first step in beginning ABA is to
analyze the student’s behavior using the ABC model: A - Antecedent, an action or event that
precedes the behavior; B - Behavior, the student’s response to the antecedent; and C Consequence, teacher or therapist’s response to the student’s behavior. There are several
techniques discussed in detail below that are used under ABA instruction in self-contained
classrooms with students diagnosed with autism.
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Discrete trial teaching (DTT). DTT trials are repeated numerous times in quick
succession during a teaching session (Smith, 2001). After the initial introduction of the
discriminative stimulus, prompting is gradually faded until the student can respond
independently to the discriminative stimulus when the target response is present. For example,
“during DTT the student is presented with a discriminative stimulus (a red card), is prompted to
emit the target response (‘point to red’), and presented with a consequence to reinforce the
response (small edible item)” (Dib & Sturmey, 2007, p. 339). Dib and Sturmey (2007) believed
discrete trial teaching is the most effective method at increasing desirable student behavior, but
according to Steege et al. (2007), ABA goes beyond DTT and is best practiced using a wide
range of ABA methodologies to service students with autism.
Natural environment teaching (NET). Natural environmental teaching is a way to build
generalizations from the classroom to real life situations. Sundberg and Partington (1998)
developed this method to build spontaneity in students with autism (Weiss, 2001). It is
important to remember that many skills that occur in the student’s natural environment may be
difficult to learn in a classroom because these skills are not common occurrences in the
classroom (Eikeseth, 2010). This is why NET is so valuable and often combined with DTT to
allow students with autism to practice naturally occurring skills in a controlled environment so
they will be able to manage in their natural environment (Eikeseth, 2010; Weiss, 2001).
Task analysis. According to Pratt (2012), simple tasks can present complex challenges
for students with autism. A task analysis breaks down the seemingly complex task into less
threatening steps to help teach the student the task in a logical progression. Pratt explained that
the wording and number of steps involved depends on the individual, and the analysis may need
to be adjusted even after implementation to accommodate the student’s needs. After a task
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analysis is developed, chaining procedures are used to teach the task; data is collected and
documented to show successful completion of the task analysis (from individual steps to the
entire routine) (Pratt, 2012).
Data Collection/Progress Monitoring
An important part of any school or home-based program for students with autism is data
collection. Data collection has been shown to be critical in understanding whether or not the
intervention being used on a student with ASD is progressing (Developing Minds, 2012).
Having baseline data (data about current skill levels) allows the professional working with the
student to compare this data to skill level data after implementing the intervention to determine if
the intervention was effective (Developing Minds, 2012). Interventions are more than just
educational, such as ABA; they can be a new diet, new medication, or speech or occupational
therapy (Developing Minds, 2012). ABA uses progress monitoring so teachers can assess the
effectiveness of the intervention and adjust daily instruction accordingly (Lovitt, 2012). This
type of data collection not only keeps record of behaviors but also the number of correct attempts
at academic material presented to the students (Luckner & Bowen, 2010).
Using the ABLLS-R to write goals and objectives for students’ IEPs provide skills that
are taught via ABA; this assessment and this educational intervention go hand in hand. What
this assessment is lacking is validity and reliability to be used as an alternate assessment to
determine skill deficiencies in students with autism (Sullivan, 2008). Research by Basa (2010)
concluded after participants attended two workshops on ABA and the ABLLS-R and stated that
teachers found the ABLLS-R to be both helpful as a programming tool and as a guide to create
concise IEP goals for their students with ASD.
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Summary
Alternate assessments emerged to satisfy the federal legislation that all students be given
access to the general curriculum. It also required teachers to assess student progress on grade
level standards and report scores for statewide accountability measures. In order to include
students with significant cognitive disabilities, IDEA and NCLB required states to develop
alternate assessments based on alternate achievement standards. Georgia has developed the
GAA, a portfolio assessment administered in kindergarten, grades 3 through 8, and 11 that assess
student progress in specific content areas (English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, and
Social Studies).
Teachers’ perceptions from Kentucky, Washington, Arizona, and Connecticut of alternate
assessments were researched, and the common themes among special educators from multiple
states reiterated the fact that alternate assessments lack the ability to measure student progress in
students with the most significant intellectual disabilities and are time consuming. However, the
special education teachers found information relating to the assessment valuable for guiding their
teaching. The teachers were also willing to attend more professional development to better
understand and improve their administration and scoring of AA-AAS.
The GAA is the only alternative assessment available for students with disabilities, and
according to teacher perceptions, it does not accurately measure students with the most
significant intellectual disabilities, especially autism. The ABLLS-R is a language assessment
that is designed to help place appropriate goals and objectives in IEPs for students with ASD.
The best instructional intervention to teach these goals and objectives is ABA based on research
and statistical documentation. ABA is also scientifically supported (Boutot & Hume, 2012).
Skinner laid the foundation for ABA to be used as an early educational intervention for children
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with ASD. There are two main differences between the ABLLS-R and the GAA. The ABLLSR does not align with state standards because it is used around the world yet accurately measures
student progress; and, the other being that the GAA is based on Georgia state standards but is
inaccurate at measuring students with the most significant intellectual disabilities and its
reliability is questioned (Harris, 2014).
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS
Overview
Research on applied behavior analysis (ABA) and its impact on the autism community
are directly affected by the ABLLS-R because of its use in writing students’ individualized
education programs (IEP). ABA approaches have been investigated as being an overall
beneficial educational intervention (Reed et al., 2007), but the need to establish validity and
reliability of the ABLLS-R is imperative as the goals and objectives worked on during ABA
instruction are a direct result of the scoring of the ABLLS-R. The purpose of this quantitative
study was to begin to establish validity and reliability of the Assessment of Basic Language and
Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R) using two expert review panels. Six experts were used to
establish content validity using Lawshe’s (1975) method based on item analysis of responses.
Five experts were used to establish inter-rater reliability using the intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC). Chapter three will discuss the following: research design, research questions
and hypothesis, participants, setting, instrumentation, procedures, and data analysis.
Design
The proposed research design was a quantitative design using two different expert review
panels to establish content validity and inter-rater reliability. Content validity was analyzed
using Lawshe’s (1975) method based on item analysis of responses from a panel of experts.
Inter-rater reliability was established using the ICC based on reviewers’ scores from observing a
pre-recorded video of the administration of the ABLLS-R to a student with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD). The purpose of this research was to establish validity and reliability of the
Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R). This instrument is the
only assessment tool, curriculum guide, and skills tracking system used to help guide the
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instruction of language and critical learner skills for children with autism (Partington, 2015).
However, to date, no validation or reliability study has been done.
The ABLLS-R, being valid and reliable, is necessary to meet the criteria of NCLB (2002)
to be considered as an alternative assessment for students with autism and a baseline in
initializing an IEP program. This instrument can be used as a stand-alone alternative assessment
to rate and implement individualized skills for students with autism in ABA if determined valid
and reliable. It is already being used in conjunction with other developmental screening tools to
make sure that skills assessment is consistent across curriculum-based assessments (Virginia
Department of Education, 2011).
Permission to conduct research for the purpose of validating the ABLLS-R assessment in
this study was given by Dr. Jim Partington (see Appendix A). Permission was also given by Dr.
Partington to use this instrument in the study and publish the validity and reliability findings for
the purpose of expanding research in the field of special education and autism (see Appendix F).
Research Questions
RQ1: Does the Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R)
have content validity for identifying specific language and learning skills in need of intervention
for children with language delays?
RQ2: Does the Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R)
assessment have inter-rater reliability between raters across all items (Skill A – Z)?
Hypotheses
The following are the research hypotheses:
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H1: The Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R) has
good content validity for identifying specific language and learning skills in need of intervention
for children with language delays.
H2: The Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R) has
good inter-rater reliability between raters across all items addressed in this study.
Expert Reviewers
Validity
The six participants involved in establishing content validity were experts in the fields of
behavior analysis and autism. A standard method for assessing content validity involves
judgments by two or more subject matter experts with expertise in the content of the test that rate
each item (Salkind, 2013). According to Salkind (2013), the number of expert participants in
this study was sufficient to establish content validity. Subject matter experts are commonly used
to establish content validity (Sproule, 2009). The researcher selected expert panel participants
using a purposeful sampling method to ensure the necessary expertise was had to achieve the
study’s objective in establishing content validity (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2003).
Criteria for consideration as an expert reviewer to establish ABLLS-R validity included
being nationally recognized as a Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA). Panel participants
were also selected for their education in behavior analysis and their educational intervention of
ABA to students with autism, as well as for their expertise in ABA, having five or more years of
experience in behavior analysis, and evaluation and assessment using the ABLLS-R.
The experts were selected from ABA organizations, were liaisons to public school
systems in the special education department, or worked as applied behavior therapists in ABA
classrooms, all of which would represent other experts in the same or similar working
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environments. The researcher contacted each participant via email to introduce the study and
seek participation (see Appendix C). The experts who agreed to participate were directed to
click on the hyperlink in the email that redirected them to an online survey in Survey Monkey®.
The participants’ demographics were collected in an email (see Appendix B) and are reported in
Table 1.
Table 1
Demographics, Experts Established Content Validity
Age Gender

Years of
Experience
9

Geographic
Location
California

Degree

Title

Race

Participant 1

M.S.,
BCBA

Public
School
Program
Director

Hispanic

46

Male

Participant 2

M.A.,
BCBA

Public
School
Program
Coordinator

White

33

Female

5

California

Participant 3

Ph.D.,
BCBA

Independent
Executive
Program
Director

White

43

Male

19

Georgia

Participant 4

M.S.,
BCBA

Independent
Senior
Behavior
Analyst

White

35

Male

9

Georgia

Participant 5

B.S.,
Applied
Behavior
Therapist

ABA
Classroom

White

39

Female

9

Georgia

Participant 6

Applied
Behavior
Therapist

ABA
Classroom

White

49

Female

10

Georgia
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Reliability
The five experts involved in establishing inter-rater reliability were experts in the fields
of teacher education and medicine. According to Wolak, Fairbairn, and Paulsen (2012), there is
no standing guideline for determining the sample size (n and k) required to estimate reliability,
thus the five expert reviewers were determined sufficient. The researcher selected expert panel
participants using a purposeful sampling method to ensure the necessary expertise was had to
achieve the study’s objective in establishing inter-rater reliability (Gall et al., 2003).
Criteria for consideration as an expert panel participant to establish ABLLS-R inter-rater
reliability included having five or more years of experience in the field of education with at least
a bachelor’s degree or five or more years in the field of medicine, relating to treatment of
children with ASD with at least a bachelor’s degree and having never administered the ABLLSR.
The experts were selected from public schools and independent organizations that service
children with ASD that would represent other experts in the same or similar working
environments. These experts were also chosen because they had never administered the ABLLSR. The assessment can be administered to children by parents and professionals alike after
reading the protocol manual and without formal training. The researcher sought to collect data
on how well the instructions in the ABLLS-R protocol manual could deliver accurate scoring
information. The researcher contacted each participant via email to introduce the study and seek
participation (see Appendix L). The participants’ demographics were collected in an email (see
Appendix B) and are reported in Table 2.
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Table 2
Demographics, Experts Established Inter-rater Reliability
Degree

Title

Race

Age Gender

Years of
Geographic
Experience
Location
8
Georgia

Participant 1

M.A.

Elementary
School
Teacher

White

32

Female

Participant 2

M.S.

Speech and
Language
Pathologist

White

44

Female

9

Georgia

Participant 3

M.A.

Elementary
School
Teacher

White

36

Male

8

Georgia

Participant 4

M.S.

Occupational
Therapist

White

46

Female

17

Georgia

Participant 5

Ed.S.

School
Psychologist

White

39

Female

5

Georgia

Setting
Validity
The researcher created an online survey using the Expert Panel Survey from Appendix G.
The experts were requested to complete an online survey using an online program, Survey
Monkey®, in their respective locations at a place of their choice. The six experts involved in
establishing content validity are from two different geological locations, California and Georgia.
Reliability
The researcher created an online survey using the ABLLS-R Protocol Scoring Survey for
Video Model Observation from Appendix M. The experts were requested to complete an online
survey using an online program, Survey Monkey®, while simultaneously watching a pre-
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recorded video of the ABLLS-R being administered to a child with ASD, in their respective
locations at a place of their choice. The five experts involved in establishing inter-rater
reliability reside in the southeastern part of Georgia.
Instrumentation
Partington’s (2006) Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised
(ABLLS-R) is the instrument evaluated in this study. It is the same construct as Sundberg and
Partington’s (1998) Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills (ABLLS) with the
incorporation of many new task items and provides a more specific sequence in the
developmental order of items within the various skill areas (Partington, 2015).
ABLLS
Sundberg and Partington (1998) created the ABLLS to be an assessment, curriculum
guide, and skills tracking system for children with language delays and comprised of two
separate documents: The ABLLS Protocol and the ABLLS Guide. The initial screening using
the ABLLS assessment can take three to four hours to complete or extended over a period of
several days or weeks depending on a child’s behavior (Barbera & Rasmussen, 2007; Partington,
2010b). The purpose of the ABLLS is to identify language and other critical skills that need
intervention and to provide a curriculum guide (IEP) for an educational program (ABA) for
students with autism (Partington, 2010b). The ABLLS contained 476 skills from 25 skill areas.
ABLLS-R
The ABLLS-R (Partington, 2006) is a revision to the ABLLS (Sundberg & Partington,
1998). Skinner’s (1957) analysis of verbal behavior serves as the conceptual basis for the current
language-based, skills assessment. The revisions to the original version were made with input
from many professionals in the fields of education, behavior analysis, and speech and language
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pathology. The ABLLS-R is an assessment, curriculum guide, and skills tracking system for
children with autism and other language delays and is comprised of the ABLLS-R Protocol and
the ABLLS-R Guide (Partington, 2010b).
The ABLLS-R Protocol provides administrators of the assessment with criterionreferenced information regarding a child’s current skills that can serve as a basis for the selection
of educational objectives, including 15 appendices and a set of grids that comprise a skills
tracking system that makes it possible to observe and document a child’s progress in the
acquisition of critical skills (Partington, 2010b; Partington, 2015). The ABLLS-R Guide
provides instructions for scoring and completing the skills tracking grids for the individual being
tested and also provides strategies to assist the administer of the assessment on ways to use the
information obtained from the completed assessment protocol to develop an effective IEP for a
child (Partington, 2010b).
The ABLLS-R (Partington, 2006) is a comprehensive review of 544 skills from 25 skill
areas that seek to identify language and other critical skills that are in need of intervention in
order for a child to become more capable of learning in his everyday experiences as well as
provide a method for identifying a child’s specific skills in a variety of other important areas
(Partington, 2010b). Spanish, Italian, and Norwegian translations of the ABLLS-R are also
available (Partington, 2015).
Description of Revisions by Section (see Appendix H)
Cooperation and reinforcer effectiveness (A). A total of eight new skills were added to
this section. A 5 and A 7 were added for the purpose of measuring the student’s cooperation and
interaction with others besides a primary instructor who is attempting to teach the student a new
skill. A 8, A 9, A 10, and A 11 were added to increase the student’s participation in learning
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activities that involve the presentation of materials at a table. A 14 and A 15 were added to
measure the student’s tendency to be reinforced by social interaction with the instructor. The
skill involving the student waiting when a reinforcer is delayed (old A 11) has been moved to
precede seeking approval following task completion items (old A 9) and the completion of a task
serving as a reinforcer (old A 10). A 1 through A 4 were modified to allow for more precision in
the evaluation of the skills (Partington, 2010b).
Visual performance (B). Six new items were added to this section that measure the
student’s ability to attend to visual stimuli. Four of the new items include skills that correspond
to those in which the same concept was included in other skill repertoire areas of the ABLLS-R
that were previously not part of this section. They include B 16 and B 17 through B 19. B 7 was
added to measure the ability of a student to engage in fluent matching, and B 24 was added to
measure the student’s ability to match items to a different one attending to when another person
places those objects. The old B 10 was moved to the start of the sequence (B 1), and old B 9 was
moved to follow old B 10 (B 2). The old B 4, B 11, and B 12 were moved to earlier in the
sequence. B 3, B 5, B 8, B 9, and B 21 had a change in criteria; B 22 had a change of examples
for the task (Partington, 2010b).
Receptive language (C). The changes in this skill area include the addition of new skills,
changing the criteria for several items, and reordering of several skills. Six new skills were
added (C 19, C 23, C 25, C 26, C 33, and C 46), and one item from the previous version was
deleted (old C 4). Many tasks had a change in criteria (C 1 through C 12, C 16, C 17, C 37
through C 39, C 50, and C 56) (Partington, 2010b).
Imitation (D). There has been a major increase, from 13 to 27 items, in the number of
imitation skills that require the student to attend to visual stimuli produced by the actions of
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others and then match the actions for longer periods of time to more complex skill sequences
actions and attend to the dynamic properties of the modeled action. D 6, D 7, D 15, D 16, D 21,
and D 22 were added to assess the student’s ability to attend to how an action is performed. D
13, D 18, and D 24 were added to ensure that students are able to match a sequence of modeled
responses. D 8, D 11, D 13, D 19, and D 23 were added to ensure students have mastery of
imitative skills that facilitate the development of other critical vocal skills and group
participation skills. Old D 9 was moved prior to old D 8 based on data from student performance
(Partington, 2010b).
Vocal imitation (E). New items (E 2, E 4, E 5, and E 6) have been included to focus on
the student attending to how simple sounds are produced. E 7, E 8, E 9, and E 10 have been
added to track the development of the ability to make specific sound combinations. The old E 7
has now been split into four skill items (E 5, E 15, E 16, and E 17) due to observations of student
variation in ability to attend to specific types of variations in the dynamic characteristics of vocal
models (Partington, 2010b).
Requesting (F). There have been minor changes to this section that measure the ability to
request items, actions, and information. There have been two additional items included (F 6 and
F 7). The sequencing of several items has been changed to correspond with data from
observations of student skill acquisition (old F7, old F 26, old F 22, old F 23, old F 21, old F 24,
and old F 25 were moved to earlier positions in the sequence). The scoring criterion was
clarified for F 1 through F 4, F 5 was modified to include no prompting, F 11 had a change in
criteria, and F 12, F 19, and F 20 included new examples (Partington, 2010b).
Labeling (G). Changes in this section include the addition of five new skills (G 6, G 9, G
14, G 26, and G 32), a reordering of several skills, and some changes in the criteria to measure
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several skills. Old G 9 and G 18 were moved to an earlier position in the sequence as well as
two-component labeling (old G 22, old G 23, old G 24, old G 25, and old G 26). Threecomponent labeling (old G 24 and old G 35) was moved to a later position in the sequences of
skills. These changes were based on data from the acquisition of learner skill and observation of
skills that are required of students in a variety of tasks. G 12, G 15, G 24, and G 29 had a change
in criteria, and G 10 changed its objective (Partington, 2010b).
Intraverbal (H). The changes in this section included the addition of new skills in order
to allow for a more precise determination of previously included skills, changing the criteria for
several items, and reordering several skills based on data indicating that the skills were often
observed to be acquired either earlier or later than some of the other skills in the sequence. The
old H 16 has been separated into H 2, H 10, H 11, and H 23. The old H 12 has been separated
into H 12, H 13, and H 25. The old H 18 has been split into three items (H 19, H 20, and H 21).
Three new skills were added (H 23, H 24, and H 25), and four previous skills were deleted (old
H 15, old H 33, old H 37, and old H 38). Old H 15 and old H 33 were deleted because these
same skills are now measured in a more specific manner in tasks H 23 through H 25. Old H 37
and old H 38 were deleted because it was observed these skills were not easy to define due to
differing views on what may be considered academic. Several new items (H 7, H 30, H 41, and
H 48) were included to measure concepts that correspond to the same ones measured in other
skill repertoire areas. H 44, old H 27, and old H 42 were slightly modified in their descriptions,
examples, or criteria. Old H 12, old H 13, old H 24, old H 39, old H 40, and old H 34 were
moved to earlier positions in the sequence, and old H 20 and old H 41 were moved to later
positions in the sequence based upon collection of data indicating that the skills were often
observed to be acquired earlier or later than other skills in the sequence (Partington, 2010b).
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Spontaneous vocalization (I). I 1 was modified to specify speech sounds (Partington,
2010b).
Syntax and grammar (J). No changes were made in this section (Partington, 2010b).
Play and leisure skills. Five new skills were added (K 2, K 9, K 12, K 13, and K 14).
Several of the previous skills were modified to allow a more precise determination of those
skills. The old K 10 was separated into K 1 and K 3. The old K 5 criterion was changed. The
old K 9 was changed to K 10 and K 15. The old K 4, old K 7, old K 8, and old K 10 were moved
to earlier positions in the sequence of skills (Partington, 2010b).
Social interactions (L). Thirteen new skill items have been added to this section to
include L 7, L 14, L 15, L 22, L 23, L 24, L 25, L 26, L 27, L 28, L 29, L 30, and L 31. Changes
were adjusted to criterion for examples of a few previously included items (old L 7, old L 2, old
L 3, and old L 22). The skill (old L 8) was deleted because that skill was included in another
task item (old L 4) (Partington, 2010b).
Group instruction (M). There were only a few minor changes made to this section. This
included adding examples to M 1 and M 2, changing the criteria for M 5, M 6, M 9 and M 10,
and changing the description of the objective M 7 (Partington, 2010b).
Following classroom routines (N). There were several changes in the sequencing of
tasks. Old N 10, old N 4, old N 5, old N 7, old N 6, and old N 9 were moved to earlier positions
in the sequence of skills (Partington, 2010b).
Generalized responding (P). No changes were noted in this section (Partington, 2010b).
Reading skills (Q). Two new items were included (Q 15 and Q 16). The criteria for Q 6
and Q 11 and the skill of answering reading comprehension were changed to Q 17 (Partington,
2010b).
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Math skills (R). Based on data obtained on the acquisition of skills by typically
developing children, numerous changes were made in this section. The major changes in the
sequence involved moving the concepts of “more” (old R 23), “less” (old R 25), “some” (old R
29), “all” (old R 31), and “none” (old R 41) to an earlier position in the sequence. Old R 11, R
12 through R 14, old R 9, and old R 10 were moved to later in the sequence. R 3, R 4, and R 24
scoring criteria were modified. R 19 was a new skill added to this section. Old R 16, R 18, R
20, R 22, R 24, R 26, R 28, R 30, R 32, R 34, R 36, R 38, R 40, and R 42 were deleted and
combined with the tasks in the Receptive Language section C (Partington, 2010b).
Writing skills (S). The only change made in this section involved the separation of the
old S 3 into two skill items (S 4 and S 3) (Partington, 2010b).
Spelling (T). This section included three changes. T 3 involved specification of
response, and T 6 was altered to include typing as an acceptable form of a response. T 7 was the
only new task added to this section (Partington, 2010).
Dressing skills (U). No changes were made to this section (Partington, 2010b).
Eating skills (V). No changes were made to this section (Partington, 2010b).
Grooming skills (W). No changes were made in this section (Partington, 2010b).
Toileting skills (X). Criteria was changed for X 2 and X 5 (Partington, 2010b).
Gross motor skills (Y). During the development of the ABLLS, there was no effort
made to sequence the skills included in this section or the fine motor section (Z). The ABLLS-R
data, from typically developing children and children with developmental delays, has been used
to place these tasks in a sequence consistent with observations of the motor skills from the
sample of children. Y 24 and Y 26 are the two new skills added to this section (Partington,
2010b).
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Fine motor skills (Z). The sequence of the tasks in this section have been reordered and
sequenced based on the data collected and observations of both typically developing children and
children with developmental delays (Partington, 2010b).
ABLLS-R Scoring
The ABLLS-R has a consistent format for each item where in each item has a row of
columns that includes a task number, range of scores, task name, task objective, question to ask
about the child’s skills, examples of responses (as required for clarification), scoring criteria, and
a notes section (Partington, 2010b).
There are four rows of numbers in the scoring column for each task item. The numbers
in the score column correspond with the possible scores in the criteria column. The scores range
from zero to the highest score in the criteria column (with a high score of no more than a score of
four). A score of zero indicates that the child does not meet the lowest criterion specified for that
task item as defined in the criteria column. The number on the far right of the scoring column is
the highest score possible for that task. So, depending on the particular task, the scoring column
will have four rows with numbers 0 1; 0 1 2; or 0 1 2 3. The top row of scores for each item is
for the initial skills assessment with the remaining rows available for three updates of the
ABLLS-R. The process of scoring the ABLLS-R involves reviewing each task with the child
and assigning a score to that item based on the child’s performance of the task as specified in the
criteria column (Partington, 2010b).
Once the scores have been recorded for each task item, it is then necessary to transfer the
scores to the corresponding grid boxes on the skills tracking sheet. The score for each item
specifies the number of boxes to be shaded on the line corresponding to the task number on the
assessment protocol. If a task item was reviewed but the child could not do that task and
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received a score of zero, the open circle to the left of each task number on the summary grid
sheet is to be filled in for each task that received a score of zero (Partington, 2010b). An
example of the scoring grid is listed in Appendix N.
Validity. To collect data that established content validity because validity of the ABLLSR had not previously been established, the researcher constructed a 544 question survey based on
the 544 items found on the ABLLS-R assessment (see Appendix G). The expert participants
were asked to rate each of the 544 items on the ABLLS-R in regards to its essentiality using
Lawshe’s (1975) 3-point Likert scale via an online survey program, Survey Monkey®. After
each question, the experts had the option to leave a comment in reference to the task being
examined.
Reliability. To collect data that established inter-rater reliability because reliability of the
ABLLS-R had not previously been established, the researcher constructed a survey (see
Appendix M) of 88 questions. The first two questions were designed to measure the experts’
confidence level in scoring a child’s responses while watching the ABLLS-R being administered
to him. For the remaining 86 questions, the expert participants were asked to score the student’s
performance on the numbered item in the online survey using the scoring criteria in the ABLLSR Protocol manual.
Procedures
The researcher first created the material needed to conduct the study. The researcher
contacted the clinical director from an independent ABA facility to inquire if the director might
have any parents who would be willing to allow their child with ASD to participate in this study
as the subject of a video model being administered the ABLLS-R. The clinical director sent a
mass email to all of the parents of the children who received ABA services there. There were
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two different families who were interested. The researcher chose the first family that replied to
the clinical director. The researcher gained permission from the child’s parent (see Appendix I)
and from the Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA) that would be administering the
assessment to the child (see Appendix J) to be identified by name and appear in the video to be
used to collect reliability data for this study after receiving IRB approval. The BCBA
administering the assessment in the video model has had training on the administration of the
ABLLS-R and a working relationship with the student. The BCBA was provided the ABLLS-R
Protocol manual to establish a baseline before video recording began. Once the baseline was
completed, the researcher visited the ABA facility on three different days for approximately
three hours each visit to obtain the video model for this study.
Validity
After receiving IRB approval (see Appendix P) to conduct this study, the researcher used
a purposeful sampling method to select the participants. The expert sampling procedure was
used because the researcher was looking for people that are considered to have extensive skill or
knowledge and specific qualifications or experience on the study topic (Trochim, 2006;
Changing Minds, 2015).
An expert review panel was chosen to test content validity of this assessment based on
item analysis of responses using Lawshe’s (1975) method. The expert participants were selected
for being nationally recognized as a BCBA or for their education in behavior analysis and their
educational intervention of ABA to students with autism, as well as for their expertise in ABA,
having five or more years of experience in behavior analysis, and evaluation and assessment
using the ABLLS-R.
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The researcher contacted each expert and asked if he or she would be willing to complete
a survey using an online survey program, Survey Monkey®, to establish content validity of the
ABLLS-R (see Appendix C). The contents of this email (see Appendix C) included: (a)
information on the researcher, (b) the purpose of the study, (c) the importance of the research in
regards to the autism community, (d) the two week time-frame the study will be available, and
(e) the importance of truthful responses. A consent form, including a hyperlink to the survey and
either a release or decline of the participant’s identity to be revealed for publishing purposes, was
attached to this email for the participant to read, sign, and email back to the researcher (see
Appendix D). If the participants failed to respond to the initial email, the researcher resent the
email approximately three days later. If there was still no response after an additional two days,
the researcher attempted to contact the potential participant via phone to inform him or her of the
study and make the potential participant aware of the email that was sent explaining the study
and the attached consent form, should they agree to choose to be recognized for their
participation in the study (see Appendix O). An agreement was not to be made via phone; if the
potential participant agreed to participate, he or she must read the email, sign the consent form if
he or she would like recognition for their participation, and email it back to the researcher to
communicate their agreement to participate in the study.
The expert panel was asked to complete an online survey that would evaluate each of the
544 items found in the assessment (see Appendix G). Each expert was asked to rate each of the
544 items on a 3-point Likert-type scale (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not essential, or 1 = Not
necessary) measuring agreement among raters regarding how essential a particular item was to
the performance of the construct (Lawshe, 1975). After each question, the expert had the option
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to leave a comment in reference to the item being examined for the purpose of revising the
ABLLS-R assessment and improving validity.
Each participant had two weeks to complete the online survey, which was later extended
to three weeks due to lack of prompt responses, with an email reminder after week one (see
Appendix E). The email sought to convey the importance of their participation in this study,
their opportunity to be involved in furthering the longevity of this assessment in the autism
community, and the importance of honesty so that this assessment could be properly validated.
After electronically receiving the results in Survey Monkey®, the data was exported from
Survey Monkey® into Microsoft Excel, and then statistical analyses proceeded as the researcher
compiled, analyzed, and interpreted the responses of the survey to develop the results of the
study. Emergent theme coding was used to analyze expert comments.
Reliability
After receiving IRB approval (see Appendix P) to conduct this study, the researcher,
using a purposeful sampling method, selected the participants. The expert sampling procedure
was used because the researcher was looking for people that were considered to have extensive
skill or knowledge and specific qualifications or experience on the study topic (Trochim, 2006;
Changing Minds, 2015).
An expert review panel was chosen to test inter-rater reliability of this assessment using
the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). The participants were selected for having five or
more years of experience in the field of education with at least a bachelor’s degree or five or
more years in the field of medicine, relating to treatment of children with ASD with at least a
bachelor’s degree, and having never administered the ABLLS-R.
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The researcher contacted each participant and asked if he or she would be willing to
complete a survey using an online survey program, Survey Monkey®, to establish inter-rater
reliability of the ABLLS-R (see Appendix K). The contents of this email (see Appendix K)
included: (a) information on the researcher, (b) the purpose of the study, (c) the importance of
the research in regards to the autism community, (d) the two week time-frame the study will be
available, and (e) the importance of truthful responses. A consent form, including a hyperlink to
the survey and either a release or decline of the participant’s identity to be revealed for
publishing purposes, was attached to this email for the participant to read, sign, and email back
to the researcher (see Appendix L). If the participants failed to respond to the initial email, the
researcher resent the email approximately three days later. If there was still no response after an
additional two days, the researcher attempted to contact the potential participant via phone to
inform him or her of the study and make the potential participant aware of the email that was
sent explaining the study and the attached consent form should they agree to choose to be
recognized for their participation in the study (see Appendix O). An agreement will not be made
via phone; if the potential participant agrees to participate, he or she must read the email, sign the
consent form if he or she would like recognition for their participation, and email it back to the
researcher to communicate their agreement to participate in the study.
Prior to IRB approval, the researcher created a video model used for establishing interrater reliability. The expert panel was provided with the Scoring Instructions and IEP
Development Guide (pages 9 – 13) for the ABLLS-R and was asked to read the material until
full understanding of scoring the ABLLS-R was achieved. Once the participants reached a level
of confidence in their scoring ability, they were asked to use the ABLLS-R Protocol scoring
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criteria to score the student in the video model based on their observation of the student’s
performance.
The survey consisted of 88 questions. The first two questions measured their confidence
level of scoring the child based on the material they read in the Scoring Instructions and IEP
Development Guide. The remaining 86 questions had the scoring criteria and the appropriate
scoring options for each skill addressed in the video model from the ABLLS-R Protocol manual
written in multiple-choice format. The video clips of the administration of the assessment to the
student were uploaded and emailed to the participants with the appropriate labeling coordinating
the survey question with the skill being tested (e.g., Question 1, B 6). The participant watched
the clip of each individual task and then used the online survey program to score the student
based on their observation of the student’s performance in the video using the scoring criteria
found in the ABLLS-R Protocol manual.
Each participant had two weeks to complete the online survey, which was later extended
to three weeks due to lack of prompt responses, with an email reminder after week one (see
Appendix E). The email sought to convey the importance of their participation in this study,
their opportunity to be involved in furthering the longevity of this assessment in the autism
community, and the importance of honesty so that this assessment could be properly validated.
After electronically receiving the results in Survey Monkey®, the data was exported from
Survey Monkey® into Microsoft Excel, and then imported into SPSS, and statistical analyses
proceeded as the researcher compiled, analyzed, and interpreted the responses of the survey to
develop the results of the study.
Data Analysis
The following data analysis section is organized by research hypotheses.
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Validity
The first research hypothesis assumes the ABLLS-R has good content validity for
identifying specific language and learning skills in need of intervention for children with
language delays.
Content validity is the extent to which elements of an assessment are relevant and
representative of the construct they propose to measure (Haynes, Richard, & Kubany 1995).
Aiken’s (1980) content validity index, Hambleton’s (1980) index of item-objective congruence,
and Lawshe’s (1975) convent validity ratio (CVR) are major statistical approaches used to
measure agreement of the appropriateness of individual items to a content domain by subject
matter experts in order to establish content validity (Crocker, Miller, & Franks, 1989; Salkind,
2013). Aiken’s (1980) content validity index was not chosen because of the possibility for
complex calculating issues as the number of categories increase and because it provides the
content relevance of a single item across numerous categories (Aiken, 1980; Crocker et al.,
1989). Hambleton’s (1980) index of item-objective congruence was not chosen because of the
time consuming rating process required of the experts to rate every item with every objective and
because it described the fit of an item to an objective (Crocker et al., 1989; Li & Sireci, 2013).
Lawshe’s (1975) content validity ration (CVR) requires less time to compute than the other
approaches and requires the experts to mark each skill’s essentiality to the construct (Crocker et
al., 1989; Li & Sireci, 2013). Thus, Lawshe’s (1975) method was chosen since the purpose of
this study was to access the fit of individual skills to a content domain. In order to determine the
content validity of an item, Lawshe developed the content validity ratio (CVR).	
  	
  
Lawshe’s (1975) method for measuring agreement among raters regarding how essential
a particular item is to the performance of the construct was used to assess the content validity of
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the ABLLS-R assessment. Following Lawshe’s method, six subject matter experts were asked to
rate all 544 of the ABLLS-R assessment skills using a 3-point Likert-type scale. They were
asked to read each item of the assessment and then respond to the following question for each
item: Is the skill or knowledge measured by this item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not essential,
or 1 = Not necessary) to the performance of the construct? According to Lawshe (1975), if at
least 50% of a panel of experts indicated that an item on an instrument was essential (3) the item
had some degree of content validity. The more number of experts that agreed an item was
essential, the greater amount of its content validity (Lawshe, 1975). 	
  
This data was analyzed using the CVR = (ne – N/2) / (N/2), where ne is the number of
expert panel reviewers indicating “essential,” and N is the total number of experts (Lawshe,
1975). When all experts rating the item as “essential” are more than half but less than all, the
value of the CVR is between 0 and 1. When less than half of the experts rate the item as
“essential,” the value of the CVR will be negative (Wilson, Pan, & Schumsky, 2012). For each
of the 544 items a CVR was calculated.
Lowell Schipper provided a table of critical values for Charles Lawshe’s CVR with a
one-tailed alpha level of .05 level of significance; however, there are one or more anomalous
values in his table of critical values due to a possible typographical error, a calculation error, or
the table being mislabeled by Lawshe as a one-tailed alpha level of .05 (Lawshe, 1975; Wilson et
al., 2012). After Wilson et al. (2012) computed several trial tables of critical values, Schipper’s
critical values mirrored the normal approximations to the binomial distribution at a two-tailed
alpha level of .05 level of significance (or one-tailed alpha level of .25 level of significance). For
this reason, the researcher used the corrected critical values table calculated by Wilson et al.
(2012) to determine the minimum CVR needed to establish good content validity, given the
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number of raters at a two-tailed alpha level of .05. While Lawshe (1975) suggested that if more
than 50% of the experts agreed an item was essential it has some content validity, Wilson et al.’s
(2012) corrected table of critical values was used as a more stringent criterion to establish good
content validity. For a panel of six expert panel reviewers, the critical cutoff for establishing
good content validity for an item on the ABLLS-R assessment was a CVR of no less than .800
(Wilson et al., 2012). Thus, it was recommended that items with a CVR equal to or greater than
.800 be retained but modified or a notation added in the notes column of the item in the ABLLSR Protocol manual as suggested by the experts to improve the construct of the instrument. While
some ABLLS-R assessment items did not reach the critical value cutoff of .800, the researcher
accepted a less stringent cutoff of a CVR of .33 (where more than 50% of the experts rated the
item essential) or higher as suggested by Lawshe (1975) for items to be retained if modified or
notated using the qualitative comments of the experts given they possess some degree of content
validity.
In addition to rating each of the questions for content validity purposes, the researcher
asked the experts to provide comments for the purpose of revising the ABLLS-R instrument and
improving validity. After each question on the survey, the experts had the option to leave a
comment in reference to the content of the item being addressed. Emergent theme coding was
used to analyze the expert comments (Boyatzis, 1998). Themes were identified and then
categories were created based on the emerging themes (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Each
comment was then classified into a category.
Reliability
The second research hypothesis assumes the ABLLS-R has good inter-rater reliability
between raters across all items addressed in this study.
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An instrument is reliable if it produces consistent results. Inter-rater reliability is used to
assess the degree to which different raters agree in their assessment decision (Phelan & Wren,
2006). The kappa statistic is frequently used to test inter-rater reliability with two raters
(Hallgren, 2012; McHugh, 2012). Kappa-like variants for three or more coders with nominal
data include Scott’s (1955) Pi statistic (e.g., Fleiss’s 1971) or using the arithmetic mean of kappa
or P(e) (e.g., Light, 1971; Davies & Fleiss, 1982) (Hallgren, 2012). Since this study has five
expert raters and ordinal data, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) is a more appropriate
measure. According to Wolak et al. (2012), there is no standing guideline for determining the
sample size of n and k required to estimate inter-rater reliability.
Inter-rater reliability studies typically consist of a random sample of n targets that are
rated independently by k judges; for this study a sample of five expert judges was drawn from a
larger population, and each expert judge rated 86 targets (each objective to be scored based on
what is seen in the video model) to estimate the reliability of a mean rating (Shrout & Fleiss,
1979). The mean rating was chosen as the unit of analysis because according to Shrout and
Fleiss (1979), the individual rating was too unreliable and according to Landers (2011) and
Penfield and Miller (2004), the mean subject matter expert rating is more often used in research,
typically when analyzing content validity.
There are six different possibilities for calculating the ICC depending on the purpose of
the study, the design of the study, and the type of measurements taken (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979).
There are three different models with two different forms: the first number in the
parentheses designates the model; the second number designates the form. Model 1- each
subject is assessed by a different set of randomly selected raters. Model 2- each subject
is assessed by each rater, and raters has been randomly selected. Model 3- each subject is
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assessed by each rater, but the raters is the only raters of interest. The form determines
whether the reliability is to be calculated on a single measurement (denoted by a 1) or by
taking the average of two or more measurements taken by different raters (average
measure denoted by k. (Howell, n.d., para. 1-2)
Table 3 shows the six different types of the ICC and provides a rationale for guidance in
choosing the correct ICC for a given study. For this study, the researcher chose to measure interrater reliability using the ICC (2,k) as described in Table 3, which SPSS denotes as a two-way
random effects model.
Table 3
Possibilities for Calculating ICC
Type of ICC

Rationale

ICC (1,1)

Each subject is assessed by a different set of randomly selected raters, and the
reliability is calculated from a single measurement.

ICC (1,k)

Each subject is assessed by a different set of randomly selected raters, and the
reliability is calculated by taking the average of the k raters’ measurements.

ICC (2,1)

Each rater measures each subject, and raters are considered representative of a
larger population of similar raters. Reliability is calculated from a single
measurement.

ICC (2,k)

Each rater measures each subject, and raters are considered representative of a
larger population of similar raters. Reliability is calculated by taking an
average of the k raters’ measurements.

ICC (3,1)

Each rater assesses each subject, but the raters are the only raters of interest.
Reliability is calculated from a single measurement.

ICC (3,k)

Each rater assesses each subject, but the raters are the only raters of interest.
Reliability is calculated by taking an average of the k raters’ measurements.

Note. Reproduced and adapted with permission (see Appendix S) (Howell, n.d.,
para.3; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979).
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A baseline was established by allowing the Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA)
who had a teacher-student relationship with the child to score the student on skills that were
already possessed at mastery criteria in the ABLLS-R Protocol manual. Once the baseline was
established, the BCBA formally began administering the ABLLS-R while the researcher
recorded the testing sessions to be used as a video model for expert participants. For this study,
there were 86 questions of the 544 used based on the number of skills the student was tested on
after the student’s baseline was established.
Five experts with a profession in education or in the medical field that provide speech or
occupational therapy (OT) services to students with ASD were given a link to a survey, which
contained this video observation model. They were asked to score the students’ skill level on
each of the 86 items assessed using the ABLLS-R assessment. The degree of agreement or interrater reliability on the 86 assessed items was then calculated using the ICC by way of a two-way
random effects model.
IBM SPSS version 22.0 was used in this study to calculate the ICC. The structure of the
data when inputted into SPSS is as n rows, which are the objects being measured, and k columns,
which are the raters (Nichols, 1998). Once all the data was inputted into SPSS, the researcher
made sure the ICC checkbox was checked and the appropriate model (random) and type
(consistency) was chosen under reliability analysis.
The higher the ICC value the greater inter-rater reliability, with an ICC estimate of 1
indicating perfect agreement, 0 indicating only random agreement, and a negative ICC indicating
systematic agreement (Hallgren, 2012). The ICC was interpreted as follows: <.40 indicates poor
inter-rater reliability, .40 to .59 indicates fair inter-rater reliability, .60 to .74 indicates good interrater reliability, and .75 to 1.00 indicates excellent inter-rater reliability (Cicchetti, 1994).
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
The purpose of this quantitative study was to begin to establish validity and reliability of
the Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R) using two expert
review panels. Six experts were used to establish content validity using Lawshe’s (1975) method
based on item analysis of responses. Five experts were used to establish inter-rater reliability
using the interclass correlation coefficient (ICC). Chapter four discusses the results of content
validity and inter-rater reliability based on data analysis of each panel’s survey.
Results
Validity
The first research question was: Does the Assessment of Basic Language and Learning
Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R) have content validity for identifying specific language and learning
skills in need of intervention for children with language delays?
Following Lawshe’s method, six experts rated each of the 544 ABLLS-R assessment
items as 3 (essential), 2 (useful, but not essential), or 1 (not necessary). The CVR values for
each item were calculated using Lawshe’s (1975) formula, CVR = (ne – N/2) / (N/2), where ne is
the number of expert panel reviewers indicating “essential,” and N is the total number of experts.
The critical cutoff for establishing good content validity for an item on the ABLLS-R assessment
was a CVR of no less than .800 (Wilson et al., 2012). The researcher used the more stringent
CVR cutoff of .800 according to Wilson et al. (2012) for six expert participants in order to report
credible content validity based on current research over Lawshe’s (1975) less stringent cutoff in
that items perceived essential by more than half of the experts possess some degree of content
validity. However, with this in mind, the researcher accepted items with a CVR of .33 (where
more than 50% of the experts rated the item essential) or higher to be retained based on
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Lawshe’s (1975) less stringent cutoff if the items could be modified or notated based on experts’
comments. In addition to rating the items, experts were invited to provide comments about the
item or make recommendations for improving the item. Each ABLLS-R assessment item and its
CVR value is listed in Appendix R. Table 4 denotes the number of items for each CVR value.
The researcher recommends retaining 304 items on the ABLLS-R since the CVR for
these items exceeded .800 (see Appendix R for items), including the 38 items that received
expert suggestions for modifications or notations to add comments. The researcher recommends
modifying or notating to add comments to the 38 items even though they met the critical level
cutoff to clarify specificity of the item (see Appendix R for comments).
Table 4
Lawshe’s CVR with Corresponding Number of Items
CVR

Number of Items

1.00

304

.67

137

.33

61

.00

31

-.33

9

-.67

2

-1.00

0
There were 240 items that did not reach the .800 critical value cutoff. Of these 240 items,

117 items received expert suggestions for modification or notations to add comments leaving
123 items that were recommended to be deleted from the instrument based on the fact they did
not meet the critical value cutoff of .800 and did not receive any expert comments for
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improvement. The 117 items that received expert comments were analyzed further. After
analysis, only 97 items were recommended to be retained because they could be modified using
the experts’ suggestions, and they met the CVR of .33 the researcher accepted based on
Lawshe’s (1975) less stringent cutoff for an item having content validity if more than half (50%)
of the experts rated the item as essential. One hundred forty-three items, both with and without
expert comments, fell below the least acceptable CVR cutoff of .33; thus, it is recommended that
they be deleted from the instrument (see Appendix R for items). Expert comments were coded
and analyzed by the researcher as explained below. Upon analysis, six of these items (25, 28, 56,
58, 60, and 61) are recommended to be combined with like items; thus these six items were
recommended to be deleted (see Appendix R for items). A total of 395 items were
recommended to be retained and 149 items were recommended to be deleted from the
instrument.
Emergent theme coding was used to analyze the experts’ comments (Boyatzis, 1998).
Themes were identified and then categories were created based on the emerging themes (Miles &
Huberman, 1994). Each comment was then classified into a category (see Table 4.1). Five
categories were identified: (a) items that need to consider mental age, (b) items that should be
assessed by a trained professional pertaining to their area of expertise, (c) combine like items, (d)
items that should be taught at home and enforced at school, and (e) improve the item by
rewording or notating the environment or item needed for testing the student. In Table 4.1, all
117 items with comments are listed. The 38 bolded numbers indicate items with comments that
had a CVR of .800 or higher. The 59 underlined numbers indicate items with comments that had
a CVR of .33 or higher. Ninety-seven items were modified or notated to add comments based on
the experts’ comments (see Appendix R for comments) and recommended to be retained.
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Twenty of the 117 items, denoted with an asterisk, are recommended for deletion based on their
low CVRs.
There are 40 items in the category “items based on mental age,” with 25 items having a
CVR over .800 and 15 items having a CVR under .800. Of these 15 items, 13 items were
notated based on the experts’ comments, and two items were deleted based on a CVR of less
than .33. For example, it would be developmentally inappropriate to expect a three-year-old
with a mental age of a 15-month-old level to speak in phrases or sentences (items 291, 292, 295,
and 296) or ask questions to obtain information (items 169, 170, 171, 174, 175, 176, 177, and
178) when their verbal repertoire consists of approximately 14 words and they express
themselves with single words request or responses (Goldstein, Naglieri, & Ozonoff, 2009; PBS,
2015). Thirty-eight items (including those mentioned above) were recommended to be given a
notation in the notes section of the item in the ABLLS-R Protocol manual. The notation
indicates the approximate mental age of a child that could perform the skill to guide the
administrator of the ABLLS-R in categorizing student performance for instructional purposes
because the autism spectrum is so diverse with varying cognitive levels (Goldstein & Behuniak,
2012; Goldstein et al., 2009). The language skills and other basic learner skills that are tracked
by the ABLLS-R are acquired by most typically developing children by the ages of four to five
(Partington, 2015). The majority of the students being assessed by the ABLLS-R are not
progressing mentally as their peers, thus it is critical to assess their progress based on their
mental age (Goldstein et al., 2009; Partington, 2015). A possible way to determine the mental
age of a child prior to administering the ABLLS-R is to administer the Battelle Developmental
Inventory™, Second Edition (BDI – 2), which screens and evaluates early childhood
developmental milestones (Riverside Publishing Company, 2014).
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There are 47 items in the category “items that should be assessed by a trained
professional pertaining to their area of expertise,” with six items having a CVR over .800 and 41
items having a CVR under .800. Of these 41 items, 28 items were notated based on the experts’
comments and 13 items were deleted based on a CVR of less than .33. The items in this
category should not be assessed by any individual other than the specified trained professional in
the “suggested revision” column in Appendix R. For example, professionals in the areas of
speech or occupational therapy should assess items related to their field of study to ensure the
student’s response is appropriately measured. Thirty-four items were recommended for
delegation to speech or occupational therapy for assessment. The appropriate professional
recommended by the expert to assess the skill should be notated on the assessment in the notes
section of the item and left to the appropriate professional to assess in the public school setting
(Chang et al., 2005). In the public school system, students with ASD are provided these services
and can be assessed for IEP purposes during their therapy time (Steege et al., 2007).
There are six items in the category “combine like items,” with four items having a CVR
over .800 and two items having a CVR under .800. The items were combined based on the
expert comments and the according items retained. For example, item 25 should be combined
with item 23. Item 28 should be combined with item 31; items 56 and 58 should be combined
with item 59; item 60 and 61 should be combined with item 62; and item 140 can be combined
with section G (Labeling). According to the Colorado Department of Education (2015),
meaningful, timely, and precise assessments provide important data feedback to determine if
educational goals are being met. The six skills recommended by the experts to be combined with
other skills should be deleted accordingly after modification. Five items (23, 31, 59, 62, and
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140) are recommended to be retained after combining items and modifying the wording of the
item and six items (25, 28, 56, 58, 60, and 61) are recommended to be deleted (see Appendix R).
Six items in the category “items that should be taught at home and enforced at school,”
with all six items having a CVR under .800 but meeting Lawshe’s CVR cutoff where more than
half of the experts’ scored the item as essential (CVR of .33 or higher) accepted by the
researcher. These items needed to be modified to specify what school appropriate skills
originate at home and can be reinforced at school using a task analysis procedure. For example,
wiping after urinating (female), is more appropriate to be taught at home and included in a task
analysis of going to the bathroom at school to collect data and measure progress of the skill
(Pratt, 2012). All six items are recommended to be retained by the researcher after the
modifications are made to the items (see Appendix R).
There are 18 items in the category “suggestions for improving an item by rewording or
notating the environment or item needed for testing the student,” with three items having a CVR
over .800 and 15 items having a CVR under .800. Of these 15 items, ten items were modified
based on expert comments and five items were deleted based on a CVR of less than .33. For
example, providing a notation specifying the testing environment, such as natural environmental
teaching (NET) activity would be helpful when preparing to administer the assessment (Kreusel,
2005). Thirteen items are recommended for modification by clarifying wording of the item or
notating in the notes section in the item column in the ABLLS-R Protocol manual specifying the
appropriate testing environment needed for administering the assessment to the student.
Overall, 395 items should be retained. Two hundred sixty-six of these items are based on
quantitative analysis. One hundred twenty-nine of these items are based on qualitative analysis
of the experts’ comments and modifications or notations are reflected in the notes column of the
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ABLLS-R Protocol manual. Appendix R lists the current item and suggested revision based on
comments. These recommendations will be given to the instrument’s creator to assess in light of
his expert knowledge, legislation, and literature.
Table 4.1
Themes from Expert’s Comments with Corresponding Questions
Category
1. Items that need to consider mental
age.

Survey Question
with Comments
8, 9, 10*, 17*, 31, 33, 34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 44, 45, 46,
56, 57, 71, 97, 98, 130, 164, 169, 170, 171, 174, 175,
176, 177, 178, 226, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294,
295, 296

2. Items that should be assessed by a
trained professional pertaining to
their area of expertise.

113, 115, 117*, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138,
139, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 391, 392, 393,
394, 399, 400, 401, 404, 405, 487, 488, 489, 490*, 491,
492, 493*, 494, 498*, 499, 500*, 501*, 503*, 504*,
505*, 506*, 507*, 514*, 515*

3. Combine like items.

23, 25, 28, 58, 62, 140

4. Items that should be taught at home 472, 473, 475, 481, 484, 502
and enforced at school.
5. Improve the item by rewording or
26, 42, 47, 63, 64*, 65*, 100, 103, 110, 149*, 151, 157*,
notating the environment or item
160, 163, 227, 229*, 306, 418
needed for testing the student.
Reliability
The second research question was: Does the Assessment of Basic Language and Learning
Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R) assessment have inter-rater reliability between raters across all items
(Skill A – Z)?
The expert reviewers were given the ABLLS-R Scoring Instructions and IEP
Development Guide to read and were expected to train themselves in a manner that they would
do prior to using the assessment at a school. They were asked two questions at the beginning of
the survey that provided parameters to define familiarity of scoring the assessment. Four of the
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five experts responded that it took them 0 to 15 minutes to read the selected pages of the
ABLLS-R Scoring Instructions and IEP Development Guide to reach full understanding of the
scoring process to confidently score the video model. The other experts said it took them 15 to
30 minutes to read the selected pages. Four of the five experts responded that it took them two
times to read the selected pages to reach full understanding of the scoring process to confidently
score the video model. The other experts responded that it took them three times to read the
selected pages. Familiarity was achieved by a majority of the experts by reading the designated
material two times in approximately 30 minutes.
Inter-rater reliability was established using the ICC by way of a 2-way random effects
model. The ICC was interpreted using the following conventions: <0.40 indicates poor interrater reliability, 0.40 to 0.59 indicates fair inter-rater reliability, 0.60 to 0.74 indicates good interrater reliability, and 0.75 to 1.00 indicates excellent inter-rater reliability (Cicchetti, 1994). The
ICC was calculated based on 86 ABLLS-R assessed items rated by five expert reviewers using
one video model. The analysis of the ICC average measures of the experts was calculated to be
.954. According to Cicchetti (1994), this ICC indicates excellent inter-rater reliability.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCISSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Discussion
The proposed research design was a quantitative design using two different expert review
panels to establish content validity and inter-rater reliability of the Assessment of Basic
Language and Learning Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R). Content validity was analyzed using
Lawshe’s (1975) method based on item analysis of responses from six experts. Inter-rater
reliability was measured using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) based on scoring
information of five experts. The purpose of this study was to begin to establish validity and
reliability of the ABLLS-R to be considered as an alternate assessment in public school applied
behavior analysis (ABA) classrooms under NCLB (2002).
Two hypotheses were tested and a discussion of each is provided below.
Validity
The first research hypothesis assumes the ABLLS-R has good content validity for
identifying specific language and learning skills in need of intervention for children with
language delays.
The results demonstrated that the majority of the ABLLS-R items represent the facets of
the constructs that the ABLLS-R purports to measure, thus shown to have good content validity.
After an expert rating on each of the 544 items was completed and Lawshe’s (1975) method was
used to analyze the expert’s responses, there were 304 items on the ABLLS-R identified as
having good content validity as their content validity ratio (CVR) was over the set cutoff value of
.800. The experts not only rated each item but also provided comments on items about ways in
which items could be improved. Thirty-eight of the 304 items received expert comments for
improvement, and the researcher recommended that, even though the cutoff value was
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succeeded, these items be revised using the expert comments to improve the assessment (see
Appendix R).
Two hundred forty items did not reach the critical value cutoff of .800, thus these items
were analyzed and considered for deletion from the instrument. First, items where half (50%) of
the experts rated the item as essential (having a CVR of .33 or higher) were examined. The
experts provided comments on 97 of these items; these comments were used to modify the 97
items. Six of these items were recommended to be deleted due to combining like items based on
the experts’ suggestions. With modifications, the researcher recommends retaining 91 of these
items. Suggested modifications are found in Appendix R. Overall, it was recommended that 395
questions be retained on the ABLLS-R.
Twenty other items received expert comments; however, their low CVR scores indicated
that the majority of the experts did not believe the items had good content validity. As such, it is
recommended that the items be deleted from the ABLLS-R (see Appendix R).
An additional 123 items received no expert comments and had low CVR scores, thus
were recommended to be deleted from the instrument. Overall, 149 items were recommended to
be deleted from the instrument.
While many items appear to measure the constructs of the ABLLS-R, experts noted that
some items poorly measured constructs and could be deleted. By shortening the amount of items
on the ABLLS-R, it would allow the assessment to be administered in a more reasonable time
frame and lesson the amount of teacher paperwork and assessment preparation (Kampfer et al,
2001; Kleinert et al., 1999). The remaining 395 items would still allow the assessment to
accommodate a wide spectrum of cognitive levels in individuals with ASD while still ensuring a
robust measure of basic language and learning skills.
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Reliability
The second research hypothesis assumes the ABLLS-R has good inter-rater reliability
between raters across all items addressed in this study.
Using the ABLLS-R, five experts scored a video model on 86 items after reading the
Protocol manual; inter-rater reliability was calculated on these 86 ratings. Results demonstrated
the ABLLS-R had good inter-rater reliability using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) by
way of a 2-way random effects model. Analysis shows the ICC average measures of the raters
were calculated to be .954. The agreement among raters was high given the ICC.
These expert reviewers had no professional training in scoring this assessment or any
experience administering this assessment. Thus, the results of this study demonstrated that the
guidelines for scorers in the Scoring Instructions and IEP Development Guide clearly explain the
scoring process well enough that a panel of experts, not familiar with this assessment, could read
the assigned pages and score the assessment in a consistent manner. This means that the
guidelines set forth for raters and raters’ training are sufficient. The guidelines include detailed
explanations on the use of the notes section, the score column, how to score individual items, and
how to do the initial scoring of the assessment (Partington, 2010b).
Conclusions
This study begins to establish the ABLLS-R as a valid and reliable instrument. The
findings demonstrated that the majority of the items of the ABLLS-R have good content validity,
and inter-rater reliability was established for the ABLLS-R, thus may be useful as an alternate
assessment for students with ASD in public school ABA classrooms under NCLB (2002).
For students with ASD in an ABA classroom, using this instrument to count for adequate
yearly progress instead of a state standardized test, such as the Georgia Alternate Assessment
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(GAA), may be more beneficial as it was shown to provide adequate measures of students with
ASD academic performance based on their individual cognitive and social abilities (Partington,
2010b). Using this assessment instead of an alternate standardized test places no added pressure
on students to perform at a standard beyond their capabilities and does not require the teacher to
alter the educational instruction of ABA in order to collect data for the state (Georgia
Department of Education, 2014a). Teachers’ perceptions of alternate assessments across several
states indicate they do not adequately measure students with the most significant intellectual
disabilities, especially autism, and are not sensitive to the amount of time spent administering the
assessment to the student or the paperwork required by teachers (Flowers et al., 2005; Kampfer
et al., 2001; Williams, 2008). When identifying the ABLLS-R as a valid alternate assessment
and using in conjunction with ABA instruction, students are given the opportunity to excel based
on their individual abilities and have the potential to master academic and social skills
appropriate for their level of learning (Partington, 2010b).
This study allowed the researcher to reiterate the importance of Skinner’s work in verbal
behavior and operant conditioning and the profound impact it has had on ABA and the autism
community. Skinner’s research provided a starting point of teaching procedures that evolved
into DTT and ABA instruction for educational intervention for individuals with ASD (Greer &
Ross, 2008; LeBlanc et al. 2009; Sundberg & Michael, 2001, as cited in May et al., 2013;
Sundberg, n.d.). This dissertation has laid a foundation for the ABLLS-R to be improved in
areas of length, precision, and delegation of testing areas specific to the professionals who
understand and can make better use of the children’s responses (i.e., speech or occupational
therapy) and become aligned more closely with state curriculum. It begins to provide evidence
that the ABLLS-R is a valid instrument with good inter-rater reliability.
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Implications
This study begins to establish the ABLLS-R as a valid and reliable alternate assessment
for children with ASD in the public school systems. This is significant as the ABLLS-R did not
qualify as an alternate assessment because validity and reliability of the instrument had not
previously been established. Preliminary results of validity and reliability of the ABLLS-R
assessment in this study demonstrate that the public school system may want to begin
incorporating the ABLLS-R into state testing as an alternative assessment for students with ASD.
The ABLLS-R could be used as an alternate assessment to test individual skill levels with
mastery based on set skills and objectives in their IEP, especially since research has shown that
using the state alternate assessments for students with significant intellectual disabilities,
including autism, does not accurately report student progress due to lack of appropriate
instructional goals (Kampfer et al., 2001, as cited in Roach, 2006; Kleinert et al., 1999; Williams,
2008).
If the ABLLS-R is adopted as an alternate assessment, preparations for teachers and
raters as well as accurate use of the ABLLS-R need to be considered. Providing professional
development classes for educators and raters on how to use the ABLLS-R Protocol manual and
the Scoring Instructions and IEP Development Guide is important to assist building confidence
for administering and scoring the instrument (Goldstein & Behuniak, 2012). Professional
development aimed at using the results for educational intervention for students with significant
disabilities is also important, as research show teachers feel inadequately prepared to meet such
challenges (Chang et al., 2005; Goldstein & Behuniak, 2012). Additionally, parents can obtain
the goals and objectives their child is working on at school to be included in a home-based ABA
program creating a fluent home to school transition and vice versa both academically and
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socially for the student (Monahan & Bryer, 2004; Special Learning Inc., 2015). This is
especially helpful when using task analysis procedures to teach daily living skills and where
items on the ABLLS-R should originally be taught at home and enforced at school (see
Appendix R).
Limitations
Although sufficient in size according to research (Salkind, 2013), a small sample of
experts is a limitation to this study. Also, a limited number of items were used to examine interrater reliability due to this study presenting one video model. A larger study with additional
experts and video modeling scenarios for raters is highly recommended to further establish
reliability. While the Scoring Instructions and IEP Development Guide appeared to provide
sufficient scoring instructions for the experts who participated in this study, given the good interrater reliability, research was not conducted directly on the experts’ use of the manual. The
researcher established certain criteria for the panels of experts in this study however, it was
higher than what the ABLLS-R Scoring Instructions and IEP Development Guide requires thus
limiting sample population.
Recommendations for Future Research
This study began to establish content validity and inter-rater reliability for the ABLLS-R.
There is sufficient evidence-based research that suggests ABA is the best educational
intervention for students with ASD and that the ABLLS-R, and when used in conjunction with
this intervention, has a positive effect on their academic progress and social behaviors (Basa,
2010; Boutot & Hume, 2012; Reed et al., 2007; Rosenwasser & Axelrod, 2002). However, as a
result of this research, there are a couple additional questions that warrant further study.
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As research suggests, there are both positive and negative teacher perceptions of alternate
assessments (Restorff et al., 2012; Williams, 2008). How parents of students with significant
cognitive disabilities, especially autism, perceive the administration of alternate assessments
available to their children, specifically the relevance of the GAA against the ABLLS-R, is an
open area for future research. Additionally, the idea that the actual use of the ABLLS-R for an
alternate assessment will need to be examined, specifically examining concurrent and predictive
validity for already established instruments as well as different types of reliability.
Prior to this study, the expert reviewers had no prior knowledge of the ABLLS-R or
experience scoring the assessment. Also, only one student with ASD was observed by the
experts to establish inter-rater reliability. A future study should aim to include raters with
varying levels of training and/or experience in administering and/or scoring the ABLLS-R and
multiple children with ASD at varying cognitive levels should be observed.
The GAA is administered to students with significant cognitive disabilities that align to
the Georgia curriculum (Georgia Department of Education, 2014a). The ABLLS-R is
administered to students with language and learning delays, specifically autism, but does not
align to state curriculum (Partington, 2010b). A study to modify the ABLLS-R to include the
recommended modifications from this study and align it to each state’s curriculum would give
students with ASD the best possible chance to be included in state performance goals yet have
goals and objectives appropriate for their cognitive level (Common Core, 2015).
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Appendix B: Email – Participant Demographics
Dear (Name of expert participant),
For reporting purposes, I need for you to email me the following demographic information:
Degree
Job Title
Race
Age
Gender
Years experience
Geographic location
Thank you so much for understanding the importance of reporting this information in this study.
As stated in the initial email, your identity will remain anonymous unless you requested to be
recognized for your participation in this study.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Usry
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Appendix C: Email Correspondence – Expert Panel Request for Participation
Dear (Name of expert review panel participant),
My name is Jennifer Usry and I am a doctoral student at Liberty University in the School of
Education. I am currently working on my dissertation and am ready to begin data collection on
the validity and reliability of the Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills – Revised
(ABLLS-R) assessment. Based on your expertise in the field of autism, special education, and
administration of the ABLLS-R, you are invited to be part of an expert panel that is an integral
part of my doctoral research.
For my study, I will be validating the ABLLS-R instrument used as an alternate assessment for
students with autism. The ABLLS-R, developed by Dr. Jim Partington (2006) attempts to
measure children with developmental delays, specifically autism, basic language and learning
skills. Once validated, this instrument will fill a gap in special education meeting the criteria of
NCLB under IDEA to be considered an alternate assessment for students with autism.
Partington (2006) developed the ABLLS-R based on Skinner’s (1957) analysis of verbal
behavior, along with Spradlin’s (1963) work that took Skinner’s analysis a step further for
individuals with developmental disabilities. The purpose of the ABLLS-R is to identify language
and other critical skills that are in need of intervention in order for children to acquire the
capabilities of learning through everyday experiences (Partington, 2010).
Being mindful of the purpose of the ABLLS-R, and if you agree to participate in this research
study: please read the attached consent form, email the signed copy back to me (if you wish to be
recognized for your participation), and open the survey via the hyperlink found below to
complete the survey. You will also have the option to be recognized for your participation in this
research study for publication purposes or to keep your identity anonymous. If you wish to be
recognized for your participation in this study for publication purposes, after reading the attached
consent form, please sign it and check the box under the signature line. Then email the
completed form back to me before taking the survey. If you do not wish to be recognized, please
read the attached consent form but do not sign and return it. All data will remain anonymous
either way.
Hyperlink to survey:
In the survey you will rate each of the 544 skills of the ABLLS-R based on the question and
scale provided. An optional comment box is available under each item so that you may leave
feedback on content and grammatical corrections of the task objective. The survey will take
approximately 90 minutes or more hours to complete; however you may break up the survey into
multiple sessions by saving your recorded responses and returning at a later time so long as you
complete and submit the entire survey by midnight, September 30, 2014.
I greatly appreciate your time, expertise, and participation in this cutting edge special education
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research.
You may contact me at email@liberty.edu if you have any questions, or I can be reached at
(XXX) XXX-XXXX. The faculty advisor for this research is Dr. Deanna Keith. You may
contact her at email@liberty.edu.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Usry
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Appendix E: Email Correspondence – Halfway Reminder
Dear (Name of expert panel participant),
I would like to remind you if you have not yet taken or completed the ABLLS-R survey to please
do so as the survey will be available until midnight, (Date/ 2014).
Thank you again for your participation and willingness to be a part of a study that has significant
potential to contribute to the special education community by providing a valid alternate
assessment for students with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) in the public school system.
You may access the survey using the following link:
Sincerely,
Jennifer Usry
If you have any questions regarding the survey or the purpose of this research, please contact me
at email@liberty.edu or (XXX) XXX-XXXX.
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Appendix G: Expert Panel Survey
Please rate each task using the following scale for each question:
3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not necessary, 1 = Not necessary

ITEM
When offered a known reinforcing item or
ABLLS-R skill items have been
activity, the student will take/ use the item or
removed for copyright purposes.
activity.

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When offered one reinforcing item or activity
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
and another non-reinforcing item or activity, the item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
student will select the reinforcing item or
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
activity.
performance of the construct?
321
Student will look at and track changes in
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
location of a non-reinforcing item presented by item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
an instructor.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When offered a common object, the student will Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
take the item.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When a specific tangible reinforcer is available Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
and there is a clearly identified requirement for item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
a known response to be performed, the student
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
will approach the instructor and perform the
performance of the construct?
required response (i.e., the student knows that
there is a reinforcer available but that he will
need to approach the instructor and do a simple
task to get the reinforcer).
321
The student will work for instructor controlled
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
reinforcement.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to demonstrate and use Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
skills learned with one instructor when working item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
with other instructors.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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ABLLS-R
skill items
have been
When
an instructor
is attempting
to engage the
removed
for
copyright
student in learning activitiespurposes.
(at a table, while
seated on the floor, or standing neat materials
for an activity), the student will wait calmly,
remain generally oriented towards the instructor
and materials, and will keep his hands away
from the instructional materials until an
instruction is presented.
When engaged in an obvious series of learning
tasks, the student will scan the materials and
look at the instructor to seek the instruction for
the next task.
When an instruction is presented during a series
of learning tasks that involve instructional
materials, the student will attend to the
instruction then scan the materials prior to
responding to the instruction.
When engaged in a series of learning tasks, the
student will respond quickly when an
instruction is presented.
A variety of items and activities serve as
reinforcers.

The student will work for intermittent
reinforcement.

The student will work for reinforcement that
involves fun interaction with the instructor.

After completing a task, when engaged in a
series of learning activities, the student will
orient to the instructor such as to observe the
changes in instructor’s facial expression and
voice that provide feedback regarding the

321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?

321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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After completing a task, when engaged in a
ABLLS-R skill items have been
series of learning activities, the student will
removed for copyright purposes.
orient to the instructor such as to observe the
changes in instructor’s facial expression and
voice that provide feedback regarding the
correctness of the response.
Praise will serve as an effective reinforcement
for the student.

The student will be able to wait appropriately if
a reinforcer is not delivered immediately
following a behavior.
The student will seek recognition for his
accomplishments.

Completion of a task serves as an effective
reinforcer for the student.

When given single, uniquely shaped pieces
from an inset puzzle; the student will put the
puzzle pieces into the puzzle frame.
When provided a form box or shape sorter and
its pieces, the student will be able to put the
pieces into the corresponding holes in the form
box.
When given an object the student will match to
an identical object in an array of three items.

When given an item, the student will match the
object to one of three pictures in an array.

When given a picture, the student will match to
an identical picture in an array of three pictures.

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
an array.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When given a group of ten pictures of items, the Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
student will match those pictures to an identical item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
picture in an array of ten pictures in quick
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
succession.
performance of the construct?
321
When given a variety of non-identical objects
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
or pictures representing three items, and given
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
an array of sample items for each of the three
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
items, the student will sort non-identical items
performance of the construct?
into the appropriate groups (e.g., all the dogs,
all the trees, all the people).
321
When given a block design card, student will
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
place the blocks in the appropriate location on
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
the design card disregarding extra blocks.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When given uniquely-shaped, connecting
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
puzzle pieces which fit into an irregularly
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
shaped inset frame, the student will complete
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
the puzzle.
performance of the construct?
321
When given a square-edged framed puzzle, the Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
student will complete the puzzle.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When given a block design card, student will
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
place blocks to make the design shown on the
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
card.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When given a visual sequence pattern
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
consisting of items (e.g., colored blocks), the
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
student will arrange items to match the pattern. necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When given irregularly shaped, nonIs the skill or knowledge measured by this
interlocking puzzle pieces, student will
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
correctly juxtapose the pieces to form a picture. necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
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When
given afor
standard
jigsaw
puzzle
(interlocking pieces without a frame), the
student will correctly complete the puzzle.
Given an array of items or picture, the student
will be able to match an item that is associated
with one of the items in the array (e.g., match a
bat to picture of a ball).
When provided with a sample of two items that
have different functions and shown a
demonstration of matching another item that
has the same function, the student will be able
to sort additional pictures that have the same
functions with the correct sample items.
When provided with a sample of two of items
that have different features/parts and shown a
demonstration of matching another item that
has the same feature/part, the student will be
able to sort additional pictures that have the
same features/parts with the correct sample
items.
When provided with a sample of three different
classes of items and shown a demonstration of
matching another member of each class, the
student will be able to sort additional pictures
that match the class to which the item belongs.
After having been shown a model of items in a
specific sequence and then having the model
removed, the student will be able to replicate
the sequence.
When shown a specific item and it is removed,
and five items are then presented (one being the
same as the original item), the student will be
able to find the initial item.
When given a model of items in a specific
sequence (regular and irregular), the student
will be able to continue adding items in the

performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?

321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
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Given a set of blocks or other items and a
model of a simple 3-dimensional object (e.g., a
house, car), the student will be able to arrange
the blocks or other items to replicate the
structure.
The student will be able to observe a person
placing multiple identical objects on a table and
then place a different item on each of those
items immediately after each one of the first
type of item had been placed.
When given a model of the start and end of a
continuum, student will be able to arrange
additional task stimuli in the appropriate order
by size, quantity, shade of color, and sequence.
The student will be able to arrange a set of
picture cards in the appropriate sequence.

The student will be able to draw a line from the
start to the end of simple mazes.

Student will look at or come to a person when
called by his name.

When given instructions to do a preferred
activity in the context of the ongoing activity,
the student will comply with the instructions.
Upon request, student will look at a reinforcing
item held by an instructor.

Upon instruction, the student will touch a

performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
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Upon instruction, the student will touch a
common item held in various positions.

The student will comply with instructions to do
a preferred activity even though it is not
occurring at that time.
The student will comply with the instructions to
do a non-preferred activity when the activity is
presently occurring.
The student will follow instructions which
require him to give a named, non-reinforcing
item.
The student will comply with instructions to do
a simple motor task (e.g., clap, turn around,
arms up).
When asked to touch an object that is being
held and an empty hand is held out as a
distracter (or the object is placed in a table with
another neutral item such a styrofoam cube
used as a distracter), the student will touch the
named object.
When asked, the student will select a named
reinforcing item from an array of two objects
held or placed in any position in from of him.
Upon request, the student will be able to select
an object named by the instructor from an array
of two reinforcing objects held or placed in any
position in from of him.

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
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of two common objects held or placed in any
position in from of him.

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Upon request, student will select a picture
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
named by the instructor from an array of two
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
pictures of common items held or placed in any necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
position in front of him.
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to follow directions to
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
touch parts of his own body.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will select a specified object for at
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
least 100 common objects when the object is
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
presented in an array of six or more objects on a necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
table in any position in front of the student.
performance of the construct?
321
The student will select a specified picture for at Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
least 100 common objects when the picture is
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
presented in an array of six or more pictures on necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
a table in any position in front of the student.
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to acquire selection
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
skills for many new common objects or pictures item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
of items after being required to select the items necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
less than five times.
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to point to or select
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
known items from an array upon request when
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
presented in quick succession.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to select objects and
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
pictures named by the instructor while using a
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
variety of instructions to select those items
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
(e.g., “Show me__,” “Where is the __,” “Can
performance of the construct?
you find the __,” “Touch the __”).
321
The student will be able to follow directions to
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
point to body parts of other people or touch
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
pictures of body parts.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
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The student will be able to follow directions to
touch specified parts of items (e.g., door and
window of a house, wheel and door of a car).
The student will be able to select between two
similar items that vary on one dimension (i.e.,
adjectives).
The student will be able to select an item by
attending to the eye orientation of another
person.
The student will be able to follow hand signals
from an adult to come, sit, stand, go to location,
and perform an action when signaled (e.g.,
stand up or clap hands when point to the child).
Student will be able to walks across the room to
go to a specified person.

Student will be able to walk across the room to
go to a specified place or person and place or
deliver an item (e.g., give pen to Jim).
Student will be able to walk across the room to
go to a specified place or person and get a
requested item.
Student will be able to walk across the room to
go to a specified person and perform a stated
action (e.g., give Jim a hug).
The student will select common objects and

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
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given a variety of instructions specifying the
response required to select those items (e.g.,
“Touch,” “Point to,” “Give me,” “Pick up,”
“Get the”).
The student will comply with instructions to do
a simple action when presented with several
objects, one of which used to perform the
action.
The student will be able to perform a specified
action with a specified object, when several
different objects are present that could be used
to demonstrate the requested action.
The student will comply with instructions to do
a pretend activity.

Upon request, the student will select a specified
action picture from an array of three pictures on
a table in any position in front of the student.
Given an array of items or pictures and asked,
“What goes with this?”, the student will be able
to select the item which is used with the item
being shown (e.g., select a bat when shown a
picture of a ball).
Student will be able to select objects or pictures
of items when told the item’s function.

Student will be able to select objects or pictures
of items when told the item’s features or parts.

Student will be able to select objects or pictures
of items when told the class to which the item
belongs.

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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specified objects or pictures from a larger
selection of objects on a table in front of the
student.
Upon request, the student will select two
specified objects or pictures, in the order
requested, from a larger selection of pictures on
a table in front of the student.
The student will be able to select pictures of
common community helpers in his
environment.
The student will be able to locate pictures of
objects within a larger, complex picture.

The student will be able to locate objects when
only shown parts of the objects within a larger,
complex picture.
The student will select appropriate pictures
when the sound which is paired with that item
is heard.
The student will be able to follow directions to
select all the examples of a specified item (e.g.,
all the cats).
Given a scene or a varied set of objects or
pictures, the student will be able to select a
specified item which has the two specified
characteristics (e.g., “The big red ball,” “The
hot breakfast cereal”).
Given a set of objects or pictures which vary
only on a single characteristics, the student will
be able to select all of the items which have a
single specified characteristic (i.e., adjectives

321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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Given a varied set of objects or pictures, the
student will be able to select all of the items
which have the two specified characteristics
(e.g., adjectives, parts or other features,
function, or class of the item).

321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?

321
The student will be able to select three items in Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
a specified sequence.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to follow instructions
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
which include selections involving prepositions. item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to follow instructions
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
which include selections involving pronouns.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Student will be able to select pictures of scenes Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
or pictures of activities.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Student will be able to select pictures of faces
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
depicting various emotions.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When the student is provided with a display of
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
two items, then shown a third item which
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
matches one of the two displayed items and told necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
to either “Find same,” or to “Find different,” he performance of the construct?
will select the corresponding item in the
display.
321
Student will be able to point to or select items
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
which are non-examples of a specified category item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
of items (e.g., not food, not yellow, not used to necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
cook, does not have a tail).
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to select pictures
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
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Upon request, student will imitate a motor
activity with an object.

Upon request, student will imitate a motor
activity requiring a discrimination of an abject.

Upon request, student will imitate a gross motor
movement when provided with verbal prompts.

Upon request, student will imitate a gross motor
activity involving foot and leg movements.

Upon request, student will imitate a gross motor
activity involving arm and hand movements.

Upon request, student will imitate similar
actions that require him to discriminate whether
the action requires either a static (held position)
or a kinetic (movement) motor movement.
The student will imitate actions when any of a
variety of instructions are used to indicate that
he is to imitate an action.
Upon request, student will imitate gross motor
movements that he observes being modeled by
others in a mirror.
Upon request, student will imitate a gross motor
activity involving head movements.

item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
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necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Upon request, student will imitate a motor
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
activity involving mouth and tongue
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
movements.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Upon request, student will imitate facial/oral
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
motor movements that he observes being
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
modeled by others in a mirror.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Upon request, student will imitate a fine motor
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
activity.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Upon request, student will imitate touching
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
objects in a sequence at the same time as a
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
person modeling the sequence.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Upon request, student will imitate both short
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
and sustained blowing actions when modeled
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
by others.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Upon request, student will imitate a motor
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
activity involving manipulating an object
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
matching the speed of the ongoing model.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Upon request, student will imitate a motor
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
activity involving manipulating an object
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
matching the speed of a recently modeled
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
action.
performance of the construct?
321
Upon request, student will imitate a gross motor Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
activity matching the speed of the model.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Upon request, student will imitate touching
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
objects in a sequence after the sequence of
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
items to be touched has been demonstrated.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the

ABLLS-R skill items have been
removed for copyright purposes.
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items to be touched has been demonstrated.
Upon request, student will imitate a sequence of
motor actions along with a model immediately
switching from one action to another following
the lead of the model.
Upon request, student will imitate a sequence of
motor activities.

Upon request, student will imitate a gross motor
activity matching the intensity of the model.

Upon request, student will imitate a motor
movement for the same number of repetitions
as was just modeled.
Upon request, student will imitate a motor
movement along with a corresponding
vocalization.
Upon request, student will imitate a sequence of
actions using multiple objects.

Without being told to imitate each action,
student will imitate gross motor actions
modeled by an individual, for the social
recognition of being able to match the actions.
Student will spontaneously imitate a gross
motor activity modeled by an individual who is
not standing directly in front of the student.
Upon request or when labeling his own actions,
student will be able to demonstrate actions
which he observed several hours earlier in the
day.

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to repeat a series of
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
individual sounds presented in quick
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
succession.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When a word is modeled for the student, he will Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
be able to imitate the initial sounds of that
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
word.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to repeat a variety of
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
separate sounds in combination in which the
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
student must attend to both sounds.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to repeat sounds
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
matching the speed of the presented sound.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Upon request, student will imitate a sound for
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
the same number of repetitions as was just
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
modeled.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to repeat sound
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
combinations in which the model requires the
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
student to hold or elongate the first sound and
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
smoothly transition to a second sound (not
performance of the construct?
merely sat two separate sounds).
321
The student will be able to repeat sound
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
combinations in which the model requires the
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
student to repeat consonant-vowel and vowel
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
consonant combinations (e.g., “eat,” “up,” “go,” performance of the construct?
“me”)
321
The student will be able to repeat sound
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
combinations in which the model requires the
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
student to repeat consonant-vowel-consonantnecessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
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The student will be able to repeat sound
combinations (words) in which the model
requires the student to repeat combinations
(e.g., “mom,” “dad,” “top,” “pig”)
When a word which contains consonant blends
are modeled for the student, he will be able to
accurately imitate the words.
The student will imitate a word when you say,
“Say __”

The student will imitate a phrase when you say,
“Say __”

The student will imitate a sequence of numbers
when you say, “Say __”

The student will be able to repeat word
matching the speed of the presented word.

The student will be able to repeat words
matching the volume of the presented word.

The student will be able to repeat words
matching the pitch/tone of the presented word.

The student will be able to go to a person and
repeat a short statement that he was told to say
to the person.

performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
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performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will spontaneously imitate phrases. Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to specifically indicate Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
items and activities which he wants by pointing item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
to, pulling to, or standing by the particular items necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
or activities (without using words or sign
performance of the construct?
language).
321
The student will ask for what he wants when
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
the reinforcer is present and a word or a sign
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
given.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will ask for what he wants with the Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
reinforcer present using either words or signs.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will ask for items that he wants
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
with no reinforcers present.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will spontaneously as for at least 10 Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
items that he wants using a specific response
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
(Spoken word or with an American Sign
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
Language sign) when the items are present.
performance of the construct?
321
The student will spontaneously ask for at least
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
10 items that he wants using a specific response item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
(Spoken word or American Sign Language
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
sign) when the items are not present.
performance of the construct?
321
The student will make eye contact when asking Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
a person for items, actions, or information.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
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Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
removed for copyright purposes.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to ask others to
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
perform specified actions.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When only given some of the items necessary
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
to do an activity, the student will ask for the
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
missing item.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Student will be able to ask for or reject offered
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
items and activities using head movements to
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
specify “Yes” or “No”.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will ask questions in a sentence
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
form to obtain items, actions, or information.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will ask for help when he needs
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
assistance.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to acquire new requests Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
for many new objects, actions, or information
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
after being required to request those items less
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
than five times.
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to ask others to attend
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
to his actions.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to ask others to remove Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
an item or stop an activity.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to ask for items using
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
adjectives (e.g., big horse).
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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The student will be able to ask for items or
actions which he may be able to obtain in the
future.
The student will ask questions to obtain
information using “What” questions.

The student will ask questions to obtain
information using “Where” questions.

The student will ask questions to obtain
information using “Who” or “Whose”
questions.
The student will be able to ask for actions using
adverbs (e.g., push me fast, walk quietly).

The student will be able to ask for items using
pronouns (e.g., I want your hat.).

The student will ask questions to obtain
information using “Which” questions.

The student will ask questions to obtain
information using “When” questions.

321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
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Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will ask questions to obtain
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
information using “Can,” “Do,” “Does,”
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
“Will” questions.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will ask questions to obtain
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
information using “Why” questions.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will spontaneously request object,
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
actions, or information throughout the day.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will label reinforcing items.
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will label at least 100 objects which Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
are commonly found in his environment.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will label people in his
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
environment.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will label at least 100 pictures of
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
items which are commonly found in his
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
environment.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will label common body parts on
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
himself or others.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to label clothing items. Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
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ABLLS-R skill items have been
removed for copyright purposes.
The student will label common actions.

The student will label pictures of common
actions.

The student will be able to label known items in
quick succession.

The student will be able to acquire labels for
many new common items or pictures of items
after only hearing the name of those items used
by others (no direct training).
The student will be able to use a variety of
carrier phrases when labeling items, and will
frequently use those carrier phrases without
prompting.
The student will be able to label the parts or
features of objects.

The student will be able to use adjectives that
describe objects.

When presented with an array of items or
pictures and then shown another item or picture
and asked, “What goes with this?,” the student
will be able to label one of the items which is
associated with the item being shown (e.g., says
“chair” when shown picture of a table and a set
of pictures including a chair, shoe, and a set of

item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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The student will be able to label items when
only told the function of the item.

The student will be able to label items when
only told the feature of the item.

The student will be able to label items when
only told the class of the item.

The student will be able to label a set of items
given to him.

The student will be able to label more than one
item presented on a picture card.

The student will be able to use a variety of
carrier phrases when labeling multiple items,
and will frequently use those carrier phrases
without prompting.
The student will be able to label a noun and a
verb in combination.

The student will be able to label an adjective
and a noun in combination.

The student will be able to answer “Yes” or
“No” or move his head to indicate “Yes” or
“No” to identify the name of an item or to
identify if an item or activity meets a pre-

321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to label the class of an Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
individual item.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to discriminate whether Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
he is being asked to label the name, function,
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
color, or ownership of an item.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to look at a picture or
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
set of actual items and be able to label the class item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
of the set of items.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to label parts of items
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
of a given picture which are either missing or
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
obviously incorrect (e.g., a car without wheels). necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When presented with a set of items in which all Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
except one of the items belongs to a specified
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
category of items (can be based on functions,
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
features or class), the student will be able to
performance of the construct?
name the item which does not belong with that
particular set of items.
321
The student will be able to identify an obvious
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
problem or emergency.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to label pictures of
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
common community helpers in his
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
environment.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to label significant
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
objects located at a distance when others point
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
The student will be able to label the function of
items when asked, “What do you do with this?”
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The student will label common sounds in his
environment.

The student will use a carrier phrase when
labeling combinations of nouns with verbs or
adjectives and will frequently use those carrier
phrases without prompting.
The student will be able to label the position of
an item in relation to other items.

The student will be able to use a carrier phrase
when using prepositions and will frequently use
those carrier phrases without prompting.
The student will be able to label pronouns.

The student will be able to use a carrier phrase
when using pronouns and will frequently use
those carrier phrases without prompting.
When shown a picture of a scene or an activity
and asked to “tell me about this picture”; the
student will be able to label and describe the
event, items, and activities presented in the
scene.
When provided with information regarding a
certain part of a scene, the student will be able
to label specified parts of pictures.
The student will label a variety of adverbs.

necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
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Student will be able to label ongoing facial and
behavioral examples of emotions and pictures
of faces depicting various emotions.
The student will be able to label internal events
and emotions which are not directly observable
by others.
The student will emit labels containing at least
three separate components.

The student will be able to use a variety of
carrier phrases when using labels containing at
least three separate components and will
frequently use those carrier phrases without
prompting.

necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?

321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will spontaneously label items and Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
events throughout the day.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
While others are singing a song, the student will Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
be able to fill in some words and phrases of
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
songs.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to complete an openIs the skill or knowledge measured by this
ended phrase by supplying the missing word(s) item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
regarding fun items and activities.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to provide a sign
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
(American Sign Language (ASL) when given
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
The student will be able to label the nature of
ongoing social interactions (e.g., playing,
arguing).
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necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to provide the name of Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
the animal when given the animal sound or vice item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
versa.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to provide answers to
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
questions regarding personal information.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to fill in the remaining Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
word of a phrase describing an ongoing activity. item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When asked “What goes with (___)?” the
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
student will be able to say some items which is item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
associated (related) with the stated item (e.g.,
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
says “bed” when hears “What goes with a
performance of the construct?
pillow?”)
321
The student will be able to fill in the remaining Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
word naming the item in a phrase related to the item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
function of an item.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to fill in the remaining Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
word in a phrase naming the function of an
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
item.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to answer “What”
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
questions regarding items found in home.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to answer “What”
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
questions regarding the function of items.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to answer “Where”
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
questions regarding items found in home or
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not

ABLLS-R skill items have been
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321
The student will be able to answer “Where”
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
questions regarding activities done at home or
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
school.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to fill in the remaining Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
word of a phrase to name an item/example of a item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
specified class of items.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to verbally provide
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
members of specific categories.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When told the name of the item, the student will Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
be able to fill in the remaining word in a phrase item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
naming a feature of the item.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When told a feature of an item, the student will Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
be able to fill in the remaining word in a phrase item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
to name the item.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to fill in the remaining Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
word of a phrase to specify the class of a given item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
item/example.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to name items which
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
had previously been observed.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to name an activity that Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
he has recently observed.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to name people who
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
had previously been observed.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
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The student will be able to make a variety of
related comments (not including naming of
items) regarding pictures of items or activities.
The student will be able to give single response
answers regarding questions concerning what
he might see in various locations in his
community.
The student will be able to give single response
answers regarding questions concerning what
he could do in various locations in his
community.
The student will be able to answer “Where”
questions regarding activities and items found
in the community.
The student will be able to provide several
answers to questions concerning his immediate
community.
The student will be able to identify the class
when told two or more items from the class.

The student will be able to answer
“Who/Whose” questions.

The student will be able to answer “When”
questions.

When discussing an item or activity, the student
will be able to discriminate whether he is being
asked a “What,” “Where,” “Who,” or “When”
question.

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to answer “How”
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
questions.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to answer “Why”
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
questions.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to state the steps in
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
sequence of a daily activity.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to state the activity
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
being described when told a sequence of
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
actions.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to give the name of an Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item after being provided with multiple aspects item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
of the item (e.g., its functions, features, class).
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to move his head or say Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
“Yes” or “No” to answer questions about an
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
item or activity which is not present.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to provide multiple
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
answers to questions which contains two critical item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
stimuli.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to provide multiple
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
answers to questions which contain three
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
critical stimuli.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
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The student will be able to state the steps which
occur before and after a given step in sequence
of a daily activity.
The student will be able to answer questions
which require a single response concerning his
past and upcoming events.
The student will be able to maintain a
conversation on a single topic for at least five
verbal exchanges.
The student will be able to answer questions
asked in a different way than was originally
taught.
The student will be able to answer questions
concerning current events.

The student will be able to provide several
answers to questions concerning current events.

The student will be able to provide several
answers to questions regarding a variety of
topics in a group discussion.
The student will be able to tell a story or
describe an event concerning a single topic
relating at least five separate components.
The student will spontaneously add or make

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
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item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will make a variety of spontaneous Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
vocalizations which include speech sounds.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will spontaneously say a variety of Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
words or approximations to words.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will spontaneously say a variety of Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
phrases.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will spontaneously sing songs
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
while others are singing, while watching videos, item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
or listening to other sources.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will spontaneously sing songs
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
without models.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will spontaneously repeat words
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
said by others.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will spontaneously request items,
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
actions or activities.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will spontaneously label items,
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
actions, or events.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will spontaneously add or make
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
appropriate related comments during an
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
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The student will be able to speak in phrases or
sentences of up to at least five words.

The student will be able to combine words in
phrases or sentences using correct word order
(e.g., adverb + noun, adjective + noun, noun +
verb).
The student will be able to include articles (e.g.,
a, an, the) when speaking in phrases or
sentences.
The student will be able to indicate regular
present tense by adding “ing” to the end of
verbs (e.g., running, jumping).
The student will add an “s” (or “es”) sound at
the end of words to indicate plurals (e.g., shoes,
glasses).
The student will be able to indicate past tense
by changing the form of verbs (e.g., swimswam, run-ran, sing-sang, fall-fell, sleep-slept,
break-broke, keep-kept).
The student will be able to use contractions
(e.g., can’t, won’t, didn’t) when speaking in
phrases or sentences.
The student will be able to indicate present
tense by combining “am” and “is” with verbs
(e.g., am writing, is jumping) when speaking in
phrases or sentences.
The student will be able to indicate regular past
tense by adding “d,” or “ed” (e.g., hiked,
jumped).

necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
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jumped).
The student will be able to indicate possession
by adding “s” to nouns and pronouns (e.g.,
yours, theirs, daddy’s hat).
The student will be able to indicate negation
(e.g., didn’t, won’t, doesn’t, isn’t, not, no more,
all gone) when speaking in phrases or
sentences.
The student will be able to indicate location
(e.g., here, there) when speaking in phrases or
sentences.
The student will be able to indicate future tense
(e.g., I will go home) when speaking in phrases
or sentences.
The student will use conjunctions to combine
words or phrases (e.g., and, but, if, given, nor,
or, because, then, only).
The student will be able to use irregular plurals
(e.g., mouse-mice, foot-feet, goose-geese).

The student will be able to add suffixes to
words to indicate comparisons (e.g., …er as in
bigger, …est as in biggest).
The student will be able to indicate specific
items (e.g., this, that, these, those) when
speaking in phrases or sentences.
Student will use words or phrases to describe
his certainty of his responses (e.g., I think,
…guess, …know,…believe).

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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never, a, the, always).
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Student will use words or phrases to describe an Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
emotional state related to a statement (e.g., I
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
regret to inform you…, I’m sorry, but…, I’m
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
happy to say…).
performance of the construct?
321
The student will actively explore a variety of
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
toys in the environment.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to allow adults and
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
children to be near them while they are playing item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
with toys and allow others to occasionally
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
manipulate the toys during the interaction.
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to engage in
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
appropriate independent outdoor activities.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to engage in
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
appropriate independent indoor leisure
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
activities.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will actively play with toys as
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
designed.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will talk while engaging in
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
independent play activities.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will play with toys consistent with
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
an identifiable theme (e.g., cooking
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
implements, dolls, action figures).
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
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Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will engage in interactive play
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
activities with a variety of peers.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will act out roles of characters or
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
activities while playing.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will ask for items and actions, and
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
make other related comments while engaging in item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
play activities.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to independently play
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
simple games involving rolling, throwing,
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
kicking and bouncing a ball to a peer for at least necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
5 exchanges.
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to allow peers to guide Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
a coordinated play activity (follow directions
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
from peers).
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to play interactive
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
games that require him to attend to the actions
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
of others and adjust his participation based on
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
his peers’ behaviors.
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to play board games
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
with peers.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will engage in appropriate physical Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
interaction behavior while in close proximity
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
with peers or siblings.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
When offered a preferred item, the student will Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
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The student will respond appropriately (i.e., not
cry or attempt to physically get away from a
person) to positive physical interactions
initiated by others (e.g., take and hold his hand,
“high 5”, physically help him get onto a swing).
The student will attend to or show an interest in
the physical and verbal behavior of peers.

The student will look at others (peers and
adults) in such a manner as to initiate a social
interaction.
The student will approach and attempt to
physically engage others in interactions even
when the other person does not have a
reinforcing item.
The student will be able to look at a person (in
anticipation) just before the person is to
complete an action that will produce a desired
outcome?
The student will be able to follow simple
known directions provided by another
individual.
The student will attend to and imitate the
physical and verbal behavior of peers.

The student will return greetings from others.

The student will approach and attempt to

item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
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The student will respond appropriately to the
attempts of peers to engage the student in an
interaction (e.g., play with a toy or game,
participate in an outdoor activity).
The student will allow others to use items
which he is using/ possesses.

The student will try to locate a significant
person when that person leaves the child’s
visual field.
The student will be able to initiate an
interaction with others and then look to see who
is watching him before engaging in an action.
The student will spontaneously label items for
both adults and peers.

The student will make appropriate eye contact
when interacting with others.

The student will ask peers for (single) items.

The student will ask others to share their items
(multiple) with him.

The student will offer to share items with
others.

item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
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The student will appropriately initiate greeting
to others.

The student will be able to approach peers and
join an ongoing activity.

The student will be able to attend to peers’
orientation to items and events.

The student will be able to follow directions
from peers to adjust his behavior to be more
socially acceptable.
During a task-related activity, the student will
be able to observe changes in a peer’s behavior
and adjust his actions to correspond to the peer.
When others indicate that they are unable to get
to something or unable to see or hear
something, the student will arrange the
materials so the peer can participate in the
activity.
The student will be able to state items and
activities that are enjoyed by others and state
which people like a particular item or activity.
The student will be able to know what
activities, news or items would be of interest to
specific individuals and will direct their
attention to those items.
The student will be able to attend to and
respond to feedback from others that indicate

necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
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321
The student will be able to go to a person repeat Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
a short message that he was asked to say to the
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
person.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to wait for a break in
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
an on-going conversation before attempting to
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
speak with one of the people involved in the
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
conversation.
performance of the construct?
321
The student will converse with adults and peers Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
for up to three exchanges.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will spontaneously ask both peers
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
and adults for information.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to get and maintain
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
another individual’s attention prior to
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
presenting an instruction to that individual.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will sit without engaging in
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
disruptive behavior during small group
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
instruction.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will sit without engaging in
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
disruptive behavior during group instruction.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will attend to a teacher during small Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
group instruction.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will attend to the responses given
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
by other students during small group
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
instruction.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
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The student will follow instructions presented
to a group of students.

The student will follow instructions presented
to a group of students which require the student
to make a discrimination.
The student will raise his hand to respond to
questions presented to the group of students
regarding who would like to do an activity.
The student will be able to raise his hand to
answer simple questions.

The student will be able to raise his hand and
name an item being displayed.

The student will be able to raise his hand to
answer simple questions about items that are
not present.
The student will appropriately take turns with
other students during group instruction
activities.
The student will readily acquire new academic
skills during group instruction activities.

The student will independently follow daily
classroom routines.

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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When seated during classroom transitions the
student will wait appropriately for the next
activity to begin.
The student will make appropriate transitions
while following directions to move from one
area to another in the classroom to change
educational activities.
The student will wait appropriately for his turn
during classroom activities.

The student will follow instructions to form a
line and wait appropriately while standing in
the line.
The student will work independently on known
educational activities.

The student will follow instructions to get and
return his own educational materials.

The student will follow instructions to complete
a task and bring the work to the teacher or
return his own educational materials.
During classroom transitions the student will
stand and wait appropriately for the next
activity to begin.

321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
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Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
removed for copyright purposes.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to use skills learned
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
with one instructor with other instructors.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to use skills acquired in Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
training situations in other situations.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to use skills acquired in Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
individual teaching sessions when in group
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
situations with peers.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to use other appropriate Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
responses after learning a response to a given
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
situation.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to use words acquired
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
during one type of language skill to other types item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
of language skills.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to receptively identify
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
upper and lower case letters.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to name upper and
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
lower case letters.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to select the
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
corresponding letter when given the sounds
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
associated with letter.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to give the sounds
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
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The student will be able to match words to
pictures.

The student will be able to match word cards to
those same words written in different fonts
presented in a display of three word cards.
The student will be able to name the letters of
words reading from left to right across the
word.
The student will be able to match individual
letters to the letters on cards with single 5 letter
words.
Given a picture of an object and two of three
letters provided, the student will be able to add
a small letter card to complete three letter
words.
The student will be able to read words.

The student will be able to decode unknown
words.

The student will be able to read phrases.

The student will be able to read sentences.

item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
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necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to choose a word from Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
a selection of words to fill in a missing word
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
when given an incomplete sentence.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to read and follow
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
simple instructions to perform an action.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to read and follow
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
simple instructions on worksheets.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to read sentences and
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
answer questions regarding the sentence.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to continue counting to Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
10 when the counting sequence is started for
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
him.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to rote count to any
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
specified number up to 30.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to continue counting
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
objects to 10 when the counting sequence is
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
started for him.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to count the number of Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
items given to him even if the items are not
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
arranged in a straight row.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to count-out a specified Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
number of items from a larger set of items.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the

ABLLS-R skill items have been
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necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to name the numerals
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
on a number line.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to name numbers to
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
100.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to match numbers with Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
the same amount of items and vice versa.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to receptively identify
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
and label examples of the word “more”.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to receptively identify
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
and label examples of the word “less”.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to receptively identify
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
and label examples of the word “some”.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to receptively identify
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
and label examples of the word “all”.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to receptively identify
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
and label examples of the word “zero/none”.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Given a set of items, the student will be able to Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
get the correct number of additional items to
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
make a set of a specified quantity.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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The student will be able to receptively identify
and label examples of the word “different”.

The student will be able to receptively identify
and label examples of the word “greater”.

The student will be able to receptively identify
and label examples of the word “add”.

The student will be able to walk at least 10 feet
and count-out a specified number of identical
items (up to 10 items) from a larger set and
return with those items.
The student will be able to add numbers with
carrying.

The student will be able to tell time to the
nearest minute.

The student will be able to identify all coins by
name.

The student will be able to identify the values
of all coins.

321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
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The student will be able to receptively identify
and label examples of the word “equal”.

The student will be able to receptively identify
and label examples of the word “unequal”.

The student will be able to receptively identify
and label examples of the word “minus”.

The student will be able to receptively identify
and label examples of the word “plus”.

The student will be able to receptively identify
and label examples of the word “subtract/take
away”.
The student will be able to make marks on
paper.

The student will be able to color within lined
areas.

The student will be able to trace lines and
shapes.

The student will be able to trace letters and

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
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The student will be able to copy simple straight
lines.

The student will be able to copy simple curved
lines.

The student will be able to copy letters.

The student will be able to copy numbers.

The student will be able to print letters without
a model.

The student will be able to print numbers
without a model.

The student will be able to match individual
letters to the letters on cards with single 5 letter
words.
Given a picture of an object and two of three
letters provided, the student will be able to add
a small letter card to complete three letter
words.
The student will be able to copy 6 letter words
by writing or typing.

item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
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necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Given a picture of an object and two of three
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
letters provided, the student will be able to
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
write-in the missing letter to complete three
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
letter words.
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to spell words vocally. Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to write or type
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
dictated words.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to spell his own name
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
both vocally and by writing or typing.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to pull up and down his Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
pants without assistance for toileting.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to put on (tying laces
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
not required) and remove his shoes without
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
assistance.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to put on and remove
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
pullover shirts without assistance.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to put on (fastening
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
buttons not required) and remove buttoning
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
types of shirts without assistance.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to put on (fastening
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
buttons, snaps and zippers not required) and
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
remove his pants without assistance.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the

ABLLS-R skill items have been
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remove his pants without assistance.

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to put on and remove
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
his socks without assistance.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to put on (fastening
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
buttons, snaps and zippers not required) and
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
remove his coat (requires unfastening buttons or necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
snaps, or unzipping) without assistance.
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to unzip zippers on
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
clothing, backpack or similar items without
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
assistance.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to fasten zippers on a
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
backpack or similar items without assistance.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to zip and unzip
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
zippers on clothing without assistance.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to fasten buttons on his Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
clothing without assistance.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to undo and fasten
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
snaps on clothing without assistance.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to undo and fasten
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
belts without assistance.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to adjust clothing when Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
needed?
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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The student will be able to eat food using
fingers.

The student will be able to drink from a straw.

The student will be able to drink from a cup
without spilling.

The student will be able to feed self with a
spoon and fork when given cut food.

The student will be able to spread with a knife.

The student will be able to pour liquid from a
pitcher into a cup without spilling.

The student will be able to cut his own food
with a knife.

The student will be able to get a prepared lunch
and take to table without physical prompts nor
assistance.

321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
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The student will be able to keep immediate
table area clean while eating.

Student will be able to wash his hands without
assistance.

Student will be able to dry his hands without
assistance.

Student will be able to wash his face without
assistance.

Student will be able to dry his face without
assistance.

Student will be able to comb or brush his hair
without assistance.

Student will be able to brush his teeth using
toothpaste without assistance.

Student will be able to independently blow his
nose as needed.

The student will urinate in the toilet at least 2

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
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times
per day.skill items have been
ABLLS-R

item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
removed for copyright purposes.
performance of the construct?
321
The student will remain dry throughout the day Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
when taken to the toilet on a regular schedule.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to independently use a Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
familiar restroom for urination.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will request to use the toilet as
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
needed both in a familiar setting and when in
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
public.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student (female) will be able to wipe self
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
after urinating.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will have at least two bowel
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
movements in the toilet per week.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will not have more than 2 instances Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
of soiled pants per week at home and school
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
when taken to the toilet on a regular schedule.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to wipe self after bowel Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
movement.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to independently use a Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
familiar restroom for bowel movements.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to independently use
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
the toilet.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
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ABLLS-R skill items have been
removed for copyright purposes.
The student will be able to walk forward with
an appropriate gait.

The student will be able to get into and out of a
kneeling position.

The student will be able to run smoothly.

The student will be able to roll sideways.

The student will be able to jump forward using
two feet.

The student will be able to jump down from an
object (1 ft.).

The student will be able to walk backward.

The student will be able to hop on two feet.

The student will be able to throw from chest or
overhand an 8-inch ball four feet to a person.

necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
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The student will be able to throw from chest or
ABLLS-R skill items have been
overhand an 8-inch ball four feet to a person.

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
removed for copyright purposes.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to roll a ball 6 feet to
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
another person.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to climb a ladder 5 feet Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
using reciprocal motion.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to creep on his stomach Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
at least 3 feet.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to get into and out of a Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
squatting position.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to walk across a
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
balance beam or other narrow board for up to 8 item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
feet without falling.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to catch an 8 inch ball
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
thrown from 4 feet (including trapping ball to
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
chest with arms).
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to peddle a tricycle at
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
least 20 feet.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to walk sideways.
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to gallop.
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
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321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to kick an 8-inch ball at Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
least 6 feet to a person or other target.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to support his
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
suspended weight when using playground
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
equipment (hang).
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to catch an 8 inch ball
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
with his hands only (i.e., not trap to chest with
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
arms) when it is thrown from 4 feet.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to throw (underhand)
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
an 8-inch ball four feet to a person.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to toss a ball in the air
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
and catch it in his hands.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to bounce a ball at least Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
three times.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to kick a slowly rolling Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
8-inch ball in the direction of a specified target item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
area.
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
The student will be able to pump his legs while Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
swinging.
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321

ABLLS-R
skillbeitems
been
The
student will
able tohave
balance
on one foot
removed
copyright purposes.
for
at least 3 for
seconds.
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removed for copyright purposes.

The student will be able to do jumping jacks.

The student will be able to ride and stop a
bicycle.

The student will be able to mark on paper with
a crayon.

The student will be able to place object of
various shapes in a form box.

The student will be able to put single-piece
inset puzzle pieces into frames.

The student will be able to manipulate to place
multiple puzzle pieces into a frame.

The student will be able to accurately place
blocks on block design cards.

The student will be able to transfer objects from
one hand to the opposite hand.

The student will be able to place pegs in a peg

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
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ABLLS-R skill items have been
removed for copyright purposes.

The student will be able to turn one page of a
book at a time.

The student will be able to put spring-type
clothespins on a line.

The student will be able to color within
boundaries.

The student will be able to open “Ziploc” type
bags to get food items.

The student will be able to snip paper with
scissors.

The student will be able to stack blocks.

The student will be able to strings beads which
have a 1/8 inch hole.

The student will be able to remove lids from
jars.

The student will be able to cut across paper
with scissors.

item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
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ABLLS-R skill items have been
removed for copyright purposes.
The student will be able to trace lines with a
finger.

The student will be able to squeeze glue from a
bottle.

The student will be able to remove wrappers to
get to food items.

The student will be able to roughly copy simple
shapes and line patterns.

The student will be able to paste cut out pieces
of paper in appropriate positions on an outlined
picture to make the picture match a sample art
project (e.g., make a clown face) Paste shapes
on outlined picture.
The student will be able to paste cut out pieces
of paper in appropriate positions on an outlined
picture to make the picture match a sample art
project (e.g., make a clown face) Paste shapes
on plain paper picture.
The student will be able to put objects (rings)
on pegs.

The student will be able to replace lids on jars.

The student will be able to pick up small items

necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
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The student will be able to watch someone fold
a piece of paper in half and then imitate the
model.
The student will be able to cut out shapes with
scissors.

The student will be able to accurately copy
simple shapes and line patterns, including
correct orientation and size of figures.

Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
Is the skill or knowledge measured by this
item (3 = Essential, 2 = Useful, but not
necessary, 1 = Not necessary) to the
performance of the construct?
321
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Appendix H: The ABLLS-R Update Summary
Original New
Task
Task
A1
A1

Task Name

NOTES

Take a reinforcer when offered

A2

A2

Take a reinforcer from two choices of items

A3

A3

Look at non-reinforcing item

A4

A4

Take a common object when offer

A5
A6
A7

Approaches when reinforcement for
required response
Responds to instructor controlled reinforcers
Responds for multiple instructors

Changed criteriaresponds within 3
seconds
Changed criteriaresponds within 3
seconds
Changed criteria- 6
positions within 10
seconds
Changed criteriaresponds within 3
seconds
New- approach when a
response is required

A8
A9

Waits without touching stimuli
Looks to instructor for instruction

A 10

Scans items in array before responding

A 11

Responds quickly when given an
instruction
Variation in reinforcement (non-edible)
Intermittent tangible reinforcement
Instructor interaction reinforcement

A5

A6
A7

A 12
A 13
A 14
A 15

ABLLS-R task names have been
removed for copyright purposes.

A8
A 11

A 16
A 17

A9
A 10

A 18
A 19

Looks for instructor’s change in facial
expression and voice
Responds to social reinforcers
Waits appropriately if reinforcer delivery is
delayed
Seeks approval for task completion
Task completion serves as reinforcer

B 10
B9
B1
B4

B1
B2
B3
B4

Puzzle with a single-piece type of inset
Form box
Match identical objects to sample
Match objects to pictures

New- Generalization
issue (Same P 2)
New- sit quietly
New- attend to verbal
stimuli
New- scan nonverbal
stimuli
New- short latency

New- interaction with
instructor as
reinforcement
New- seeks feedback

Changed criterion
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B2
B3
B5
B6

B5
B6
B7
B8
B9

Match identical pictures to sample
ABLLS-R task names have been
Match pictures to objects
removed
for copyright purposes.
Fluent
matching
Sort non-identical items
Block designs on picture card

B 11

B 10

B 12
B7
B8
B 13

B 11
B 12
B 13
B 14

B 14

B15
B 16
B 17
B 18
B 19
B 20
B 21
B 22

Puzzles with multiple connecting pieces in
an inset-type frame
Puzzles with a square-edged border frame
Block designs from picture
Sequence pattern to match a visual model
Puzzles with multiple pieces which must be
juxtaposed
Jigsaw puzzles
Match associated pictures
Sort by function
Sort by feature
Sort by class
Delayed replication of a sequence
Delayed finding a sample
Extend a sequence pattern

B 23
B 24

Replicate simple 3-dimensional objects
Dependent matching sequence

B 19
B 20
B 21
C1
C2

B 25
B 26
B 27
C1
C2

C3

C3

C5

C4

C6

C5

C7

C6

C8
C9

C7
C8

C 10

C9

Seriation
Picture sequence
Mazes
Respond to own name
Follow instructions to do an enjoyable action
in context
Follow instructions to look at a reinforcing
item
Follow instructions to touch a reinforcing
item in various positions
Follow instructions to touch a common item
in various positions
Follow instructions to do an enjoyable action
out of context
Follow instructions in routine situations
Follow instructions to give a named, nonreinforcing object
Follow instructions to do a simple motor
action

B 15
B 16
B 17
B 18

Changed criterion
New- Fluency
Changed criterion
Changed wording in
criterion

New
New
New
New
New
Changed criterion
Changed examples in
objective
New- matching along
with the actions of
others

Changed criterion
Changed criterion
Changed criterion
Changed criterion
Changed criterion
Changed criterion
Changed criterion
Changed criterion
Changed criterion
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C 11

C 10

C 27
C 28

C 21
C 22
C 23
C 24
C 25
C 26
C 27
C 28

C 29

C 29

C 30

C 30

C 31
C 32

C 31
C 32

C 33
C 34

C 33
C 34
C 35

C 44
C 20
C 21
C 22
C 25

C 36
C 37
C 38
C 39
C 40

Follow instructions to touch item vs. a
ABLLS-R task names have been
distracter
removed
for copyright
Follow
instructions
to selectpurposes.
one reinforcing
item from an array of two objects
Follow instructions to select on of two
reinforcing items
Follow instructions to select one of two
common objects
Select one of two pictures of common items
Touch own body parts
Select one of six or more objects on a table
Select one of six or more pictures on a table
Acquires new selection skills without
intensive training
Fluent receptive discriminations
Varied instructions to select using any
response
Point to body parts on others or pictures
Touch own pieces of clothing
Touches parts of items
Select adjectives
Selects items by following another’s gaze
Follows hand signals
Follow an instruction to go to a person
Follow an instruction to give an item to a
person or place item on an object
Follow an instruction to walk to someone
and get a named item
Follow an instruction to go to a person and
do an action
Specific motor responses in receptive tasks
Demonstrates a specified action with an
object with given different objects
Multiple actions with an object
Demonstrates a specified pretend action
Select one of three pictures representing
actions
Select associated pictures
Select by function
Select by feature
Select by class
Select two items from a larger set

C 12

C 11

C 13

C 12

C 14

C 13

C 15
C 17
C 23
C 24
C 35

C 14
C 15
C 16
C 17
C 18

C 16

C 19
C 20

C 26

C 41

Select two items in sequence from a larger

C 18
C 19
C 40

Changed criterion
Changed criterion
Changed criterion

Changed criterion
Changed criterion
New- Fluency

New
New
New

New

Changed criteria
Changed criteria
Changed criteria
NOTE- changed from
only object to objects or
pictures (items)
NOTE- changed to

186
set

ABLLS-R task names have been
removed for copyright purposes.

C 36
C 37
C 38

C 42
C 43
C 44

C 39
C 41

C 45
C 46
C 47

C 42

C 48

C 43

C 49

C 45

C 50

C 47
C 48
C 50

C 51
C 52
C 53

C 51
C 46
C 49
C 52
C4

C 54
C 55
C 56
C 57

D1
D2

D1
D2

D3

D3

D4
D5

D4
D5
D6
D7
D8

D6
D7

D9
D 10
D 11

Select community helpers
Locate objects in larger, complex picture
Locate objects from parts of objects in
larger, complex picture
Select common environmental sounds
Selecta all examples of an item
Select single items with two specified
characteristics
Select set of items with a specified
characteristic
Select a set of items with two specified
characteristics
Follows a multiple component sequence
instruction
Receptive prepositions
Receptive pronouns
Select pictures representing a location or an
activity presented in a scene
Selects pictures representing emotions
Selects “same” and “different”
Selects non-examples
Selects pictures of social interactions
Follow instructions to look at a common
item

include pick two items in
sequence (objects or
pictures)

New

Changed wording of
criteria

Changed criteria
Deleted

Motor imitation using objects
Modified examples
Motor imitation using objects in a
discrimination
Motor imitation of gross motor movement
with verbal prompts
Imitation of leg and foot movements
Imitation of arm and hand movements
Imitation discriminating static and kinetic New
motor movements
Varied imitation instructions
New- varied
instructions
Imitation of gross motor actions modeled New
in a mirror
Imitation of head movements
Imitation of mouth and tongue movements
Imitation of facial/oral motor movements New
modeled in a mirror
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D9

D 12
D 13
D 14
D 15
D 16

D8

D 17
D 18
D 19

D 10

D 20
D 21
D 22
D 23
D 24

D 11

D 25

D 12
D 13

D 26
D 27

E1

E1
E2

E2

E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8

E3
E4
E5

E9
E 10
E 11
E 12
E 13

Motor imitation of fine motor movement
ABLLS-R task names have been
Imitation of touching objects in sequence
removed for copyright purposes.
Imitation of blowing
Imitate speed of an ongoing action with
objects
Imitate speed of a recently modeled action
with objects
Imitate speed of an action
Imitation of touching objects in sequence
following a model
Imitation of a sequence of actions
switching with model
Imitation of a sequence of actions

New
New
New
New
New
New- fluency issue

Changed wording in
question
Imitation of intensity of an action
New
Imitation of the number of repetitions of a New
motor movement
Simultaneous imitation of motor
New
movement and a vocalization
Motor imitation sequence using multiple
New
objects
Imitates motor movement without a direct
verbal prompt
Spontaneously imitates the actions of others
Delayed imitation
Imitates sounds on request
Imitates sequence of single sounds
switching with a model
Imitates initial sounds of words
Imitation of multiple separate sound
combinations
Imitation of short & fast vs.
elongated/slow sounds
Imitation of the number of repetitions of a
sound
Imitation of a held sound to a second
sound
Consonant-vowel/ vowel consonant
combinations
Consonant-vowel-consonant-vowel
Consonant-vowel-consonant combinations
Imitates consonant blends
Imitation of words on request
Imitation of phrases on request

New- fluency issue
New- discrimination
issue
New
New
New
New
New
New
Modified examples
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E6

E 14
E 15
E 16
E 17

E8
E9
E7

E 18
E 19
E 20

F1
F2
F3

F1
F2
F3

F4

F4

F5

F5

F6
F8
F9

F6
F7
F8
F9
F 10

F 10
F 11
F 26

F 11
F 12
F 13

F7
F 12

F 14
F 15

F 22
F 23
F 21
F 13
F 14
F 15
F 24
F 25
F 16
F 17
F 18

F 16
F 17
F 18
F 19
F 20
F 21
F 22
F 23
F 24
F 25
F 26

Imitation of number sequences on request
ABLLS-R task names have been
Imitation of short & fast vs.
removed for copyright purposes.
elongated/slow words
Imitation of loud vs. soft sounds and
words
Imitation of low vs. high sounds and
words
Repeat short message to another person
Spontaneous imitation of words
Spontaneous imitation of phrases
Prosody
Requests by indicating
Multiply controlled requests
Requesting with the reinforcer present and
when asked “What do you want?”
Requesting when asked “What do you
want?”
Spontaneous requests with items present (No
prompts)
Spontaneous requests items not present
Requests with eye contact
Request others to perform action
Requests missing items needed for a task
Requests with head movements or by saying
Yes/No
Requests using sentences
Requests help
Acquires novel requests without intensive
training
Requests attention
Request others to remove an item or stop an
activity
Requests using adjective
Requests using prepositions
Requests future items or events
Requests information using “What”
Requests information using “Where”
Requests information using “Who/Whose”
Requests using adverbs
Requests using pronouns
Requests information using “Which”
Requests information using “When”
Requests information using “How”

New
New
New
New
Separated into individual
items
Scoring criteria clarified
Scoring criteria clarified
Scoring criteria clarified
Scoring criteria clarified
Modified
New
New

Changed criteria
New examples

New examples
New examples
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F 19

F 27

F 20
F 27

F 28
F 29

G1
G2
G3

G1
G2
G3

G4
G9
C 19
G5
G6

G4
G5
G6
G7
G8
G9
G10

G7
G8
G 10
G8
G 12
G 13
G 14
G 22
G 23
G 24
G 25
G 26
G 18
G 15
G 16

G 11
G 12
G 13
G 14
G 15
G 16
G 17
G 18
G 19
G 20
G 21
G 22
G 23
G 24
G 25
G 26

G 17
G 19

G 27
G 28

G 20
G 21
G 27

G 29
G 30
G 31
G 32

G 28
G 29

G 33
G 34

Requests information using “Can,” “Do,”
ABLLS-R
task names have been
“Does,”
or “Will”
removed
for copyright
Requests
information
using purposes.
“Why”
Spontaneous requests
Labels reinforcers
Labels common objects
Labels common people (actual individuals,
not professionals)
Labels pictures of common items
Labels body parts
Labels pieces of clothing
Labels common ongoing actions
Labels pictures of common actions
Fluent labeling
Acquires novel labels without intensive
training
Labels items using a carrier phrase
Labels parts or features of objects
Labels adjective
Label associated pictures
Labels item when told its function
Labels item when told one of its features
Labels item when told its class
Two-component labels (nouns) with objects
Two-component labels (nouns) with pictures
Labels two-component with carrier phrase
Two-component labels (noun-verb)
Two- component labels (noun adjective)
Labels by indicating Yes/No
Labels function of an item
Labels class of an objects
Discrimination of question to label aspects
of items
Labels the class of a set of items
Labels features of items which are missing
or incorrect
Labels exclusion from a category (negation)
Identifies obvious problems
Labels community helpers
Labels items at a distance when others
point to it
Labels common environmental sounds
Uses carrier phrase when labeling nouns
with verbs or adjectives

New
New- fluency
Changed objective
Changed criteria
New
Changed criteria

New

Changed criteria
New
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G 30
G 31
G 32
G 33
G 36

G 35
G 36
G 37
G 38
G 39

G 37
G 38
G 39
G 40
G 34

G 40
G 41
G 42
G 43
G 44

G 35

G 45

G 41
G 42

G 46
G 47

H1
H2

H1
H2

H3
H4
H5

H3
H4
H5

H6

H6
H7
H8
H9
H 10

H7
H8

H 14
H 15
H 16
H 17
H 18
H 19

Fill in words from songs
Fill in blanks regarding fun items and
activities
Sign English words (students who use ASL)
Animal sounds
Answers questions regarding personal
information
Fill in words describing common activities
Intraverbal associations
Fill in item given function
Fill in function given item
Answers “What” questions regarding items
found in home
Answers “What” questions regarding
functions
Answers “Where” questions regarding
items found in home or classroom
Answers “Where” questions regarding
activities done at home or school
Fill in item given the class
Multiple responses given specific categories
Fill in features given the item
Fill in item given its feature
Fill in class given the item
Name items previously observed

H 20

Name previously observed activities

H 11
H 12
H 13
H 12
H 13
H9
H 10
H 11

Labels prepositions
ABLLS-R task names have been
Uses carrier phrases when using prepositions
removed
for copyright purposes.
Labels
pronouns
Uses carrier phrases when using pronouns
Labels and describes events or items
presented in a scene
Naming specified parts of scenes
Labels adverbs
Labels emotions of others
Internal events and emotions
Multiple component naming (three
component labels)
Labels (three component +) with carrier
phrase
Labels social interaction behavior
Spontaneous labeling

New
New
New
New Note: now split to
2 items
New Note: now split to
2 items

New Note: now split to
3 items
New Note: now split to
3 items
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H 21
H 24

H 22
H 23
H 24
H 25

H 34

H 26

H 14

H 27

H 19
H 21

H 28
H 29
H 30

H 20
H 22
H 23
H 25

H 31
H 32
H 33
H 34

H 26
H 27

H 35
H 36

H 28

H 37

H 29

H 38

H 30

H 39

H 31

H 40
H 41

H 32

H 42

H 39

H 43

H 40
H 35
H 36

H 44
H 45
H 46

Name people previously observed

ABLLS-R task names have been
removed
copyright
purposes.
With
visual for
display,
makes related
statements (not naming)
Answers “What” questions relevant to
items found in the community
Answers “What” questions relevant to
activities the he can do in the community
Answers “Where” questions regarding
activities and items found in the
community
Answers questions with multiple responses
concerning his immediate community
States class given multiple class members
(examples)
Answers “Who/Whose” questions
Answers “When” questions
Discrimination of questions asked about
items and activities
Answers “Which” questions
Answers “How” questions
Answers “Why” questions
Describes steps in sequence of a daily
activity
States activity when told sequence of actions
States item when told its function, features,
or class (multiple features)
Intraverbal Yes/No with “Can,” “Do,”
“Does,” or “Will” questions
Answers questions containing two critical
stimuli (multiple component questions with
multiple responses)
Answers questions containing three critical
stimuli (multiple component questions with
multiple responses)
Describe items
Describes steps before and after in sequence
of a daily activity
Answers questions concerning past and
upcoming events
Maintains a conversation with an adult or
peer
Answers novel questions
Answers questions relevant to current events
Answers questions with multiple responses

New Note: now split to
3 items
New
New
New

New

New description

New

Changed criteria
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H 47
H 42

H 48

H 41
H 15

H 49

H 16
H 17
H 18
H 33

concerning current events
ABLLS-R task names have been
Answers questions with multiple
removedinfor
copyright
purposes.
responses
group
discussions
Tells about experiences/ Tells stories
Spontaneous conversation
Provides opposites when given comparison
stimuli
Answers “What” questions
Answers “Where” questions
Name items previously observed
Answers questions relevant to events in their
immediate community Single Responses
Answers questions re: academic material
Multiple responses to questions relevant to
academic material

H 37
H 38
I1

I1

Vocalize identifiable speech sounds

I2

I2

I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9

I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9

Spontaneously says words or
approximations to
Spontaneously says phrases
Sings songs with models
Sing songs
Spontaneous vocal imitation
Spontaneous requests
Spontaneous labeling
Spontaneous conversation

J1

J1

Mean length of response

J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J 10
J 11
J 12
J 13
J 14

J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J 10
J 11
J 12
J 13
J 14

Syntax (Word order)
Articles
Verbs-present progressive
Regular plurals
Verbs-irregular past tense
Contractions
Is/am with “ing” verb
Verbs-regular past tense
Possessive “S”
Negatives
Locatives
Future tense
Conjunctions

New
Changed example for
clarification
Deleted
Note: now split to 4 items
Note: now split to 3 items
New Note: now split to 3
items
New Note: now split to 3
items
Deleted
Deleted
Modified- now specifies
speech sounds

No changes in this
section
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J 15
J 16
J 17
J 18
J 19
J 20

J 15
J 16
J 17
J 18
J 19
J 20

Irregular plurals
ABLLS-R task names have been
Comparatives
removed for copyright purposes.
Demonstratives
Label strength of a verbal response
Quantification of a verbal response
Label emotional state associated with a
verbal response

K1
K 10

K1
K2
K3

Explores toys in the environment
Allows others to manipulate/ touch toys
Independent outdoor activities

K8
K2

K4
K5

K4

K6

K3

K7

K5

K8

Independent indoor leisure activities
Plays with toys/ manipulates toys as
designed
Independently plays with toys and engages
in verbal behavior
Multiple responses with toys related to a
theme
Plays interactively with others students

K7

K9
K 10

Plays interactively with a variety of peers
Sociodramatic play

K 11
K 12
K 13
K 14
K 15

Plays with toys and talks with peers
Plays simple ball games
Coordinated play with peers
Interactive motor games
Board games

K6

K9

K 10

Outdoor games and activities

K5

Plays interactively with others students

K9

Appropriate interactive leisure activities

New
Changed criteria and
removed games Play
“Tag”; “Duck, Duck
Goose”; “catch”

Changed criteriaremoved allow others to
be near- allows other
students to be near them
when playing with a toy
New
Clarified criteria to
include “activities”
New
New
New
Changed task name from
– Appropriate interactive
leisure activities &
removed dress-up in old
clothes
SPLIT independent
outdoor and interactive
Change criteria from
allow others vs specific
interaction
Change to Board games
& move the dress-up
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ABLLS-R task names have been

L1
L7
L2

L1
L2
L3

Appropriate when near peers or siblings
removed
foritems
copyright purposes.
Takes
offered
Tolerates/ responds appropriately to positive
touches by peers or siblings

L3
L 12
L 13

L4
L5
L6

Shows interest in the behavior of others
Looks at others to start a social interaction
Physically approaches and engages others

L7

Looks at others in anticipation of
completing a reinforcing action
Listener- receptive

L5

L8

L6
L 10
L 14
L4

L9
L 10
L 11
L 12

L 17

L 13
L 14
L 15
L 16
L 17
L 18
L 19
L 20
L 21
L 22
L 23

L 21
L9
L 15
L 16
L 18
L 11

L 24
L 25
L 26
L 27
L 28

L 19

L 29
L 30
L 31
L 32

Imitates peers
Returns greeting
Physically prompts others to do activities
Responds to approaches & attempts to
interact from peers
Sharing- gives up items to others
Searches for missing person
Active attention seeking
Labels items for others
Eye contact
Asks peers for items (single)
Sharing- asks for items to be shared
Sharing- offers items to others
Initiates greetings
Joins peers in an activity
Observation of peers’ attention to
activities
Feedback from peers
Adjusts behavior based on changes in
peers’s actions
Assists others to participate
States what others like/dislike
Direct others attention to something of
interest them
Attends to interests of others
Delivers a message
Waits for break into conversation
Converses with others

Changed criteria
Note clarified wheat is
the behavior of concern
& more specific example
Added examples
Changed criteria and
description- no obvious
reinforcer- deleted
prompts
New- joint attention
Changed description and
criteria

New
New

New
New
New- “too close” “too
loud”
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
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L 20
L 22

L 33
L 34

Asks for information
ABLLS-R task names have been
Obtains and maintains attention of others

L8

L8

Sharing- accepts offers/invitation to join

M1

M1

Sits appropriately in small group

M2

M2

Sits appropriately in large group

M3
M4
M6

M3
M4
M5

M7

M6

M5

M7

M8
M9
M 10
M 11
M 12

M8
M9
M 10
M 11
M 12

Attends to teacher in group
Attends to others students in group
Follows group instruction- all do the same
receptive response
Follows group instructions with a
discrimination
Raises hand to get teacher attention to do an
activity
Raises hand to answer question
Raises hand AND names item
Raises hand AND answers a question
Takes turns during instruction
Learns new skills in group teaching format

N 10
N4

N1
N2

N7

N3

N6
N9
N1
N5
N2
N3

N4
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9

N8

N 10

P1

P1

Generalizes across stimuli

P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

Generalizes across instructors
Generalizes across environments
Use of skills in group
Generalized response forms
Generalization of language skills

removed for copyright purposes.

Changed criteria & task
name
DELETED
New examples given re:
disruptive B
New examples given re:
disruptive B
Changed criteria
Changed criteria
Changed objective
Changed criteria
Changed criteria

Follows daily routines (backpack, etc.)
Works independently on non-academic
activities
Sits and waits appropriately during
transitions
Physically transitions to next area or activity
Waits turn to do activities (wash hands, etc.)
Gets in line on request
Works independently on academic activities
Gets & returns own materials
Completes a task and brings work to teacher
or puts away materials
Stands and waits appropriately during
transitions
No changes in this
section
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Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8

Q9
Q 10
Q 11
Q 12

Q9
Q 10
Q 11
Q 12

Q 13
Q 14

Q 13
Q 14
Q 15
Q 16

ABLLS-Rletters
task names have been
Receptive
removed
for
Labels letters copyright purposes.
Receptive sounds of letters
Labels sounds of letters
Match words with pictures
Match words to words
Names letters in words reading left to right
Match individual letters to letters on word
card
Fill in missing letter of words
Read simple words
Decode words
Read small groups of words from left to
right
Read simple sentences (3-6 words)
Fills- in missing words
Reads and follows simple instructions to
do actions
Reads and follows simple instructions on
worksheets
Read passages and answer comprehension
questions

Q 15

Q 17

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R 23

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

Rote count with prompts
Rote counting
Count objects with prompts
Count given objects
Count out objects from a larger set
Names numeral in sequence
Names numbers
Match number with same amount of objects
“more” receptive & labels

R 25

R 10

“less” receptive & labels

R 29

R 11

“some” receptive & labels

R 31

R 12

“all” receptive & labels

R 41

R 13

“zero/none” receptive & labels

R9
R 15

R 14
R 15

Add items to specified quantity
“same” receptive & labels

Change in criterion

Change in criterion

New
New

Change in criterion
Change in criterion

Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
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R 17

R 16

“different” receptive & labels

R 27

R 17

ABLLS-R task names have been
removedreceptive
for copyright
purposes.
“greater”
& labels

R 33

R 18

“add” receptive & labels

R 10
R 11
R 12
R 13
R 14
R 19

R 19
R 20
R 21
R 22
R 23
R 24
R 25

Gets specified number of identical items
Add numbers
Time telling
Identify coins by name
Identify all coins by value
Interchange coins to arrive at equal values
“equal” receptive & labels

R 21

R 26

“unequal” receptive & labels

R 35

R 27

“minus” receptive & labels

R 37

R 28

“plus” receptive & labels

R 39

R 29

“subtract/take away” receptive & labels

R 16

DELETED
Labels “same”

R 18

Labels “different”

R 20

Labels “equal”

R 22

Labels “unequal”

R 24

Labels “more”

R 26

Labels “less”

R 28

Labels “greater”

R 30

Labels “some”

R 32

Labels “all”

R 34

Labels “add”

R 36

Labels “minus”

Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
New

Changed criterion
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
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R 38

Labels “plus”

R 40

ABLLS-R task names have been
removed
for copyright
Labels
“subtract/take
away”purposes.

R 42

Labels “zero/none”

S1
S2
S3

S1
S2
S3

Mark on paper
Color between lines
Trace lines and shapes

S3

S4

Trace letters and numbers

S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9

S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S 10

Copy straight lines
Copy curved lines
Copy letters (with sample)
Copy numbers (with sample)
Print letters
Print numbers

T1

T1

T2
T3

T2
T3

Match individual letters to letters on word
card
Fill in missing letter of words
Copy words

T4
T5
T6

T4
T5
T6

Writes in missing letter of words
Spell words vocally
Spell words in a written form

T7

Spell own name

U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U7
U8
U9
U 10
U 11
U 12
U 13
U 14

Pants up & down
Shoes on and off
Pullover shorts on and take off
Buttoning shirts on and off
Pants on and off
Socks on and off
Coat on and off
Unzip zipper
Fasten zipper
Use zipper on clothes
Fasten buttons
Use snaps
Use buckles
Adjust clothing when needed

U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U7
U9
U 10
U 11
U 12
U 13
U 14
U 15

Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label
Combined receptive and
label

Split into 2 items from
old S 3
Split into 2 items from
old S 3

Changed to include
typing as a response form
Changed to include
typing as a response form
New
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U8

U 15

Tie shoes

V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
V7
V8
V9
V 10

V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
V7
V8
V9
V 10

Drink from a straw
Drink from a cup
Feed self with a spoon and fork
Spread with a knife
Pour liquid into a cup
Cut food with a knife
Take prepared lunch to table
Clean-up table after meals
Keep eating areas clean

W1

W1

Wash hands

W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7

W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7

Dry hands
Wash face
Dry face
Combo or brush hair
Brush teeth
Blow nose when needed

X1
X2
X3

X1
X2
X3

X4
X5
X6
X7

X4
X5
X6
X7

X8
X9

X8
X9

X 10

X 10

Urinate in toilet
Remain dry (urine) on a toileting schedule
Independently use familiar restroom for
urination
Requests to use toilet when needed
Wipe self after urinating (Females)
Defecate in toilet
Remain clean (bowel movement) on a
toileting schedule
Wipe self after bowel movement
Independently use familiar restroom for
bowel movement
Use restroom without assistance

Y3
Y2
Y6
Y8
Y 12
Y 13
Y4
Y9
Y 16

Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6
Y7
Y8
Y9

Walk forward with appropriate gait
Kneel
Run smoothly
Roll sideways
Jump forward
Jump down
Walk backward
Hop on two feet
Throw ball from chest or overhead

ABLLS-R task names have been
removed
for copyright purposes.
Eat
finger foods

No changes in this
section

Changed criteria
Changed criteria
Changed criteria
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Y 21
Y 25
Y1
Y7
Y 26
Y 18
Y 22
Y5
Y 11
Y 14
Y 15
Y 28
Y 19
Y 17

Y 27
Y 10
Y 24
Y 23

Y 10
Y 11
Y 12
Y 13
Y 14
Y 15
Y 16
Y 17
Y 18
Y 19
Y 20
Y 21
Y 22
Y 23
Y 24
Y 25
Y 26
Y 27
Y 28
Y 29
Y 30

Roll a ball
ABLLS-R task names have been
Climb a ladder using reciprocal motion
removed
for copyright purposes.
Creep
on stomach
Squat
Walk across a balance beam
Catch a ball any method
Ride a tricycle
Walk sideways
Gallop
Balance on one foot
Kick ball at target
Hang from bar
Catch a ball in hands
Throw ball underhand
Toss and catch a ball
Bounce a ball
Kick a moving ball
Pump while swinging
Skip
Jumping jacks
Ride a bicycle

Z 17

Z1

Mark on paper with a crayon

Z1
Z3
Z4
Z6
Z8
Z2
Z 26
Z9
Z 18
Z 14
Z 15
Z5
Z 10
Z 11
Z 21
Z 25
Z 28
Z 13
Z 19
Z 23
Z 24

Z2
Z3
Z4
Z5
Z6
Z7
Z8
Z9
Z 10
Z 11
Z 12
Z 13
Z 14
Z 15
Z 16
Z 17
Z 18
Z 19
Z 20
Z 21
Z 22

Places objects in a form box
Single-piece inset puzzle
Multiple puzzle pieces into a frame
Blocks on block design cards
Transfer objects to the opposite hand
Places pegs in a peg board
Turns pages of a book
Clothespins on a line
Color within boundaries
Open “Ziploc” type bags
Snips with scissors
Stacks blocks
Strings beads
Remove lids of jars
Cuts across paper with scissors
Trace lines with a finger
Squeezes glue from a bottle
Remove wrappers
Roughly copy shapes and patterns
Paste shapes on outlined paper
Paste shapes on plain paper picture

Y 20

New
New

Changes to sequence of
skills
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Z7
Z 12
Z 16
Z 27
Z 22
Z 20

Z 23
Z 24
Z 25
Z 26
Z 27
Z 28

Objects (rings) on pegs
ABLLS-R task names have been
Replace lids of jars
removed
Uses
pincer for
gripcopyright purposes.
Fold a piece of paper
Cuts out shapes
Accurately copy shapes and patterns
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Appendix I: Student Video Model Consent Form
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Appendix J: BCBA Consent Form
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Appendix K: Email Correspondence: Video Viewers Request for Participation
Dear (Name of expert review panel participant),
My name is Jennifer Usry and I am a doctoral student at Liberty University in the School of
Education. I am currently working on my dissertation and am ready to begin data collection on
the validity and reliability of the Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills – Revised
(ABLLS-R) assessment. Based on your expertise in the field of education or related area of study
relevant to this study, you are invited to be an expert panel that is an integral part of my doctoral
research.
For my study, I will be validating the ABLLS-R instrument used as an alternate assessment for
students with autism. The ABLLS-R, developed by Dr. Jim Partington (2006) attempts to
measure children with developmental delays, specifically autism, basic language and learning
skills. If validated, this instrument will fill a gap in special education meeting the criteria of
NCLB under IDEA to be considered an alternate assessment for students with autism.
Partington (2006) developed the ABLLS-R based on Skinner’s (1957) analysis of verbal
behavior, along with Spradlin’s (1963) work that took Skinner’s analysis a step further for
individuals with developmental disabilities. The purpose of the ABLLS-R is to identify language
and other critical skills that are in need of intervention in order for children to acquire the
capabilities of learning through everyday experiences (Partington, 2010).
Being mindful of the purpose of the ABLLS-R, and if you agree to participate in this research
study: please read the attached consent form, email the signed copy back to me (if you wish to be
recognized for your participation), and open the survey via the hyperlink found below complete
the survey. You will also have the option to be recognized for your participation in this research
study for publication purposes or to keep your identity anonymous. If you wish to be recognized
for your participation in this study for publication purposes, after reading the attached consent
form, please sign it and check the box under the signature line. Then email the completed form
back to me before taking the survey. If you do not wish to be recognized, please read the
attached consent form but do not sign and return it. All data will remain anonymous either way.
Hyperlink to survey:
You will observe the video of the ABLLS-R assessment being administered to a student with
autism spectrum disorder, and score each skill addressed using the criteria and scoring scale
provided (this is the same as you will find in the ABLLS-R Protocol) except in multiple choice
format due to the online survey response requirements. The survey will take approximately two
or more hours to complete; however you may break up the survey into multiple sessions by
saving your recorded responses and returning at a later time so long as you complete the entire
survey by midnight, October 7, 2014.
I greatly appreciate your time, expertise, and participation in this cutting edge special education
research.
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You may contact me at email@liberty.edu if you have any questions, or I can be reached at
(XXX) XXX-XXXX. The faculty advisor for this research is Dr. Deanna Keith. You may
contact her at email@liberty.edu.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Usry
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Appendix L: Email Attachment- Consent Form for Video Model Participants
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Appendix M: ABLLS-R Protocol Scoring Survey for Video Model Observation
Please score each task using the scoring criteria found in the ABLLS-R Protocol based on
the observed student’s performance in the video.
1. How long did it take you to read the selected pages (Pages 9-13) of the ABLLS-R Scoring
Instructions and IEP Development Guide to reach full understanding of the scoring
process to confidently score the video model?
a. 0 – 15 minutes
b. 15 – 30 minutes
c. 30 – 45 minutes
d. 45 or more minutes
2. How many times did you read the selected pages (Pages 9-13) of the ABLLS-R Scoring
Instructions and IEP Development Guide to reach full understanding of the scoring
process to confidently score the video model?
a. 0 – 1 times
b. 2 times
c. 3 times
d. 4 or more times
TASK
B8

B9
B 12

CRITERIA
4= given 20 items (5 each of 4 items), can sort 10 or more types of items
ABLLS-R
scoring
criteria
have12been
into
an array of
4 samples,
3= given
items removed
(3 each of 4for
items), can sort
copyright
purposes.
at least 6 types of items into array of 4 samples, 2= given 6 items (2 each
of 3 items), can sort at least 4 types of items into array of 3 samples, 1=
given 4 items (2 each of 2 items), can sort 2 types of items into an array of
2 samples
4= can quickly complete designs with 6 or more blocks (some extras), 3=
4 or more blocks (some extras), 2= can do up to 4 blocks (no extras), 1=
can do designs using 2 blocks (no extras)
4= can quickly complete designs with 6 or more pieces (some extra

SCORE
01234

01234
01234
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B 13
B 16
B 17
B 18
B 19
C 19
C 20

C 23
C 24
C 25
C 33
C 34
C 35
D4
D5
D6

D8

blocks),
3= 4scoring
or more parts
(extras),
can do
up to 4 pieces
ABLLS-R
criteria
have2=been
removed
for (no extras),
1=
can do designs
using 2 blocks (no extra blocks)
copyright
purposes.
4= can match sequence of 8 pieces comprised of 4 different items when
given extra pieces, 3= 8 pieces of 4 items with no extras, 2= 6 pieces of
three items with no extras, 1= 6 pieces of two items with no extras
4= can match at least 2 related pictures for 20 or more items, 3= 2 related
pictures for 10 items, 2= 1 related picture for 10 items, 1= can match at
least 1 related picture for 5 items
4= at least 5 items from 4 functions, 3= at least 5 items from 3 functions,
2= at least 5 items from 2 functions, 1= at least 2 items from 2 functions
4= at least 5 items from 4 features/parts, 3= at least 5 items from 3
features/parts, 2= at least 5 items from 2 features/parts, 1= at least 2 items
from 2 features/parts
4= at least 5 items from 4 classes, 3= at least 5 items from 3 classes, 2= at
least 5 items from 2 classes, 1= at least 2 items from 2 classes
2= can sequentially point to or select at least 10 known items in 30
seconds, 1= can point to or select 5 separate known items in 15 seconds
2= selects objects and pictures when given any of 5 instructions to select a
specified item (any selection response is acceptable), 1= selects objects
and pictures when given any 2 instructions to select a specified item (can
use any response)
4= 3 or more parts of ten objects, 3= 3 parts of six objects, 2= 2 parts of
four objects, 1= at least 2 parts of two objects
4= selects at least 20 objectives (including at least 3 colors, 2 shapes and
2 sizes), 3= at least 10 adjectives (at least 5 of which are not colors), 2= at
least 5 adjective (may be all colors), 1= can identify at least one adjective
2= can select one of three separated items located on a table, 1= can select
one of two separated items located on a table
4= can perform at least 4 actions on at least 4 objects, 3= can perform at
least 3 actions on 4 objects, 2= can perform at least 2 actions on 4 objects,
1= can perform 2 actions on at least 2 objects
2= at least 5 without prompts, 1= at least 2 with only verbal or pointing
prompts
4= selects 20 or more action pictures and can identify several different
examples (including novel examples) of most of those actions, 3= 10
actions, 2= 5 actions, 1= 2 action pictures
4= at least 10 actions & readily imitates novel actions, 3= 10 actions, 2= 5
actions, 1= 2 actions
4= at least 10 actions & readily imitates novel actions, 3= 10 actions, 2= 5
actions, 1= 2 actions
4= at least 10 pairs of actions & readily imitates novel actions, 3= imitates
any 10 pairs of actions, 2= imitates any 5 pairs of actions, 1= imitates any
2 pairs of similar actions where one response in the pair involves
movement and the other is a static response
4= at least 10 actions & readily imitates novel actions, 3= imitates any 10
actions, 2= imitates any 5 actions, 1= imitates any 2 actions

01234
01234
01234
01234
01234
012
012

01234
01234
012
01234
012
01234
01234
01234
01234

01234
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D9
D 10
D 11

D 12
D 13
D 14
D 15
D 16
D 18
D 19
D 20
D 21
E5
E6
E 11
E 13
E 14
E 15
G5

2=
imitates 3 scoring
actions, 1=
one action
ABLLS-R
criteria
have been removed for
2= imitates 4 actions, 1= 2 actions
copyright purposes.
4= at least 6 facial/oral motor movements including those that require
repeated movement and those that require a held position (static), 3=
imitates any 6 actions, 2= imitates any 4 actions, 1= imitates any 2
facial/oral motor actions
4= at least 10 actions & readily imitates novel actions, 3= 10 actions, 2= 5
actions, 1= 2 actions
2= can imitate any sequence of touching 4 of 6 items, 1= can imitate any
sequence of touching 2 of 4 items
2= imitates both a short and a sustained blowing action of at least 2
seconds duration, 1= can imitate either a short or an extended blowing
action
2= readily imitates actions matching the speed of the ongoing model, 1=
requires only verbal prompts to match the speed of the ongoing model
2= readily imitates actions with objects matching the speed of the action
immediately following a demonstration, 1= requires only verbal prompt
to match the speed of the action immediately following a demonstration
2= can imitate touching any sequence of touching 4 of 6 items
immediately following a demonstration, 1= can imitate touching 2 of 4
items immediately following a demonstration
2= can imitate a sequence of 6 different modeled actions within 10
seconds, 1= can imitate a sequence of 4 different modeled actions within
10 seconds
4= at least 10 sequences of two actions & readily imitates novel
sequences, 3= 10 sequences of two actions, 2= 5 sequences of two
actions, 1= 2 sequences of two actions after a sequence has been modeled
2= readily imitates actions matching the intensity of the model, 1=
requires only verbal prompts to match the intensity of the model
2= readily imitates sounds matching the speed of the model, 1= requires
only gestural prompts to match the speed of the model
2= imitates any number of up to three repetitions of a sound without
prompts, 1= imitates any number of up to three repetitions of a sound
when provided with only gestural prompts
4= readily and accurately imitates almost any word with consonant blends
in any position, 3= 15 words with consonant blends can be accurately
imitated, 2= 5 words, 1= 2 words
4= readily and accurately imitates phrases of 6 or more words, 3= 4-word
phrases, 2= 3-word phrases, 1= 2-word phrases
4= readily and accurately imitates sequence of 7 or more numbers, 3= 4
numbers, 2= 3 numbers, 1= 2 numbers
2= can imitate saying words both at a faster and slower than a normal rate
of speaking, 1= can imitate saying words at a faster or slower than normal
rate of speaking
4= can label 20 or more body parts on himself or others, 3= 10 body parts,
2= 5 body parts, 1= at least 2 body parts on himself or others

012
012
01234

01234
012
012
012
012
012
012
01234
012
012
012
01234
01234
01234
012
01234
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G7
G8
G 12
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H 10
J4
Q3
Q4
Q5

Q6

Q7

4= 20 or more labels of actions and can identify several different
ABLLS-R
scoringnovel
criteria
have of
been
for 3= 10
examples
(including
examples)
mostremoved
of those actions,
copyright
actions,
2= 5purposes.
actions, 1= 2 actions
4= 20 or more labels of pictures of actions and can identify several
different examples (including novel examples), 3= 10 actions, 2= 5
actions, 1= 2 actions
4= 3 parts or features of 10 or more objects, 3= 3 parts or features of 4
objects, 2= 2 parts or features of 4 objects, 1= 2 parts or features of 2
objects
4= makes 8 animal sounds given names of animal and names 8 animals
when given the sound made by the animal, 3= 6 sounds or names, 2= 4
sounds or names, 1= 2 sounds or names
4= at least 4 pieces of information about self (e.g., name, age, phone,
siblings, parents’ names, etc.), 3= 3 pieces of information, 2= 2 pieces of
information, 1= 1 piece of information about self
4= 10 or more fill-in responses, 3= 5 fill-in responses, 2= 2 fill-in
responses, 1= 1 fill-in response
4= can say at least 2 related items for 20 or more named items, 3= 2
related items for each of 10 named items, 2= 1 related item for 10 items,
1= can say at least 1 related item for each of 5 named items
4= 20 or more fill-ins with two responses, 3= 10 fill-ins with two
responses, 2= 5 fill-in responses, 1= 2 fill-in responses
4= 20 or more fill-ins with two responses, 3=10 fill-ins with two
responses, 2= 5 fill-in responses, 1= 2 fill-in responses
4= answers 30 or more questions including at least 3 responses for at least
5 locations (e.g., bedroom, refrigerator, kitchen, closet, living room), 3=
15 questions, 2= 10 questions, 1= answers at least 5 questions
2= adds “ing” to the end of verbs most of the time when appropriate, 1=
occasionally adds “ing” to the end of verbs when appropriate
4= can identify the sounds of at least 20 letters, 3= can identify the sounds
of at least 10 letters, 2= can identify the sounds of at least 5 letters, 1= can
identify the sounds of at least 2 letters
4= can identify the sounds of at least 20 letters, 3= can identify the sounds
of at least 10 letters, 2= can identify the sounds of at least 5 letters, 1= can
identify the sounds of at least 2 letters
4= can match at least 20 words with corresponding pictures, 3= can match
at least 10 words with corresponding pictures, 2= can match at least 5
words with corresponding pictures, 1= can match at least 2 words with
corresponding pictures
4= different fonts with only 1 letter different in non-target words, 3= same
fonts 1 letter different, 2= same fonts 2 letters different in non-matching
words, 1= same font with 3 or more different letters in non-matching
words
2= can point to and name the letters of 5 letter words (left to right)
without prompts, 1= can point to and name the letters of 3 letter words
(left to right) with only one prompt per word

01234
01234
01234
01234
01234
01234
01234
01234
01234
01234
012
01234
01234
01234

01234

012
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Q8

Q9
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
S3

S4
Y4
Y6
Y7
Y8
Y9
Y 10
Y 12
Y 13
Y 15
Y 17
Y 18
Y 19

2=
can matchscoring
letters for
words up
to 5been
letters removed
in length when
ABLLS-R
criteria
have
for given extra
letters,
somepurposes.
of which are similar (e.g., e & a), 1= can match letters for
copyright
words up to 3 letters in length when not given extra letters, and the letters
are not similar (e.g., bat)
2= can add a letter in any position of the word for at least 10 words, 1=
can all a letter at least one position of the word for at least 5 words
2= can continue counting to 10 if started with “1, 2”, 1= can count along
with instructor to 10 (vocal imitation)
4= can count to any specified number up to 30, 3= can count to 30, 2= can
count to 20, 1= can count to 10
2= can continue counting objects to 10 if started with “1, 2”, 1= can count
along with instructor to 10 (vocal imitation) even if the instructor varies
the pace of the counting (e.g., 1, 2, …(pause) 3, …4, 5, … 6)
4= can count any amount up to 100, 3= can count any amount up to 20,
2= can count any amount up to 10, 1= can count any amount up to 5 even
if the items are not presented in a row, (i.e., slightly scattered)
4= can count any amount up to 30, 3= can count any amount up to 20, 2=
can count any amount up to 10, 1= can count any amount up to 5
2= will name the numerals 1-10 on a number line, 1= will name the
numerals on a number line when verbally prompted “1, 2..” while
instructor points to the numerals
4= can identify numbers up to 100, 3= can identify numbers to 30, 2= can
identify numbers to 20, 1= can identify numbers to 10
4= can match items with numbers up to 30 (and vice versa), 3= can match
items with numbers to 20, 2= can match items with numbers up to 10, 1=
can match items with numbers to 5
4= accurately traces lines, and curved and straight lined shapes, 3=
accurately traces curved figures (circles and ovals) OR straight lined
figures (squares, rectangles, and triangles) within 1/8 to ¼ inch of the
sample, 2= accurately traces straight and curved lines, 1= accurately
traces straight lines
2= accurately traces all numbers and letters staying within 1/8 to ¼ inch
of the sample, 1= accurately traces numbers and letters that only require
making straight lines (e.g., A, E, F, 1, 4, 7)
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no

012

012
012
01234
012
01234
01234
012
01234
01234
01234

012
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
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Z7
Z 12
Z 14
Z 16
Z 17
Z 18
Z 26

1=
yes, 0= noscoring criteria have been removed for
ABLLS-R
1=
yes, 0= nopurposes.
copyright
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no
1= yes, 0= no

01
01
01
01
01
01
01
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Appendix N: Scoring Grid for ABLLS-R

ABLLS-R scoring grid has been removed for copyright purposes.
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ABLLS-R scoring grid has been removed for copyright purposes.
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ABLLS-R scoring grid has been removed for copyright purposes.
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Appendix O: Phone Script in case of No Response to Participation Request Email
Hi (Name of expert panel participant),
My name is Jennifer Usry and I am a Doctoral Student at Liberty University. How are you?
I am contacting you today because I would like to ask you to consider participating in the data I
am collecting for my dissertation research. I am seeking to validate the ABLLS-R instrument for
my dissertation and would like your input. I have sent an email to you containing all of the
information regarding the study and its importance in the field of education. Have you received
this email? If you have, it is not my intention to pressure you, but because of the time constraints
of collecting data, if you plan on participating a response is needed. If not, would you mind if I
resend you the email? Let me make sure I have the correct email address. Is your email address
(current email address of potential participant)? Please read the email for more detailed
information on the study and instructions on how to proceed.
I would greatly appreciate it if you would consider being apart of this study. I look forward to
hearing from you again soon via your response to my email. Thank you for taking the time to
talk with me today and your consideration to participate in this study.
Have a great rest of your day!
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Appendix P: IRB Approval Letter
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Appendix Q: Participant Consent for Recognition in Study
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Appendix R: Calculated CVR for Each Item of the ABLLS-R, Expert Comments, Category
Number Based on Emerging Themes, Suggested Revisions
Question
(Skill)

CVR

6. (A 6)
7. (A 7)
15. (A 15)
22. (B 3)
23. (B 4)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

24. (B 5)
25. (B 6)

1.00
1.00

27. (B 8)
32. (B 13)
35. (B 16)
36. (B 17)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

37. (B 18)

39. (B 20)

Expert
Comment

Category Retain, Modify/
Notate, or
Delete Item

3

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Modify

3

Retain
Delete

Depends on age

1

Retain
Retain
Retain
Notate

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

Should include
#25

But no really it is
covered in #23

Suggested Revision
Based on Expert
Comment

Can the student
match pictures of
objects to
corresponding
objects and match
objects to
corresponding
pictures?
Combine with #23;
Delete after

Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
4 years old (New
York Child Study
Center [NYC],
2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
4 years old (NYC,
2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
5 years old (NYC,
2014).
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44. (B 25)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

45. (B 26)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

53. (C 7)
54. (C 8)
55. (C 9)
56. (C 10)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1

57. (C 11)

1.00

Helps determine
if they understand
what an item is
and what the
instruction was
Do they
understand what
items are and
what they are told
to do

Retain
Retain
Retain
Notate

1

Notate

58. (C 12)

1.00

#56 and this one
should be
combined
somehow along
with #59

3

Delete

59. (C 13)

1.00

Retain

Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
5 years old (NYC,
2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
5 years old (NYC,
2014).

Combine with #59;
Delete after

Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
21 months old
(NYC, 2014).
Combine with #59;
Delete after

Can the student
select a specified
object/ reinforcing
item from a selection
of two common
objects/ reinforcing
items?
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
21 months old
(NYC, 2014) due to
the child needing to
understand multiple

226

60. (C 14)

1.00

Delete

61. (C 15)

1.00

Delete

62. (C 16)

1.00

#60 and #61
should be
combined here
somehow

3

Modify

63. (C 17)

1.00

Pictures are
5
harder than
objects but
objects are harder
to do because of
student wanting
to play with them,
having to come
up with 100
objects (2
versions of each)

Modify

66. (C 20)
67. (C 21)
68. (C 22)
69. (C 23)
70. (C 24)
73. (C 27)
74. (C 28)
75. (C 29)
76. (C 30)
77. (C 31)
78. (C 32)
80. (C 34)
81. (C 35)
82. (C 36)
83. (C 37)
84. (C 38)
85. (C 39)
86. (C 40)
88. (C 42)
89. (C 43)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain

instructions at the
same time and
having a diverse
repertoire of names
of items.
Combine with #62;
Delete after
Combine with #62;
Delete after
Can the student
make a selection
from a group of
items by picture and
by object, including
body parts?
Modify to include a
universal set of
pictures of common
objects with the
assessment.
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91. (C 45)
92. (C 46)
93. (C 47)
94. (C 48)
95. (C 49)
98. (C 52)
101. (C 55)
102. (C 56)
104. (D 1)
106. (D 3)
107. (D 4)
108. (D 5)
110. (D 7)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

148. (E 18)
152. (F 2)
153. (F 3)
154. (F 4)
155. (F 5)
156. (F 6)
158. (F 8)
159. (F 9)
161. (F 11)
162. (F 12)
163. (F 13)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

165. (F 15)
166. (F 16)
167. (F 17)
168. (F 18)
169. (F 19)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Imitating an adult
actions does not
mean he will
imitate peers and
if he has physical
limitations it
should be the OT
job to work on
them

You have to work
with the student
first to learn the
answer to this

Depends on age

5

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Notate

5

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Modify

1

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Notate

Notation made in
notes column, the
item needs assessed
when the student
receives OT services.

Modify for clarity
indicating the need
to have a relationship
with the student prior
to assessing this
item.

Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
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170. (F 20)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

171. (F 21)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

172. (F 22)
174. (F 24)

1.00
1.00

Depends on age

1

Retain
Notate

175. (F 25)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

176. (F 26)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

177. (F 27)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

178. (F 28)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

2 to 3 years old
(PRO-ED Inc.,
1999).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
2 to 3 years old
(PRO-ED Inc.,
1999).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(National Institute of
Health [NIH], 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
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3 to 4 years old
(NIH, 2014).
179. (F 29)
180. (G 1)
181. (G 2)
182. (G 3)
183. (G 4)
184. (G 5)
185. (G 6)
186. (G 7)
187. (G 8)
190. (G 11)
191. (G 12)
192. (G 13)
193. (G 14)
194. (G 15)
195. (G 16)
196. (G 17)
197. (G 18)
198. (G 19)
199. (G 20)
200. (G 21)
201. (G 22)
202. (G 23)
203. (G 24)
204. (G 25)
205. (G 26)
206. (G 27)
207. (G 28)
208. (G 29)
210. (G 31)
212. (G 33)
213. (G 34)
216. (G 37)
218. (G 39)
219. (G 40)
220. (G 41)
230. (H 4)
231. (H 5)
233. (H 7)
234. (H 8)
235. (H 9)
236. (H 10)
237. (H 11)
238. (H 12)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
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239. (H 13)
240. (H 14)
241. (H 15)
242. (H 16)
243. (H 17)
244. (H 18)
245. (H 19)
246. (H 20)
247. (H 21)
248. (H 22)
249. (H 23)
250. (H 24)
251. (H 25)
253. (H 27)
254. (H 28)
255. (H 29)
256. (H 30)
257. (H 31)
258. (H 32)
259. (H 33)
261. (H 35)
262. (H 36)
263. (H 37)
264. (H 38)
265. (H 39)
266. (H 40)
269. (H 43)
270. (H 44)
271. (H 45)
275. (H 49)
282. (I 7)
283. (I 8)
284. (I 9)
285. (J 1)
286. (J 2)
288. (J 4)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Depends on age

1

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Notate

289. (J 5)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
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290. (J 6)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

291. (J 7)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

292. (J 8)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

293. (J 9)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

294. (J 10)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

295. (J 11)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

296. (J 12)

1.00

Depends on age

1

Notate

297. (J 13)
298. (J 14)

1.00
1.00

Retain
Retain

3 to 4 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
4 to 5 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
4 to 5 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(NIH, 2014).
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301. (J 17)
312. (K 8)
313. (K 9)
317. (K 13)
318. (K 14)
320. (L 1)
321. (L 2)
322. (L 3)
323. (L 4)
327. (L 8)
328. (L 9)
329. (L 10)
331. (L 12)
332. (L 13)
338. (L 19)
339. (L 20)
340. (L 21)
341. (L 22)
343. (L 24)
344. (L 25)
351. (L 32)
352. (L 33)
354. (M 1)
355. (M 2)
356. (M 3)
357. (M 4)
358. (M 5)
359. (M 6)
360. (M 7)
361. (M 8)
362. (M 9)
363. (M 10)
364. (M 11)
365. (M 12)
366. (N 1)
367. (N 2)
368. (N 3)
369. (N 4)
370. (N 5)
371. (N 6)
372. (N 7)
373. (N 8)
374. (N 9)
375. (N 10)
376. (P 1)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
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377. (P 2)
378. (P 3)
379. (P 4)
380. (P 5)
381. (P 6)
382. (Q 1)
383. (Q 2)
384. (Q 3)
386. (Q 5)
388. (Q 7)
391. (Q 10)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

ASL

2

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Notate

393. (Q 12)

1.00

ASL

2

Notate

394. (Q 13)

1.00

ASL

2

Notate

395. (Q 14)
396. (Q 15)
397. (Q 16)
398. (Q 17)
399. (R 1)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

ASL

2

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Notate

400. (R 2)

1.00

ASL

2

Notate

401. (R 3)

1.00

ASL

2

Notate

Notation made in
notes column, the
item needs assessed
when the student
receives Speech
services.
Notation made in
notes column, the
item needs assessed
when the student
receives Speech
services.
Notation made in
notes column, the
item needs assessed
when the student
receives Speech
services.

Notation made in
notes column, the
item needs assessed
when the student
receives Speech
services.
Notation made in
notes column, the
item needs assessed
when the student
receives Speech
services.
Notation made in
notes column, the
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item needs assessed
when the student
receives Speech
services.
403. (R 5)
406. (R 8)
407. (R 9)
408. (R 10)
410. (R 12)
411. (R 13)
413. (R 15)
414. (R 16)
419. (R 21)
420. (R 22)
421. (R 23)
422. (R 24)
423. (R 25)
424. (R 26)
427. (R 29)
428. (S 1)
430. (S 3)
431. (S 4)
434. (S 7)
435. (S 8)
436. (S 9)
437. (S 10)
440. (T 3)
441. (T 4)
443. (T 6)
444. (T 7)
445. (U 1)
446. (U 2)
447. (U 3)
448. (U 4)
449. (U 5)
450. (U 6)
451. (U 7)
452. (U 8)
453. (U 9)
454. (U 10)
455. (U 11)
456. (U 12)
457. (U 13)
458. (U 14)
459. (U 15)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
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460. (V 1)
461. (V 2)
462. (V 3)
463. (V 4)
466. (V 7)
467. (V 8)
468. (V 9)
469. (V 10)
470. (W 1)
471. (W 2)
477. (X 1)
478. (X 2)
479. (X 3)
480. (X 4)
483. (X 7)
485. (X 9)
486. (X 10)
517. (Z 1)
518. (Z 2)
519. (Z 3)
520. (Z 4)
524. (Z 8)
528. (Z 12)
529. (Z 13)
532. (Z 16)
544. (Z 28)
1. (A 1)
3. (A 3)
5. (A 5)
8. (A 8)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
100
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

13. (A 13)
19. (A 19)
20. (B 1)
21. (B 2)
31. (B 12)

0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

Depends on age

Depends on age

1

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Delete
Delete
Delete
Notate

1

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Modify/ Notate

Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
2 years old (NYC,
2014).

Combine with #28 –
Can the student do
block designs on a
picture card and do
block designs from
looking at a picture
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38. (B 19)

0.67

Depends on age

1

Notate

40. (B 21)

0.67

Depends on age

1

Notate

47. (C 1)

0.67

A lot of times
they hear but
ignore data is
hard to judge on
this one

5

Modify

48. (C 2)
72. (C26)
79. (C 33)
87. (C 41)
90. (C 44)
96. (C 50)
97. (C 51)

0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

Depends on age

1

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Notate

99. (C 53)
100. (C 54)

0.67
0.67

Pictures on
emotions are
really not good

5

Delete
Modify

of a design.
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
2 years old (NIH,
2014).
Modify to give the
student multiple
opportunities to
respond to his or her
name during a school
day. If give ample
opportunities, data
will show how often
student responds.

Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 years old (NYC,
2014).
Modify to include a
universal set of
pictures representing
emotions with the
assessment.
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103. (C 57)

0.67

105. (D 2)
109. (D 6)
112. (D 9)
113. (D 10)

0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

115. (D 12)

0.67

118. (D 15)
119. (D 16)
120. (D 17)
121. (D 18)
122. (D 19)
123. (D 20)
126. (D 23)
127. (D 24)
128. (D 25)
129. (D 26)
130. (D 27)

0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

131. (E 1)

0.67

132. (E 2)

0.67

Pictures on social
scenes are not
good

5

Modify

Speech should do
this

2

Delete
Delete
Delete
Notate

OT job

2

Notate

Depends on age

1

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Notate

The following
section should be
speech not an
ABA therapist, if
the echo this is a
wasted section if
the don’t echo
then speech
should deal with
it
Same as above

2

Notate

2

Notate

Modify to include a
universal set of
pictures on social
scenes with the
assessment.

Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
OT services.

Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
4 to 5 years old
(NIH, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.

Notation made in
notes column, item
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133. (E 3)

0.67

Same as above

2

Notate

134. (E 4)

0.67

Same as above

2

Notate

135. (E 5)

0.67

Same as above

2

Notate

136. (E 6)

0.67

Same as above

2

Notate

138. (E 8)

0.67

Same as above

2

Notate

139. (E 9)

0.67

Same as above

2

Notate

140. (E 10)

0.67

3

Modify

141. (E 11)

0.67

Can be taught in
the G’s when
learning to label
items
Speech

2

Notate

142. (E 12)

0.67

Speech

2

Notate

needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Relocate item to
section G (Labeling)
of the ABLLS-R.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
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143. (E 13)

0.67

Speech

2

Notate

144. (E 14)

0.67

Speech

2

Notate

146. (E 16)

0.67

Speech

2

Notate

147. (E 17)

0.67

Speech

2

Notate

151. (F 1)

0.67

5

Modify

164. (F 14)

0.67

Hard to do tho.
Most kids are use
to getting it
themselves so if
they cant then
they just don’t
want it
Do not need a
student going
look at me its not
school age
appropriate

1

Notate

173. (F 23)
188. (G 9)
189. (G 10)
209. (G 30)
214. (G 35)
215. (G 36)
217. (G 38)
221. (G 42)
225. (G 46)
226. (G 47)

0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

1

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Notate

Not sure that’s
appropriate for

Speech services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Place specific items
the students want in
areas where the
student will be
forced to indicate he
or she wants said
specific item.
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
2 to 3 years old
(PRO-ED Inc.,
1999).

Notation made in
notes column the
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227. (H 1)

0.67

228. (H 2)
232. (H 6)
268. (H 42)
272. (H 46)
273. (H 47)
274. (H 48)
279. (I 4)
287. (J 3)
299. (J 15)
300. (J 16)
303. (J 19)
305. (K 1)
306. (K 2)

0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

307. (K 3)
308. (K 4)
310. (K 6)
314. (K 10)
315. (K 11)
316. (K 12)
324. (L 5)

0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

school to have a
student walking
around labeling
stuff randomly all
day you then have
to break that habit
for him to fit in
Not all kids
5
special or not like
to sing or will
sing. Does he
seem to be
listening and
following along is
more important

Sometimes they
5
do not know other
kids are there so
this really does
not matter

mental age for this
task is approximately
2 to 3 years old
(NIH, 2014).

Modify

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Modify

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete

Modify for clarity;
The student is not
required to sing.
Also, modify to
include how long the
student will attend to
singing group.
According to Schmitt
(2012) a child should
attend to an activity
for 3 to 5 minutes
per year of age.

Modify to specify
what or which
item(s) needs to be
assessed during NET
environment with
peers from a general
education classroom
(Mastrangelo, 2009).
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325. (L 6)
333. (L 14)
334. (L 15)
335. (L 16)
337. (L 18)
342. (L 23)
345. (L 26)
348. (L 29)
349. (L 30)
350. (L 31)
353. (L 34)
385. (Q 4)
387. (Q 6)
392. (Q 11)

0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

ASL

2

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Notate

404. (R 6)

0.67

ASL

2

Notate

405. (R 7)

0.67

ASL

2

Notate

409. (R 11)
412. (R 14)
415. (R 17)
416. (R 18)
418. (R 20)

0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

5

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Modify

425. (R 27)
426. (R 28)
432. (S 5)
433. (S 6)
439. (T 2)
442. (T 5)
464. (V 5)
465. (V 6)
472. (W 3)

0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

4

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Modify

What about
subtraction

Not in school

Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.

Add item to
assessment that
addresses the skill of
subtraction.

Modify to state the
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473. (W 4)

0.67

Not in school
maybe wipe his
mouth

4

Modify

474. (W 5)
475. (W 6)

0.67
0.67

Not in school

4

Delete
Modify

476. (W 7)
481. (X 5)

0.67
0.67

Should be taught
at home

4

Delete
Modify

484. (X 8)

0.67

Taught at home

4

Modify

488. (Y 2)

0.67

OT

2

Notate

492. (Y 6)

0.67

OT

2

Notate

item should be
introduced at home
and enforced at
school by using a
task analysis (Pratt,
2012).
Modify to state the
item should be
introduced at home
and enforced at
school by using a
task analysis (Pratt,
2012).
Modify to state the
item should be
introduced at home
and enforced at
school by using a
task analysis (Pratt,
2012)
Modify to state the
item should be
introduced at home
and enforced at
school by using a
task analysis (Pratt,
2012).
Modify to state the
item should be
introduced at home
and enforced at
school by using a
task analysis (Pratt,
2012).
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
OT services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
OT services.
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521. (Z 5)
522. (Z 6)
523. (Z 7)
527. (Z 11)
531. (Z 15)
533. (Z 17)
535. (Z 19)
536. (Z 20)
539. (Z 23)
540. (Z 24)
541. (Z 25)
542. (Z 26)
543. (Z 27)
2. (A 2)
4. (A 4)
9. (A 9)

0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.33
0.33
0.33

11. (A 11)
12. (A 12)
26. (B 7)

0.33
0.33
0.33

28. (B 9)

0.33

30. (B 11)
33. (B 14)

0.33
0.33

Depends on age

1

Delete
Notate

34. (B 15)

0.33

Depends on age

1

Notate

41. (B 22)
42. (B 23)

0.33
0.33

5

Delete
Modify

Depends on age

1

Speed not
5
important the skill
is what’s
important
But should be
3
combined with
the one off card

Helps in play

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Notate

Delete
Delete
Modify

Delete

Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
2 to 3 years old
(PRO-ED Inc.,
1999).
Modify item to not
focus on speed but
skill.
Combine with #31;
Delete after
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
2 to 3 years old
(NYC, 2014).
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(NYC, 2014).
Helpful to assess this
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46. (B 27)

0.33

49. (C 3)
50. (C 4)
51. (C 5)
52. (C 6)
71. (C 25)

0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33

111. (D 8)
114. (D 11)
116. (D 13)
124. (D 21)
125. (D 22)
137. (E 7)

0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33

145. (E 15)

0.33

160. (F 10)

0.33

211. (G 32)

0.33

Depends on age

1

Notate

1

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Notate

Should be speech
not an ABA
therapist, if they
echo this is a
wasted section if
they don’t echo
then speech
should deal with
it
Speech

2

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Notate

2

Notate

Use of words are
better

5

Modify

Not a skill you
can teach and this
comes with age
and work

Delete

skill during Natural
Environmental
Teaching (NET)
activities.
Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
3 to 4 years old
(NYC, 2014).

Notation made in
notes column the
mental age for this
task is approximately
2 to 3 years old
(PRO-ED Inc.,
1999).

Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.

Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
Speech services.
Modify item to
include verbal word
(yes/no) with head
movement action of
yes or no.
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223. (G 44)
224. (G 45)
260. (H 34)
267. (H 41)
276. (I 1)
277. (I 2)
278. (I 3)
281. (I 6)
302. (J 18)
304. (J 20)
309. (K 5)
311. (K 7)
326. (L 7)
330. (L 11)
336. (L 17)
389. (Q 8)
390. (Q 9)
402. (R 4)
417. (R 19)
429. (S 2)
438. (T 1)
482. (X 6)
487. (Y 1)

0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33

OT (Occupational
Therapy)

2

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Notate

489. (Y 3)

0.33

OT

2

Notate

491. (Y 5)

0.33

OT

2

Notate

494. (Y 8)

0.33

OT

2

Notate

499. (Y 13)

0.33

OT

2

Notate

Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
OT services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
OT services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
OT services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
the student receives
OT services.
Notation made in
notes column, item
needs assessed when
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502. (Y 16)

0.33

516. (Y 30)
525. (Z 9)
526. (Z 10)
530. (Z 14)
534. (Z 18)
537. (Z 21)
10. (A 10)
16. (A 16)
17. (A 17)
18. (A 18)
29. (B 10)
64. (C 18)

0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

65. (C 19)

0.00

117. (D 14)
149. (E 19)

0.00
0.00

150. (E 20)
157. (F 7)

0.00
0.00

222. (G 43)
229. (H 3)

0.00
0.00

252. (H 26)
280. (I 5)
319. (K 15)
346. (L 27)
490. (Y 4)
493. (Y 7)
496. (Y 10)
497. (Y 11)
501. (Y 15)
505. (Y 19)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

OT or home

4

Notate

Depends on age

1

Depends on age

1

You cannot do a
test for this. This
has to be scored
after working
with the child
Not about speed
about ability
Speech
Imitate and
understand are
different

5

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete

5

Delete

2
5

Delete
Delete

Eye contact is
over rated

5

Delete
Delete

Not seen that in
my ABLLS but
like it unless they
are nonverbal/deaf

5

Delete
Delete

OT
OT

2
2

OT
OT

2
2

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete

the student receives
OT services.
Taught at home and
enforced during OT.
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506. (Y 20)
509. (Y 23)
510. (Y 24)
512. (Y 26)
513. (Y 27)
514. (Y 28)
515. (Y 29)
538. (Z 22)
347. (L 28)
495. (Y 9)
498. (Y 12)
500. (Y 14)
503. (Y 17)
504. (Y 18)
507. (Y 21)
508. (Y 22)
511. (Y 25)
14. (A 14)
43. (B 24)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.33
-0.33
-0.33
-0.33
-0.33
-0.33
-0.33
-0.33
-0.33
-0.67
-0.67

OT

2

OT
OT

2
2

OT
OT
OT
OT
OT

2
2
2
2
2

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete

.
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Appendix S: Permission Letter to Publish ICC Chart

